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Abstract 
We compute the O ( a f ) v i r tual QCD corrections for the process e+e~ —> qqg aris-
ing f rom the interference of the two-loop and tree amplitudes and f rom the self-
interference of the one-loop amplitude. The results are presented in the fo rm of 
both mat r ix elements and helicity amplitudes. 
The calculation of the matr ix elements is performed by the direct evaluation of 
the Feynman diagrams and corresponding loop integrals. The helicity amplitudes 
are derived in a scheme-independent way f rom the coefficients appearing in the 
general expression for the tensorial structure of this process. The tensor coefficients 
are then extracted f r o m the Feynman diagrams by means of projectors. 
The one- and two-loop integrals appearing in the amplitudes are reduced to 
a small set of known master integrals by means of integration-by-parts identities. 
This reduction has been automated by construction of an algorithm based on that 
proposed by Laporta. 
The infrared pole structure of both the mat r ix elements and helicity amplitudes 
is shown to agree w i t h the predictions made by the infrared factorisation formula of 
Catani. The analytic results for the finite terms, regularised in conventional dimen-
sional regularisation and renormalised in the MS scheme, are presented, expressed 
in terms of one- and two-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms. 
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Preface 
The aim of this thesis is to present the calculation of the mat r ix element and helicity 
amplitudes for e+e~ —> qqg which unt i l now has remained the missing component 
for a f u l l N N L O calculation of e+e~ —> 3 jets. 
Before the presenting the main results in Chapters 4 and 5 we aim to provide 
an overview of the necessary tools for such a calculation. We begin in Chapter 1 
w i t h a basic introduction to Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) . We discuss some 
of the key ideas and techniques which we use throughout the thesis. In particular 
we introduce the idea of perturbative calculations and motivate the importance of 
higher order corrections. 
I n Chapter 2 we present, by way of example, the calculation of e+e~ —>• qq + X 
matr ix element highlighting the important features of the calculation. We are led to 
discuss the treatment of infrared divergences and introduce the technique of Catani 
and Seymour for predicting the infrared structure of mat r ix elements in general. 
Having introduced the tools for calculating mat r ix elements we t u r n in Chapter 3 
to the methods for calculating loop integrals. The main focus of this chapter is on 
the technique of integration-by-parts. Here we present an algori thm based on the 
work of Laporta for the automated solution of the integration-by-parts identities. 
The matr ix elements and helicity amplitudes, regularised in conventional dimen-
sional regularisation and renormalised in the MS scheme are presented in Chapters 4 
and 5.8. They are expressed in terms of one- and two-dimensional harmonic poly-
logarithms. 
Final ly i n Chapter 6 we provide a summary of results and discuss the remain-
ing steps to be carried out before a f u l l Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) 
calculation of e+e~ —>• 3 jets can be made. 
1 
C H A P T E R 1 
QCD Beginnings 
I n this Chapter we discuss the theory of Q C D 1 . We begin in Section 1.1 by briefly 
introducing the quark model, outl ining a crucial property of the quarks which gives 
rise to the structure of QCD, namely colour. W i t h the key ideas in place we move 
in Section 1.2 to a more rigorous description, the Lagrangian of QCD. Af te r intro-
ducing the idea of perturbative calculations and consequently Feynman diagrams, 
we present the corresponding Feynman rules i n Section 1.3. I n Sections 1.4-1.7 we 
cover the regularisation and renormalisation of QCD which leads naturally to the 
discussion of the running coupling. Finally in Section 1.8 we discuss higher order 
corrections and the motivation for such calculations w i t h i n QCD. 
1.1 Prom Hadrons to Quarks 
QCD is the theory of the strong interactions. A l l particles which undergo the strong 
interaction are called hadrons. Hadrons fa l l into two classes, baryons and mesons. 
Baryons exhibit fermionic behaviour whilst mesons are bosonic. The spectrum of 
hadrons is a broad one, spanning many hundreds of particles w i t h varying lifetimes 
1 T h i s introduction is meant to serve as an overview of the important topics in Q C D which will 
be used throughout this thesis. For more detailed discussions of these topics the reader is referred 
to one of the many text books. For example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] provide excellent overviews of Q C D 
and field theory. 
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and decay modes [7]. Historically, the large number of hadrons was seen as a clear 
indication for the possibility of underlying structure. Indeed, i t was discovered that 
the hadrons are not fundamental, but can be constructed f r o m a much smaller group 
of fundamental particles, the quarks [8, 9]. Quarks are spin ^2 (fermionic) point-like 
particles carrying fractional electric charge. The f u l l observed hadronic spectrum 
can be completely constructed w i t h six flavours of quark (and their corresponding 
antiparticles): 
Qeiectric = + 2/z « - u p , c - charm, t - t o p , 
Qeiectric = d - down, s - strange, b - b o t t o m . 
The correct fermionic and bosonic behaviour of the baryons and mesons can be 
reproduced i f they are constructed in the following way: mesons to be composed of 
a quark and antiquark, M = qq, and baryons f r o m three (anti)quarks, (B = qqq) 
B — qqq. By this construction, all hadrons carry integer electric charge, consistent 
w i t h the experimental fact that no free, fractionally electric charged particle has 
been observed. 
I n this incomplete form, the quark model gives rise to a contradiction w i t h the 
Fermi-Dirac statistics of its constituents. To construct, for example, the A + + ( J = 
3 / 2 ) , a baryonic state, we must combine three up-type quarks. The resulting wave 
funct ion must contain three identical fermions w i t h aligned spins 
A + + = |«twV>, 
which is clearly symmetric under the exchange of two M-quarks. This problem was 
solved by the proposal, and subsequent verification, of a new quantum number 
carried by quarks, called colour charge [10]. By assigning each quark a new colour 
quantum number an antisymmetric wave funct ion can be constructed: 
3 
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providing, of course, there are at least three unique colours. I t has been verified 
through experiment, by measuring quantities like the Re+e ratio [11, 12, 13] (see 
Section 2.2) that exactly three colours are required. They are labelled red, green and 
blue. I t is also an experimental fact that no isolated quark has ever been observed. 
This evidence led to the idea that the observed hadrons must be colourless, that is, 
in combinations like red-red and red-green-blue. Confinement, as this phenomena 
is known, is believed to be a dynamical property of the quarks which, at present, 
is not fu l l y understood. The f u l l baryonic and mesonic states in terms of coloured 
quarks is then 
B = 76 e i j ^ q i q j q k ^ a n d M = 73 S i j \ q i ^ ' 
where i t is understood that the colour indices i, j and k must f o r m a colourless 
combination. 
Since its discovery, the theory of colour has been put on a more rigorous math-
ematical footing. The resulting theory, which describes the interactions of coloured 
objects, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), is based upon the premise that hadrons 
are colourless and invariant under the exchange of colour of the constituent quarks. 
This local (gauge) symmetry is described by a non-Abelian gauge group, SU(3). 
Postulating the invariance of hadrons under rotations of this group leads to the pre-
diction of eight colour-force carrying particles, the gluons. The non-Abelian nature 
of the theory leads to the gluons themselves carrying colour. This gives rise to the 
phenomena of gluon self interaction (see the Feynman rules in Section 1.3) which 
has fundamental consequences for the theory, and w i l l be explained i n Section 1.7. 
Gluons are the particles responsible for binding quarks together into hadrons and 
ult imately hadrons into bound states like the nucleus. 
4 
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1.2 The QCD Lagrangian 
The f u l l Lagrangian density of QCD has many component parts, we therefore arrange 
i t into the following terms 
•^QCD = ^classical ~t" ^ gauge-fixing "I" £ghost • (^••^) 
We w i l l study the structure of each of the three terms in (1.1) and t r y to broadly 
interpret and motivate them. Let us begin w i t h the classical Lagrangian, ^classical-
I t reflects very closely the structure of the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) La-
grangian (see for example [1]), let us further decompose this 
•^classical — ^quark "I" ^gluon • ( l - ^ ) 
The first term, £ q U a r k , describes the dynamical and mass properties of the quark 
fields 
Ajuark = W$ - m<l)i^q > ( L 3 ) 
where ipxq represents a quark field w i t h flavour q and colour charge i = 1, 2, 3, that 
is, a t r iplet representation of the colour group SU(3), mq is the quark mass, the 
covariant derivative 2 Ip w i l l be explained shortly. The f u l l structure of QCD is 
i l luminated when we require that the quark fields be invariant under local gauge 
transformations. As previously explained, experimental evidence leads us to be-
lieve that physical states (the hadrons) are colour singlet combinations. We are 
led to impose the condition that performing a redefinition of the component colour 
fields of the quarks at every point i n space and t ime should leave physical states 
unchanged. This so-called gauge invariance is enforced by making the tr iplet quark 
2 W e will make use the common 'slashed' notation, ft — a^*1, where 7^ are the gamma matrices 
satisfying the Clifford algebra, { 7 ^ , 7 " } = 2gtiu. 
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fields invariant under rotations of the SU(3) group. A n SU(3) transformation can 
be parameterised by 
Q(x) = exp {iaa(x)ta) , (1.4) 
where the aa(x) is the local (x dependent) transformation parameter and t a are 
3 x 3 matrices which are the generators of SU(3) in the fundamental representation. 
They satisfy the commutation relation 
[ta,tb] = i f a b c t c , (1.5) 
where f a b c are the structure constants of SU(3). There are eight such t a matrices, 
a = 1, . . . , 8. One representation of them which is commonly used is 
t a = \ \ \ (1-6) 
where A" are the Gell-Mann matrices [2]. 
Under the action of the local gauge transformation (1.4) the quark fields trans-
form as 
i f c x ) -+ tfix) = % ( z ) V ^ ) • (1.7) 
I n order for the Lagrangian (1.3) to remain invariant under the gauge transforma-
t ion the covariant derivative must have the following structure in the fundamental 
representation 
where gs is the Q C D strong coupling and Aa are eight vector gauge fields — the 
gluons. Thus, the covariant derivative satisfies the commutation relation 
[Dll,Du] = -ig.G%,ta, (1.9) 
6 
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where is the gluon field strength tensor. I t is constructed f rom the gluon fields 
A" and the structure constants f a h c 
G% = d^Al - d„A° + g s f ^ A l . (1.10) 
I t is the final term in (1.10) which separates QCD f rom Q E D and gives rise to its 
unique features. The extra term represents the self-coupling of the gluon fields, that 
is, since the gluons carry the colour charge they can interact w i t h themselves pro-
ducing new vertices not present i n QED (shown in Section 1.3). The self interaction 
terms lead to an amazing feature of QCD known as asymptotic freedom which w i l l 
be discussed in Section 1.7. 
The second piece of the classical Lagrangian, £ g i U O n can now be constructed. I n 
an analogous way to QED, a dynamic term for the gluon fields A^ is generated f rom 
G£„, but we cannot create a gauge invariant mass term for the gluon, they remain 
as massless fields. We construct 
Combing £ q u a r k and £ g i u o n gives the complete fo rm of the classical Lagrangian 
Alassica! = £ " m , ) y $ - \g%&? . (1.12) 
g 
The Lagrangian is not complete at this point. Unfortunately when imposing 
the gauge transformation the canonical quantisation of the theory is spoilt. By 
allowing the gauge fields A^ the freedom of gauge transformations we are faced w i t h 
vanishing canonical momentum, consequently the canonical commutation relation, 
essential for quantisation cannot be made consistent. The problem lies w i t h t ry ing 
to describe the two physical polarisations of the spin-1 gluon w i t h a four-component 
Lorentz vector. The solution to the problem is to eliminate the freedom of the 
7 
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gauge transformation by constraining the field A^. This can be done for example 
by imposing the Lorentz condition 
0 M £ = O. (1.13) 
This constraint is imposed explicit ly i n the Lagrangian by adding a new gauge-fixing 
term 
•^ gauge-fixing = ~~ 7 ^ ( ^ ^ i ) ) (1-14) 
where £ is called the gauge parameter. By adding this term to the Lagrangian 
we have spoilt i t 's gauge invariance, however, a physical prediction made w i t h the 
Lagrangian is gauge invariant and independent of the gauge parameter. Due to the 
arbitrariness of £ several choices for this parameter exist. The Landau gauge £ = 0, 
the Feynman gauge 3 £ = 1 and the Uni tary gauge £ —>• oo. 
There s t i l l remain unphysical degrees of freedom for the gluon fields which we 
need to eliminate since we require the gluon to have only two physical polarisations. 
To achieve this i t is necessary to introduce unphysical anticommuting scalar fields 
rja which live in the adjoint representation of SU(3). These fields and their particles 
have the wrong spin statistics to be physical particles but must be included in the 
Feynman diagrams (see Section 1.3) when we apply perturbation theory to cancel 
the unphysical polarisations of the gluon. To describe these so called Faddeev-Popov 
ghosts we add a ghost term to the Lagrangian 
C&ost = -fia(d>l(Dlt)ab)r]b. (1.15) 
I n the adjoint representation the covariant derivative takes the fo rm 
( D ^ U ^ d ^ - i g ^ T ^ , (1.16) 
3 The Feynman gauge will be adopted in the following work. 
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where T a are 8 x 8 matrices and satisfy an analogous commutation relation to (1.5) 
[Ta,Tb] = i f a b c T c . (1.17) 
The structure constants f a b c may be used as a representation of the T a 
Tbac = i f a b c . (1.18) 
I n this fo rm Eq. (1.17) is just the Jacobi identity. Using (1.16) and (1.18) the ghost 
Lagrangian (1.15) can be wr i t ten as 
£ ghost = - f j ^ d ^ D ^ U ) ^ 
= - f j a ( d 2 5 a b - i 9 s d ^ T : b ) r ] b 
= -Va(d26ab + g s d ^ f a b c ) r ] b . (1.19) 
We now have al l the terms in the f u l l Lagrangian (1.1) — this is the basis for al l 
theoretical QCD calculations. 
The experiments which probe the behaviour of Q C D and it 's particles, which we 
would like to make theoretical predictions of, are typical ly scattering experiments. 
The likelihood of f inding some final state after the interaction (scattering) of two 
in i t ia l states is determined by the cross section. The scheme for calculating the 
cross section is clear, one calculates the matrix elements M. of the corresponding 
scattering matrix or 5-matr ix. However, i n an interacting theory, such as QCD, 
this is not easily done. I n fact, there are very few exactly solvable interacting field 
theories. Instead, we have to solve the theory approximately, the interaction terms of 
the Lagrangian are treated as perturbations of the free theory. A n expansion of Ai, 
the perturbation series, is made in the coupling constant. I f the coupling constant 
is small enough then we might expect the perturbative series to be a reasonable 
9 
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approximation to the exact result 4 . Use of Wick's theorem allows the terms in the 
perturbation series to be represented diagrammatically as Feynman diagrams. The 
approach therefore, when making a perturbative calculation of the mat r ix element, 
is to construct al l possible appropriate Feynman diagrams up to some specific order 
i n the coupling and sum their contributions. Appropriate factors corresponding to 
the lines and vertices, derived f r o m the Lagrangian in the fo rm of Feynman rules, 
are used to decorate each diagram w i t h it 's algebraic contribution. 
1.3 The Feynman Rules of QCD 
As already mentioned, the Feynman rules are used to associate analytic expressions 
w i t h Feynman diagrams. The rules are derived f rom the expansion of the interacting 
terms of the Lagrangian (1.1). Each interaction term in the Lagrangian corresponds 
to a vertex. There are also the external states and the internal propagating states. 
The Feynman rules for QCD are set out below. Apply ing these rules to the sum 
of all appropriate Feynman diagrams w i l l construct iA4, the matr ix element. We 
denote colour indices of quarks w i t h i and j taking values 1, 2, 3 and those of gluons 
and ghosts w i t h a, &, c and d taking values 1, . . . , 8. The Lorentz indices are / i , u, 
p and a. We begin w i t h the external lines 
Incoming quark: y f — u{p), Outgoing quark: y / = u(p), 
(1.20) 
Incoming antiquark: y f — v(p), Outgoing antiquark: y / = v(p), 
(1.21) 
Incoming gluon: ^ = e^p), Outgoing gluon: ^ = e*(p). 
(1.22) 
4 The applicability of the perturbation series with regard to the size of the coupling will be 
discussed in Section 1.7, for now we assume that we can make the appropriate expansion. 
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A n d finally the interaction vertices 
•3 = 
a, p, ^sssmsmj b, v — 
a 
i(p + mq) 
5t3, 
p2 — m2 + iO 
(1.23) 
—i 
p2 + i0 
sab 

















+ d * - P i ) V ] , 
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These must be applied together w i t h the following rules: 
i . Integrate over the unconstrained momentum p appearing in each closed loop 
w i t h the measure 
J ( 2 7 T ) 4 ' 
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i i . Impose momentum conservation at each vertex, 
i i i . M u l t i p l y by a factor of (—1) for every quark and ghost loop, 
iv . M u l t i p l y by an appropriate symmetry factor to allow for permutations of fields 
in a diagram. 
Some remarks are necessary. The gluon propagator contains the gauge param-
eter £. As already discussed, a theoretical prediction should not depend on this 
parameter. We have chosen to use the Feynman gauge £ = 1, however, this param-
eter can be left arbitrary, and indeed its cancellation serves as a strong check on the 
gauge independence of a calculation. 
Also, each of the propagators contain an iO term. This is known as the Feynman 
prescription and is a tool to help deal w i t h the divergences caused by the momentum 
in the denominator becoming zero. The issue of divergent diagrams is discussed in 
the next Section. 
1.4 Regularisation 
As soon as we start to apply the Feynman rules to the calculation of physical ampli-
tudes we run into an extremely serious problem, and one that plagues field theories 
in general, namely that of divergences. The origins of the problem lie in Feynman 
rules which, in particular, require the integration over the unconstrained momenta 
appearing in loop diagrams. For clarity, consider, for example, the diagram of Fig-
ure 1.1, the self-energy of the gluon, U^(p2). 
k 
4-<D OOOOOQOQ> 0 , V a , u v f l f l f l Q j j f l f i f i -4 
k+p 
Figure 1.1: The one-loop correction to the gluon self-energy. 
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Applying the Feynman rules of the previous section we f ind 
• d4k tr[Y(fi + mq)Y(#+p + mq)] 
(2TT) 4 (A;2 - m2q)((k + pf - m2q) 
(1.30) 
This integral displays a clear divergence in the l i m i t k —> oo, known as an Ultraviolet 
(UV) divergence. I n this l imi t i t can be seen that the integral diverges quadratically. 
In more general integrals, for example, the vertex integral, another type divergence 
(IR), appear in the l i m i t A; —>• 0. Notice that the I R divergences only occur i n the 
massless l i m i t or in situations where the propagating particles are massless (i.e. the 
same divergences occur for gluon and ghost loops). Keeping a finite mass would 
render the integral finite in the k —> 0 l imi t , the mass would regulate the integral. 
I n this sense I R divergences are sometimes referred to as mass singularities. 
The issue of the divergent behaviour of QCD and field theories in general has 
historically been a huge problem w i t h regard to making meaningful predictions. 
Fortunately, much work has been done to recover finite results f rom such calcula-
tions. The solutions to removing the two types of divergences are very different. 
As we shall see in Section 1.5, the U V divergences are removed by the process of 
renormalisation. I R divergences, on the other hand, have the peculiar property that 
for appropriately defined observables, they cancel between each other 6 . This w i l l be 
demonstrated more clearly i n Section 2.2. The end result of the systematic removal 
and cancellation of divergences is that the theoretical calculation of a physical ob-
servable is finite, as one might expect f r o m a meaningful theory! The establishment 
of renormalisation and theorems which guarantee the cancellation of I R divergences7 
was key to the success of not only QCD but field theories i n general. 
Having identified the problem of divergences, and w i t h the realisation that they 
5 We consider the massless quark limit here since it will be adopted in the following work. 
6Observables for which the IR divergences cancel are straightforwardly called IR safe. 
7 The Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg [14, 15] and Bloch-Nordsieck theorems [16]. 
appears when we consider massless quarks 5 ( m , —>• 0). This type, called Infrared 
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must be cancelled carefully, a tool is required to deal w i t h then a well denned way. 
The technique of manipulating and extracting divergences is called regularisation. 
Several prescriptions for the regularisation of integrals have been developed, each 
w i t h its own advantages. I t is the disadvantages which usually determine the choice, 
since many of the prescriptions break the invariances upon which field theory is 
constructed. 
One such simple scheme is to introduce a cut-off, A in the integration such that 
only momentum scales smaller that A are integrated over. This does not respect the 
gauge invariance of the theory, and of course, breaks Lorentz invariance, thus is not 
suitable for perturbative calculations based On Feynman diagrams. 
By far the most commonly used scheme in Q C D calculations today is Dimen-
sional Regularisation (DR) [17, 18, 19]. The idea is very simple but perhaps not as 
intui t ive as that of cut-off regularisation. The Feynman diagrams are treated as an-
alytic functions of space-time dimensionality, D. I n lower dimensions the divergent 
integrals w i l l i n fact converge. The regularisation procedure is then to introduce 
D = 4 — 2e w i t h e small, make a calculation, and in the final result take the l im i t 
e —> 0. The divergent behaviour becomes evident as poles in e. The beauty of 
D R i t that i t respects both gauge and Lorentz invariance. For consistency of the 
theory however, we are forced to introduce some additional modifications. Perhaps, 
most obviously, is that the measure of integration becomes D-dimensional, not only 
in the Feynman integrals but also the phase space integrals. The Lorentz vectors 
become £)-dimensional , g^g^ = D, as well as the gamma matrices. More subtly, 
the dimensionality of the Lagrangian needs to be fixed. By using the dimension as a 
regulator, we are forced to introduce an arbi t rary mass scale f j , — the regularisation 
scale, made effective by the replacement gs —> fJ,egs- I n Conventional Dimensional 
Regularisation (CDR) no distinction is made between real and v i r tua l particles, 
additionally, quarks have two helicity states and gluons D — 2. 
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1.5 Renormalisation 
Having been regulated, the perturbative expression for an observable explicit ly dis-
plays the divergent dependence on the regulating parameter, which for CDR w i l l be 
manifest as poles i n e. Renormalisation is the process whereby we extract the diver-
gences due to the U V behaviour of the theory. A theory in which U V divergences 
can be removed by renormalisation is therefore called a renormalisable theory. QCD 
is one such theory [17]. 
The principle idea of renormalisation is that the Lagrangian and ul t imately the 
Feynman rules are derived in terms of so-called bare parameters, these parameters are 
just the fields, couplings and masses (and also the non-physical gauge parameter). 
The bare parameters are not physically observable and are hence subject to possible 
rescaling. Using the freedom to rescale the unobservable parameters enables us 
to reconstruct the Lagrangian w i t h physical parameters, that is, those which are 
experimentally observable. This is achieved by rewri t ing al l bare parameters in the 
Lagrangian as renormalised parameters w i t h an appropriate multiplicative factor 
< = ^ / 2 ^ , 
^Op — 
gos = Z g g s , (1.31) 
m0 = Z m m , 
Each term on the left-hand side represents a bare parameter whilst those on the 
right represent renormalised parameters. The renormalisation constants, Z, absorb 
the U V divergences and hence represent infinite quantities. I f the U V divergences 
can be absorbed into the renormalisation constants order by order in the perturba-
tive series, then the theory is renormalisable. The divergences of a renormalisable 
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field theory w i l l not remain in observable quantities. In practise, the multiplicative 
renormalisation constants do not affect the perturbative expansion of the action (i t 
is effectively a rescaling of parameters) we therefore f ind that the Feynman rules 
survive unchanged — except that they should now be considered functions of the 
physical parameters. 
The prescription for renormalisation is not uniquely denned. As well as absorb-
ing the singular structure into the multiplicative factors, i t is also equally valid to 
absorb some of the f ini te structure as well. This arbitrariness leads to different 
renormalisation schemes. For example, in the Min ima l Subtraction (MS) scheme 
(when using CDR) the 1/e poles are simply removed. We usually f ind though, that 
the poles i n 1/e are accompanied by finite terms in the following combination 
( 4 7 r ) £ e X p ( ~ £ 7 g ) = - + ln(47r) - l E + O (e). (1.32) 
where jE = 0.5772. . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. I n the modified Min ima l 
Subtraction scheme (MS) we remove the 1/e poles as well as al l the finite terms 
appearing in the right-hand side of (1.32). 
The dependence of physical observables on renormalisation scheme is slightly 
more subtle and leads us to discuss the renormalisation group equations. 
1.6 Renormalisation Group Equations 
Recall that C D R requires the introduction of an art if icial mass scale, \i to maintain 
the correct dimensions of the Lagrangian. As a consequence, every physical quanti ty 
71 depends not only on the coupling gs8 and the masses mq, but also on the scale //. 
I n general, a3 (gs) and mq w i l l also depend on fx. I f TZ is a dimensionless observable 
8 Since the ratio g^/in appears in many calculations it is conventional to define as = g^/to. 
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measured at an energy scale Q then i t w i l l have the following fo rm 
% = n(as(fi2),mq(n2), Q2/n2) . (1.33) 
Since the scale / i is entirely arbitrary, i t cannot be related to any physical observable, 
hence physical observables should be invariant under the exchange n —v / / . This 
invariance can be imposed by the following condition 
2a"R.(as,mq,Q2/n2) 
r 
d , d o d 
/V )TT- - 7 m , ( / i 2 ) m , — + \i2 das 9 dmq dfj? ll(as,mq,Q
2/n2) = 0 , (1.34) 
which defines the renormalisation coefficients (3 and ^ m q , the (3 function and anoma-
lous dimension. These coefficients take the fo rm 
m . f * * , ^ = V ^ - (1-36) 
These equations represent the Renormalisation Group Equations (RGE). The solu-
t ion of the differential equations (1.35) reveal two fundamental properties of QCD 
— the running coupling, as = as(Q2) and running masses, mq = mq(Q2). Since we 
shall be considering massless quarks in further discussions we w i l l ignore the mass 
dependence for now and concentrate on the /3 funct ion and its consequences for the 
running coupling. 
1.7 The Running Coupling Constant ols(Q2) 
The renormalisation group equation for the running coupling constant (1.35) leads 
to the following differential equation 
^ = 8 ^ = « « • > • ( L 3 6 ) 
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I t is easier to consider the equation in its integral fo rm 
l n b r u > m ( U 7 ) 
This equation governs the evolution of the coupling constant f rom one scale / i to 
another scale Q. The solution to this equation can be approximately found when 
the QCD p funct ion is expanded as a perturbative series i n as 
2n M S ) ' - * ( % ) ' ( 1 - 3 8 > 
where 
= 1 1 C , -4TRNF 
0 
a WA2 - 10CATRNF - 6CFTRNF 
Pi — 7. ) \ L A V ) 
w i t h NF (active) quark flavours and QCD colour factors 
CA = N , C F = ^ ^ and T R = l-. (1.41) 
I f we solve Equation (1.37) to first order (i.e. keeping only the first (3Q term in (1.38)) 
we get 
a s i Q 2 ) = l + a.(f){M2l)]n{Q*/f) • ( L 4 2 ) 
This result, defining the running coupling cts(Q2) has important consequences for 
QCD. The parameter /30 given in Equation (1.39) is positive for Np < 16, this means 
that for QCD (wi th no more than 6 possible active quark flavors) the value of as 
decreases as Q increases. This property, whereby the coupling is decreasing w i t h 
increasing energy is known as asymptotic freedom. Also importantly, this equation 
makes no prediction for the value of as. as must be measured at some energy scale, 
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typically the Z boson mass as(Mz), then the running equation (1.42) enables the 
coupling to be evolved to a different scale. 
I t is convenient to re-express the definition of the running coupling as(Q2) i n 






A represents the scale at which the coupling would diverge i f extrapolated too far 
beyond the perturbative regime. The running coupling becomes 
a - < Q 2 ) = ( f t / 2 , ) l n ( Q V A r ( 1 ' 4 4 ) 
This notation is generally disfavoured since the value of A is scheme dependent and 
depends on the number of active quark flavours. I n the MS scheme w i t h five active 
quarks we find A | ^ ~ 208 MeV [7]. We are now able to comment on the applica-
b i l i ty of applying perturbation theory to make meaningful Q C D predictions. W i t h 
the running coupling decreasing w i t h increasing energy we expect that perturba-
tive calculations w i l l be applicable in the high energy regime. Note that this is in 
complete contrast to Q E D for which the ft funct ion has the opposite sign [1]. For 
QED perturbative calculations are only applicable i n the low energy regime. We 
expect the perturbative expansion to become less reliable as the energy decreases 
and approaches A, i.e. energies of the order of several hundred MeV. 
Finally, we can define the f u l l relation between the bare coupling a0 and the 
renormalised coupling aa = a a ( f j , 2 ) , evaluated at the renormalisation scale fx2. The 
relation between the two couplings just comes f rom Equation (1.31) 
g0sfj,e0 = Zggsfie a0n2Q = Z 2 a s f i 2 e , (1.45) 
where we have now included the scales fx0 and fx which are required in the D R 
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procedure to give the Lagrangian the correct dimensions. Thus, to find the relation 
between the couplings we see f r o m (1.45) that we need to make a perturbative 
calculation of the renormalisation coefficient, Zg. In the MS scheme we find 
a0fileSt = a s / i 
2e (1.46) 
where 
Se = (47r ) £ e- e 7 £ (1.47) 
and (30 and Pi are the first two coefficients of the QCD /^-function defined by Equa-
tions (1.39) and (1.40). To avoid confusing notation we take po = / i unless otherwise 
mentioned. 
1.8 Higher Order Corrections — from NLO to 
NNLO 
So far we have indicated that theoretical calculations in Q C D can be carried out 
perturbatively for small coupling corresponding to the high energy regime. I n pr in-
ciple there are an infinite number of terms in the perturbative expansion, in practise, 
we can only calculate a finite number of them. This computational l im i t has im-
portant consequences when i t comes to matching theoretical predictions to physical 
observations. 
The most obvious consequence of ignoring higher orders is that the theoretical 
prediction has some uncertainty due to these missing higher orders. We need to have 
some idea of how large the missing orders are, i n order that we can safely 'ignore' 
them, or determine an uncertainty due to them. This problem is important when, 
for example, measuring parameters of the theory. I n QCD the strong coupling as 
is a free parameter and must be determined by comparing experimentally measured 
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quantities to their predictions. To determine as as accurately as possible we would 
thus like to know as many of the higher order terms as possible. Uncertainties in 
higher orders are directly reflected as an uncertainty i n as. 
1.8.1 Scale Dependence 
A slightly more subtle effect of truncating the perturbative series is that of scale 
dependence. Scale dependence is a consequence of the coupling constant a8 and the 
perturbative coefficients being functions of the unphysical scale //. This idea led to 
the RGEs (Section 1.6) by imposing that physical observables should be independent 
of this scale. Consider the perturbative expansion of a general observable 
oo 
K(as(S),Q*/^) = £ r B ( Q a / A * a ) < * V ) B . (1.48) 
n=l 
We can consider the effect of truncation of the perturbative series (to say, N terms) 
by calculating its (j, dependence 
j N , oo 
- £ - 2 £ r B ( Q 2 / A * V ( M a r = - " 7 7 ^ £ r « ( Q 7 / x V ( / * 2 r - o ( a ™ ) , 
^ n=l ^ n=N+l 
(1.49) 
where we have employed the RGE (1.34). I t can be seen that the truncated series (on 
the l.h.s. of (1.49)) is dependent on the scale fx as determined by the absent higher 
order terms on the r.h.s. of (1.49). I n other words, t runcation of the perturbative 
series destroys the cancellation of the scale dependence between different orders. 
This unphysical dependence decreases as more terms are added to the truncated 
series (N —> oo). Figure 1.2 shows the scale dependence at Leading Order (LO) , 
Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) and N N L O of the differential cross-section for single 
jet production (pp —> j e t ) , where each jet has transverse momentum ET = 100 GeV. 
For renormalisation scales up to twice the transverse energy the effect of the higher 
orders is to reduce the uncertainty f rom around 20% to 9% to 1%. Figure 1.3 is 
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Figure 1.2: Renormalisation scale dependence of the single jet (pp —> je t ) 
inclusive dis t r ibut ion w i t h transverse jet energy ET = 100 GeV at different 
orders in the perturbative series. 
CDF data showing the coupling constant as as a funct ion of transverse je t energy 
and indicating the dominant uncertainty due to the renormalisation scale. 
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Figure 1.3: CDF data for the coupling constant as as a funct ion of the trans-
verse energy displaying the uncertainty represented by the renormalisation 
scale fx. 
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1.8.2 Jets and Event Shapes 
In typical e+e~ annihilation experiments a QCD final state will always consist of a 
discrete number of sprays of hadrons. Within these discrete sprays, the most highly 
energetic particles are well collimated and separated by only a few tenths of a radian. 
Jets, as these sprays are known, are a direct consequence of confinement, that is, the 
idea based on experimental observation, that no coloured physical states exist. The 
implication of confinement is that the partons in the final states of a perturbative 
calculation must undergo a non-perturbative process known as hadronisation. This 
is the process whereby a coloured parton 'fragments' into series of non-coloured 
hadrons. I t is because the produced hadrons remain collimated and reflect the 
original path of the underlying parton that we can use experimental observations to 
test perturbative predictions. In fact, the clear observation of two-jet, back-to-back 
final states at PETRA confirmed the ideas of the parton model developed from deep 
inelastic scattering. 
An accurate description of jet physics and the modelling of jets requires the 
addition of higher order corrections. After fragmentation there is clearly a mismatch 
between the number of hadrons and the number of partons in an event. Better jet 
reconstruction can be achieved at higher orders where more partons can be combined 
to construct jets. As Figure 1.4 demonstrates, as we move to higher orders the 
perturbative structure of a jet is refined. At LO an individual parton models a jet 
giving no prediction for the size of the jet. At NLO two partons may be combined 
to form a jet, giving some sensitivity to the shape and size of the jet. NNLO wil l 
help to better improve the sensitivity allowing three partons to be combined to form 
a single jet. 
Many techniques have been developed to quantify and describe jet structure, 
these jet observables are generically called event shapes. A typical example of an 
event shape is Thrust, T. Thrust is essentially a measure of how 'pencil-like' an 
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V 
LO NLO NNLO 
Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of how higher order calculations allow 
more partons to be used in the construction jet cones, thus giving a more 
accurate perturbative jet description. 
event is, a back to back two jet-event has T = 1 and a completely spherical event 
has T = 1/2- Other examples of event shapes are spherocity and the C-parameter [2]. 
Among jet observables, the three-jet production rate in electron-positron anni-
hilation plays an outstanding role. The experimental observation of three-jet events 
at PETRA [20], in agreement with the theoretical prediction [21], provided the first 
evidence for the gluon, interpreted as the result of bremfitrahlung from a quark-
antiquark pair. The observation of three-jet events as a departure from the domi-
nant simple two-jet configuration is proportional to the coupling of gluons to quarks, 
consequently the three-jet rate and related event shape observables have become im-
portant experimental tools for the precise determination of strong coupling aa see 
for example [22] for a review. At present, the error on the extraction of as from 
data is dominated by the uncertainty in the NLO calculation [23, 24, 25, 26] of the 
jet observables. 
1.8.3 Power Corrections 
At present, comparisons between NLO data and experimental data reveal the need 
for power corrections. In e+e~ annihilation the NLO prediction of the average value 
for 1 — Thrust lies well below the experimentally determined data. The difference is 
accounted for by 1/Q power corrections. The general form of the power correction 
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is theoretically motivated but the magnitude must be extracted from data, and can 
also be attributed to missing higher orders. The addition of NNLO calculations 
should reduce the size of the power correction needed to fi t data. 
To see this slightly more clearly we can construct a model. We assume that the 
average value oil — T can be approximated by the series 
(1 - T) = 0.33c*s(Q) + 1.00a,(Q)2 + A3as{Q)3 + A , (1.50) 
where A represents the size of the power corrections. The running coupling is given 
by Equation (1.44) which for five active quark flavours becomes 
with A ~ 208 MeV. Figure 1.5 shows the NLO prediction with no power correction 
A3 = 0, A = 0 and the NLO prediction with a power correction ^3 = 0, A = 1 GeV 
which we assume to model the actual data. At present the NNLO coefficient A3 
is not known. I f we assume that it is positive then this contribution will actually 
reduce the size of the power correction needed to fit the data. For example, if we 
assume that A3 = 3 then the NLO prediction with the power correction can be fitted 
with a power correction of the same form, but A = 0.6 GeV. In effect, the power 
corrections l/Q are being exchanged for a l / l o g 3 ( Q / A ) contribution. 
1.9 Summary 
We have presented a very brief but broad overview of the basic elements of the theory 
of QCD. The aim, to introduce some of the more important tools and techniques 
which will be used in the following work. The main idea is that we can make a 
perturbative calculation by means of Feynman diagrams. The running coupling for 
QCD means that these perturbative calculations should be valid in the high energy 
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Figure 1.5: The average value of (1 — T) showing the NLO prediction (red), 
the NLO prediction with a power correction of A = 1 GeV (green) and an 
NNLO prediction with A3 = 3 and A = 0.6 GeV (blue). 
regime. In general, calculations are usually both IR and UV divergent but by using 
regularisation and renormalisation these divergences can be brought under control 
and meaningful predictions made. 
Hopefully, the necessity of higher order corrections in perturbative calculations 
has been demonstrated by the need for increased accuracy, reduction of scale depen-
dence and improved jet description. As we move toward the future, experimental 
data is set to become more precise as machines improve and statistics increase. Ma-
chines like the planned TESLA [27] linear e+e~ collider will allow precision QCD 
studies at even higher energies than LEP. The ep —¥ (2 + 1) jets and related event 
shape observables have already reached a level of precision demanding predictions 
beyond NLO accuracy; further improvement on data is expected from the HERA 
high luminosity programme. 
With these thoughts in mind i t is appropriate to introduce the work to be carried 
out in this thesis. For a long time the evaluation of NNLO corrections to the three-
jet rate in e+e" annihilation has been considered an important project [28], the 
reasons for which have just been described. As we shall see in Chapter 4 there are 
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several components to the ful l calculation of this process. In this work we focus on 
one particular contribution, which has for a long time proved an obstacle, namely, 
we calculate the two-loop (as well as one-loop times one-loop) amplitudes for the 
7* QQ9 matrix elements. 
The main hurdle has been the evaluation of the many Feynman diagrams and 
associated loop integrals. This has only become tractable in the past two years 
due to various technical developments. In particular the systematic application of 
integration-by-parts relations to reduce the large number of loop integrals to a much 
smaller basis set of so-called master integrals. In parallel with this we have seen the 
evaluation of all the master integrals, both planar and non-planar, required for this 
particular process. This was brought about by the development of techniques for 
calculating master integrals with differential equations, and the systematic solution 
of such systems of differential equations. Wi th these two main developments, the 
necessary tools for the evaluation of the two-loop amplitudes for the 7* —>• qqg 
matrix elements were in place and made such a calculation possible. 
We begin in Chapter 2 with an example calculation of the matrix elements for 
7* —* QQ- This provides an overview of the various steps for calculating a matrix 
element. From the result we obtain the 1Ze+e ratio and see how higher order correc-
tions improve the accuracy of the perturbative prediction. In particular we see how 
the IR divergences combine in a physical observable to produce finite predictions. 
This leads to the general discussion of the singular behaviour of matrix elements 
and we present the results of Catani and Seymour which predict the IR singular 
behaviour of one- and two-loop matrix elements. 
In Chapter 3 we provide the tools to deal with loop integrals. Among these 
tools we consider the technique of integration-by-parts to reduce a large number of 
complicated integrals to a small set of simpler master integrals. Based on the work of 
Laporta we describe an algorithm for the automated solution of the integration-by-
parts identities. We also review the techniques for calculating loop integrals directly 
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and in particular we show how to construct differential equations for loop integrals 
and how these can be used to calculate the master integrals. 
With the necessary tools in place, we present in Chapter 4 the ful l matrix element 
calculation of 7* —> qqg. In this Chapter we show all the contributing Feynman 
diagrams and construct the insertion operator for this process. We present the 
results for the one-loop times one-loop and two-loop times tree contributions and 
verify that their pole structure agrees with the prediction of Catani and Seymour. 
Chapter 5 is complementary to this work and here we present the helicity amplitude 
for 7* —t qqg, again we verify that the pole structure is in agreement with the 
prediction. 
Finally we conclude in Chapter 6 and give an overview of the steps still required 
to take the matrix element presented in this thesis and make physical predictions for 
observables at NNLO. We also provide an outlook to future work and other related 
projects which stem from this thesis. 
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Matr ix Elements 
2.1 Introduction 
From our basic discussion of QCD we have seen that a perturbative calculation 
involves the calculation of Matrix Elements (ME) through Feynman diagrams. We 
begin this chapter on MEs by looking at a simple example calculation of e+e~ —> 
qq + X. We will introduce NLO corrections to this process in the form of both 
real and virtual emissions. This wil l serve as a demonstration of the calculation 
which we are tying to achieve at NNLO. In particular, we will see the appearance 
of IR divergences. We will see that the complete calculation is finite, as guaranteed 
by the K L N and BN theorems. We are naturally led to the concept of an IR safe 
observable. We begin the discussion of the NNLO ME by considering in more detail 
the cancellation of the IR divergences. We study the algorithm proposed by Catani 
and Seymour for predicting the IR singular behaviour of one-loop amplitudes as 
well as the extension to two-loop amplitudes made by Catani. These tools will serve 
as an important check for our following calculations. Using the prediction we are 
able to check the pole structure of our MEs which will enable us to guarantee the 
cancellation of poles when the total cross section is constructed. 
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2.2 Infrared Divergences 
One of the most straightforward predictions in perturbative QCD is for Re+e , the 
ratio of the total e+e~ hadronic cross section to the muon pair production cross 
section. The calculation of the fu l l cross section for e+e~~ —> is a simple one. 
At an energy scale yfs far below the Z pole (i.e. sfs <C Mz) one finds [3] 
^ _ 4 v r a 2 
where a is the QED coupling. In e+e~ annihilation it is also possible to produce 
hadrons in the final state. However, we know that the formation of the observed 
hadrons in the final state is not described by perturbation theory. We are able 
to make a perturbative prediction for this process due to the factorisation of the 
short-scale physics (the perturbative cross section) and the large-scale physics (the 
formation of hadrons from partons — hadronisation). In this way we consider the 
cross section for e+e~ —>• hadrons by calculating the inclusive perturbative cross 
section for e+e~ —> qq + X. 
In this Section we begin by showing the perturbative calculation of the cross 
section for the process e+e~ —>• qq+X by construction of the MEs and the integration 
over phase space. We extend the calculation to higher orders to demonstrate the 
appearance and eventual cancellation of IR divergences. To do this will require that 
we calculate both the real and virtual corrections to e+e~ —> qq + X at NLO and 
show explicitly how the divergences combine to yield a finite result. 
The calculation of the total cross section for e+e~ —> qq + X involves two steps. 
The first is to calculate the ME for the process, the second is to integrate the ME 
over all phase-space. We know that the ME can be calculated perturbatively1 as 
an expansion in the coupling constant (which for this process is ats). If we work to 
xWe axe only interested in performing a perturbative expansion on the final qq state, we ignore 
corrections to the initial state. 
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O (a2s) then there are two contributions to e +e —> qq + X, 
\Mqq) = \M{$) + \M$) + O (<£), (2.2) 
and 
\Mqqg) = \Mq%) + O [a]) . (2.3) 
The notation \M.qq) and \M.qqg) leads us to mention a simplification which we will 
make in this and all following calculations, namely, for practical purposes we will 
only be calculating the matrix elements for 7* — > qq+X rather than e+e~ -+ qq+X. 
The reason for doing this is so that we can concentrate on the important part of 
the calculation, the QCD qq + X final state. We are able to do this since the 
initial electron current (e+e~ —>• 7*) factors out of the cross section and ultimately 
cancels completely when we calculate the Re+e ratio (both e+e~ -+ and 
e+e~ -+ qq + X have exactly the same initial state configuration and kinematic 
dependence). Thus, 
j^e+e - "e+e-—•hadrons ^e+e-—>qq+X 0~j*—lqq+X ^ ^ 
With this in mind, one obtains the cross section, 
O-qq+X = T I ^2 (Mqq+xlMqq+x) dUn , (2.5) 
spin, col 
and where dUn is the differential n body phase-space. T represents a flux factor 
for the incoming particles and integration over the initial state. As we have just 
explained, this factor ultimately cancels in the final result. Using (2.2) we can 
expand the qq component of the cross section (2.5) in the coupling constant, 
= + < + ° W) . ( 2-6) 
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where 
= E (M{$\M%)dn2} (2.7) 
— • — i spin, col 
and 
spin, col 
<4 = ^ 7 E 2»[(A<g)|^S)>]dn2. (2.8) 
— — l spin, col 
We can use (2.3) to expand the qqg component of the cross section (2.5) in the 
coupling constant, 
°«b = <4r + ° W) > (2-9) 
where 
C = ^ / E < A < £ L l A * f f i > < * n 3 • (2.10) 
spin, col 
In Section 2.2.1 we calculate cr^, in Section 2.2.2 we calculate and in Section 2.2.2 
we calculate a^g. 
2.2.1 e+e qq + X at Leading Order 
We begin with the lowest order contribution to the process, or LO, that is, \M{^), 
there is no contribution from l - M ^ ) since this is one order higher in a s and con-
tributes to the NLO calculation. At this level only one Feynman diagram con-
tributes, shown in Figure 2.1. Note that we have only shown the 7* —> qq part of 
the diagram for the reason already mentioned. I t is a simple task to calculate the 
amplitude for this diagram. After simple application of the Feynman rules (Sec-
tion 1.3) we get 
i\M{$) = u f o X - i e ^ e ^ C P i ) » ( 2 - n ) 
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram for e+e — > qq at leading order. 
with eq the quark charge and the photon polarisation. We square the amplitude 
and sum over spins and colours (and kinematically accessible flavours) giving 
E (M13\M{3) = NY,Y,<NP2hMpiMpibXP2)^:] (2.12) 
spin, col spin q 
= -Nj24trby^M> (2-13) 
where N is the number of colours and the sum over q runs over all quarks which are 
accessible at a scale Q. Notice that we have taken the massless quark limit, mq —> 0 
in this expression (the mass should appear in the spin sum rules). We have also 
made use of the following identity 
E e^et^-g^, (2.14) 
polarisations 
to sum over the polarisation states of the virtual photon. The trace is easily per-
formed. If we work in CDR then we must apply the Clifford algebra in D dimensions. 
The squared amplitude becomes 
E (M{S\M{S)^2(D-2)sNj2el (2.15) 
spin, col q 
where we have introduced the shorthand notation 
s — Q2 = (pi + P 2 ) 2 = 2pi • p2 (for massless particles). (2.16) 
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The next step of the calculation is to integrate the ME over phase-space. The 
integral over the phase-space for two particles is, 
Combining all the terms of (2.7) and integrating gives the LO cross section crj^, 
o ( D - 2 ) T ( D / 2 - l ) f ^ Y - D / \ T s r r 2 
Substituting D = 4 - 2e 
o ^ ( 2 - 2 e ) r ( l - e ) p y - e 
a™ = T r(2-26) " ^ e " ( 2 - 2 0 ) 
we see that we can safely take the e —> 0 limit giving the final result, 
= (2-21) 
As we have discussed, it is traditional to present the result in the form of the R 
ratio 
R e + e - = a e + e - ^ q q + x _ a r ^ q q + x = N J 2 e 2 q ( l + 0 (a.)) . (2.22) 
If we consider energies below the Z exchange threshold >/s <C M z , and assume 
that we excite q = u, d, c, s, b then Re+e~ = 11/3 = 3.67. At y/s = 34 GeV 
the experimentally determined value is = 3-92. O n e c a n a l s o calculate the 
contribution to the cross section from Z —> gg, however the correction is small and 
our ME result is still some 5% lower than the experimental value. To try to reduce 
2As mentioned in Chapter 1, the experimental determination of Re+e is a direct measurement 
of the number of quark colours N, as seen by Equation (2.22), thus establishing the fact that there 
are indeed 3 colours. 
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this discrepancy we must calculate the next order in the perturbative expansion, i.e. 
the O {as) contribution to (2.22). 
2.2.2 e +e~ —> qq + X at Next-to-Leading Order 
We now begin to work at the next order in the perturbative expansion, NLO. We see 
from expression (2.8) for the cross section cr^ at this order that we need to include 
the interference of the LO and the one-loop virtual ME. In the next section we look 
at this contribution. 
Virtual Emissions: The One-Loop Correction to 7* —>• qq 
At NLO we get our first contribution from loop-diagrams, for this process we need 
to calculate a one-loop integral. There is only one type of contribution to virtual 
emission for the process e+e~ —> qq, corresponding to the emission of a gluon from 
the outgoing quark which is absorbed by the outgoing anti-quark (and vice-versa)3. 
This one-loop diagram is shown in Figure 2.2. We apply the Feynman rules as before, 
Q 
q 
Figure 2.2: Virtual emission contribution to e+e~ —> qq at NLO. 
remembering that we are calculating the interference of LO and virtual diagrams, 
E <M<3\M$) = a.cPNY;<z#-D«1-D/2 
spin, col 
X 
3 In fact, there are additional graphs in which the (anti)quark emits and reabsorbs a gluon. 
These are zero in CDR but must be included in other regularisation schemes. 
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We can see that this integral is divergent when any factor in the denominator be-
comes zero. This type of divergence occurs for small values of the loop momenta k\ 
and is hence called an infrared divergent integral. At first sight these integrals ap-
pear to kil l our calculation — the result of these integrals wil l render the prediction 
for the cross section infinite. As we will see in the next section, we are missing a 
vital contribution to our calculation which in fact renders the complete cross section 
IR finite. For now we continue to evaluate the expression. 
The trace in (2.23) can be calculated and gives rise to terms of the form ki • pi, 
A;2-p2, k\ etc. The integrals we are faced with calculating have the following structure: 
scalar, 
scalar — pinched, 
dDkx 1 
inD/2 kl{kX -Pi)2(h+P2)2 
dDkX 
i 7 T D / 2 k i ( h - P i ) 2 ( h + P 2 ) 2 
dDh 
inD/2 k^ki -Pi)2(ki+p2)2 
dDh 1 1 
mD/2 kf(ki - P l ) 2 ( * l + P 2 ) 2 
tensor. 
At present we do not have the tools to calculate such integrals, these will be discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
The integrations can be performed and the infrared divergences become manifest 
as poles in the regulating parameter e: 
£ {M«l\M$) = «sCFNY,e2q ( - I J - ^ T T - 1 ^ 1 - ^ 
spin, col q 
^1 _ 
' ( 2 . 2 4 ) 
r ( i + e ) r 2 ( i - e ) 
r(i - 2c) 
In (2.24) we have factored out a combination of gamma functions, these are finite 
in the e —> 0 limit 
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The next step is to proceed to calculate cr by equation (2.8) 
= £ ^[(M(S\Mq^)]dU2 
spin, col 
(2.26) 
Integrating (2.24) over the two body phase-space given by (2.18) results in 
Notice that we have factored out in (2.27). This expression clearly demonstrates 
the appearance of infrared divergences in loop calculations. In the next Section 
we will calculate terms which will ultimately cancel this divergence allowing us to 
compute a finite cross section. 
Real Emissions: The Tree-level qqg Contribution 
We have seen that the simple calculation of e+e~ —>• qq to NLO with only virtual 
corrections leads to a divergent result. We know that the cross section must be 
finite (it is experimentally measurable) so we are clearly not including all effects 
in our calculation, we do not have a suitably defined inclusive cross section. The 
missing contribution to the calculation comes from the radiation of real gluons from 
the quark and antiquark. We will discuss later in section 2.2.3 why i t is valid (and 
necessary) to include these terms in our calculation. For now we assume that they 
are required and complete the calculation. 
At NLO there are two contributions to real emission for the process e+e~ —> 
qq, each one corresponding to the emission of a gluon from the outgoing quark 
and antiquark. These are shown in Figure 2.3. Since this process is not a loop-
process we label the ME | . M ^ ) . The cross section has a similar structure to that 
of equation (2.7) except that there are now three particles in the final state and we 
2 , ( -3 + 2 7 £ a s ( 4:Tvu o cr" C + 2TT 
+ ( - 8 - 7 B ( 7 B - 3 ) + 7C2)+C?(e) (2.27) 
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P2% 
Figure 2.3: Real gluon emission contribution to e+e —> qq at NLO. 
must use the appropriate phase-space: 




Applying the Feynman rules and summing over spins and colours gives the squared 
matrix element 
E (Mql\M{q%)^4nas^CFNj^ei 









where I , I I , I I I and I V represent trace terms. Note that I is the same as I V and 
I I is the same as I I I under the exchange p\ p2. The traces are: 
I = tr 
= S(D-2)2(Pl-pg)(p2-pg), (2.30) 
I I = tr 
= 8(D - 2) [2(pi • p 2 ) 2 + 2((p! • pg) + (pa • p„)) (px • pa) 
+ ( D - 4 ) ( p 1 - p s ) ( p 2 - p f f ) (2.31) 
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For this calculation it is convenient to define energy fractions a?;: 
2p i -Q 2p2-Q 2pg • Q 
Xi - , x2 = , z 3 = (2.32) 
where by energy conservation we must have 
5 > = 2 - (2.33) 
i=i 
In terms of the Xi, (2.29) becomes 
E < * # l l * C > = **a.fCFN E e ? ( D - 2 ) 
spin, col q 
\ D - 2 ) ( \ ^ + + O + f f - 1 ^ + 2(D - 4) 
1 — x2 1 — Xi ( l - x 1 ) ( l - x 2 ) 
. (2.34) 
We have used (2.33) and chosen to eliminate the fraction x^, writing the result in 
terms of x\ and x2. The next step is to integrate over the three body phase-space. 
In terms of X{ the phase-space is 
'An" 
128?r3 r (2 - 2e) [ s )7 Y\dxi (1 - Xi)' .t=i S [ 2 - ^ 2 x i ) . (2.35) <=i 
We see in a similar way to which the virtual contribution diverges when we perform 
the loop integration that the real contribution (2.34) diverges when integrated over 
phase-space. That is there exist singular regions in phase space. To understand 
this more clearly, i t is more demonstrative to express the momentum fractions Xi in 
terms of the angle between the quark (antiquark) and gluon, 9qg (9g9): 
1 — Xi = 
2EnE, 1^9 (\ —cos 9 q g ) and 1 — x2 
2E„E, 1^9 ( l - c o s 0 9 f f ) . (2.36) 
We now see the physical origins of the divergences. The factors 1 — xj in the denom-
inator of (2.34) vanish when Eg —> 0 - the gluon becomes soft and when 9qg —> 0 
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or 6gg —> 0 - the quark (antiquark) and gluon become collinear. Since we have 
regulated expressions in D — 4 — 2e these singularities will become manifest as poles 
in e. The integrations over X{ are easily performed, resulting in the cross section 
We have factored out the LO cross section crj^ just as we did for the virtual contri-
bution. 
In the next section we see how the combination of the real and virtual cross 
sections combine to yield a finite result. 
2.2.3 Cancellation of IR Divergences 
We have seen that the simple perturbative expansion of the cross section for e+e~ —>• 
qq yields an infrared divergent result when we start to include higher order contri-
butions, in particular the virtual contributions diverge due to the loop integration. 
I t was proposed, and shown by example, that the calculation of the cross section 
is incomplete if only virtual contributions are taken into account, the ful l , finite 
cross section is found with the addition of an extra contribution from real gluon 
emission., i.e. we must calculate e+e~ —>• qq + X. To finish the calculation we take 
the results for the two separate divergent contributions, the virtual contribution, cr^ 
from Equation (2.27) and real contribution a^g from Equation (2.37) and we see 
that the sum of these two contributions is indeed finite in the e —v 0 limit. 
2 , 3 - 2 7 £ ; a„ ( 47T u o o + + 999 99 27T 




< 1 + 7+OW (2.39) 
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This gives the NLO correction to the R! ratio 
(2.40) 
g 
Taking a value of as = 0.15 gives Re e =3.84 which is in better agreement with the 
experimental measurement = 3-9 taken at an energy i/s = 34 GeV. This simple 
example shows how the addition of higher order corrections improve the theoretical 
prediction of physical observables. One can imagine that adding additional higher 
orders would yield an even more accurate prediction. 
More importantly, we now discuss in more detail the cancellation of the IR 
divergences. The cancellation of the divergences seems at first sight curious and 
unmotivated but as one expects i t is not. The cancellation of divergences of this 
form is in fact common to all higher order calculations. 
The divergence of the e+e~ —> qq cross-section shows that we cannot calculate 
this as an exclusive process. To calculate e+e~ -> hadrons we should calculate 
e+e~ —¥ qq + X which is suitably inclusive and finite. We have seen that the diver-
gences of the real amplitude occurred for particular configurations of the partons in 
phase space — when the gluon and (anti) quark become collinear or when the gluon 
becomes soft. We know experimentally about confinement which is the observation 
that no physical states are coloured. In experiments we do not observe the partons 
but jets. Jets are collimated beams of colourless hadrons produced by the hadroni-
sation of partons. After the hadronisation process the soft and collinear particles 
become indistinguishably mixed into the jets — at least at the level of experimental 
detection which is limited by finite angular and energy resolutions, see Figure 2.4. In 
other words, when the gluon is very soft or collinear, the qqg state is 'mistaken' for 
a qq state. What we measure in a detector, the observable cross section is therefore 
finite and independent of the unphysical singular regions. 
The general cancellation of IR divergences between the soft and collinear and 
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7* 7* 7* 
Soft gluon emission Collinear gluon emission Virtual gluon emission 
Figure 2.4: The configurations whereby the gluon is either soft or collinear 
are kinematically degenerate to the virtual gluon contribution and cannot 
be distinguished experimentally — the jet structure is identical. 
the virtual contributions is guaranteed be the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg [14, 15] and 
Bloch-Nordsieck [16] theorems. These theorems state that for a well defined, suit-
ably inclusive observable, i.e. one which takes into account all degenerate, physically 
indistinguishable states, will be finite. Quantities for which this true are called IR 
safe observables. We have already calculated on such observable, the inclusive cross-
section for e+e~ —¥ hadrons. 
The IR divergences cancel order by order in the perturbative series. For this 
reason their structure is predictable. In the following Sections we look at the idea 
and tools developed by Catani and Seymour to make such a prediction. 
2.3 Matrix Elements in Colour Space 
Having seen an example of how IR divergences appear in the calculation of ME 
and how the different components of the calculation 'conspire' to cancel these diver-
gences, it is useful to study their structure in a more general way. In this Section 
we look at an important tool developed by Catani and Seymour [26] which enables 
us to predict the pole structure of IR divergent amplitudes. 
Before the discussion of the IR divergent structure i t is necessary to introduce 
the idea of MEs in colour space. In this discussion we follow closely the notation 
presented in [26]. 
We begin by considering the tree-level amplitude with m QCD partons in the 
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final state . I t has the following structure: 
M * M , l t . . . t . m { p i t . . . > P m ) = M c m C m ; S l S m ( { p } ) , (2.41) 
where { c i , . . . , c m } are the colour indices, {s\,..., s m } are the spins or helicities and 
{Pi>--->Pm} the momenta. In particular, cn — {i} = 1,2,3 for (anti)quarks and 
cn — {a} = 1 , . . . , 8 for gluons, also, sn = 1,2 for (anti)quarks and s„ = 1, . . . ,£> — 2 
for gluons. 
Since the amplitude is a function of the colours and helicities we can consider the 
amplitude living in a colour + helicity space. We introduce a basis { | c i , . . . , cm) <8> 
l si> • • •, Sm)} such that 
AC•••• e »"i '~ '-({p}) = « C l , . . . , c m | ® . . . ,sm\)\Mm({p})). (2.42) 
In general, we would like to calculate colour and spin summed amplitudes, these can 
be written as 
\Mm({p})\2 - (Mm({p})\Mm({p})). (2.43) 
Having established notation, we are now in a position to study the colour structure 
of an amplitude. Colour interactions are represented by the association of a colour-
charge operator T n with the emission of a gluon from each parton n. If the emitted 
gluon has colour index cg then the colour-charge operator is 
T n = T^\cg), (2.44) 
which acts in colour space as 
( c i , . . . , Cn,..., Cm, c f f | T n | 6 i , . . . ,bn,... ,bm) = SClbl • • • T c c n 9 6 n • • • 5Cmbm , (2.45) 
4We consider an e+e~~ type process. The notation can be extended to include a QCD initial 
state. 
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where Tcc9b is a colour-charge matrix. I t is given by 
TCg = < 
t c c 9 m b m if emitter is quark (c m , b m = 1,2,3), 
—tCcmbm i f emitter is antiquark (c m , b m = 1,2,3), (2.46) 
ifcgCmbm j f e m i t t e r is gluon (c m , 6 m = 1 , . . . , 8) . 
That is, if the emitting particle is a (anti)quark then T n is a colour-charge matrix 
in the fundamental representation, if the emitting particle is a gluon Tn is a matrix 
in the adjoint representation (see Section 1.2). 
In this language, the state \Mm({p})) is a colour singlet (all physical states must 
be), so colour conservation implies 
m 
^ T n | ^ m ( { p } ) ) = 0. (2.47) 
n=l 
In the next Section we will be dealing with colour correlated amplitudes. These 
correspond to calculating the product of an amplitude for emitting a gluon from 
particle n with an amplitude for the emission of a gluon by particle o, 
\Mr\2 = (Mm{{p})\Tn.T0\Mm{{p})) 
(2.48) 
= [AC c"'--'Co'"-'Cm(M)]*rccnvTcci^ 6- b - ^ ( { P } ) . 
The colour algebra is simply 
T m - T n i f m ^ n , 
T n - T m = { (2.49) 
T2n = Cn if m = n , 
where Cn is the Casimir operator, i.e. Cn = Cf i f n is a (anti)quark or Cn = Ca if 
n is a gluon (see Section 1.7). 
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2.4 Singular Behaviour of Loop Amplitudes 
Let us begin by considering a general renormalised QCD amplitude |A^) in colour 
space with m external legs. We choose to work in the MS scheme and we use CDR. 
The general perturbative expansion of \A4) will have the following structure, 
\M) = (£)' U<°>) + (£) |A«»> + ( | ) 2 | * » > + O («•) (2.50) 
where as denotes the strong coupling constant, and | . M ^ ) are the i-loop contribu-
tions to the renormalised amplitude. Notice that in contrast to the perturbative 
expansion we made for the e+e~ —> qq matrix element (Eq. (2.2)) we have pulled 
all factors of as out of the matrix elements | . M ^ ) . The overall coefficient in front 
of the expression, (as/2Tr)q is general where q is half-integer, the specific value is 
process dependent. We know that the amplitudes lA^ 1)), \M^), . . . w i l l contain 
IR divergences. Catani and Seymour have shown [26] that we can explicitly isolate 
the singularities of the one-loop amplitude from the finite part with the following 
construction, 
\MW) = Iw(e)\M{0)) + \ M { l ) f i n ) , (2.51) 
where | . M ^ ' f i n ) represents the finite part of the one-loop amplitude in the e —> 0 
limit. 
The insertion operator I^\e) acts in general on a colour vector | . M ^ ) generating 
the singular behaviour. I t has a general structure 
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where i,j = l,2,...,m and pi is the momenta of the i-th external particle and 
1 i f partons % and j are both incoming or outgoing, 
Ay = { (2-53) 
0 otherwise. 
The singular terms are embedded in the function VjS i n g(e): 
Vf n g (e) = i + ^ , (2.54) 
where 
3 / 2 if particle i is a quark or antiquark, 
H = < (2-55) 
I ^°/cA ^ particle i is a gluon, 
with /?o the first beta function coefficient defined by Equation (1.39). 
Catani has extended the formalism to work to two-loops [29]. At this level the 
situation is more complicated, the singularities now have a more complex structure. 
We can still factorise the poles from the finite part of the amplitude, and for the 
two-loop amplitude have the following construction 
\M{2)) = Iw(e)\M{1)) + I ( 2 )(e)|A*(°>) + | . M ( 2 ) ' f l n ) , (2.56) 
where similarly, |A^^ 2^' f i n) represents the finite part of the two-loop amplitude in 
the e —> 0 limit. The I^\e) operator has the same definition as before given by 
equation (2.52). Acting on the one-loop amplitude |A^^ 1^), the I^{e) multiplies the 
singularities already present (both single and double poles) and produces poles 1/e, 
1/e2, 1/e3 and 1/e4. We have introduced a new operator, J^(e) , this term acts on 
the tree level amplitude |A^^0^) and also produces poles up to order 1/e4. I t has the 
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following structure 
+ / J ( 2 ) (e) , 
2ft 
+ 
e - ^ r ( l - 2e) /^o 
r ( l - e ) Ve 
^ + A - ) j W ( 2 c ) 
(2.57) 
with, 
67 10 7T i f TRNF 
18 
(2.58) 
The last term of equation (2.57) involves '(e) which produces only a single pole 
in e and is given by, 
where the constant is renormalisation-scheme-dependent. Using equation (2.56) 
we can therefore predict the pole structure for two-loop amplitudes exactly up to 
O (1/e 2), and also some of the O (1/e) structure but its complete form can at present 
only be found by explicit calculation of the amplitude with Feynman diagrams. 
Using equations (2.51) and (2.56) we have factorised the IR singular contributions 
of the one- and two-loop amplitudes. The pole structure of the one-loop amplitude is 
completely determined and the pole structure of the two-loop amplitude completely 
determined to (9 (1/e 2). These predictions serve as a very strong test of a ME 
calculation. We use these later to check the pole structure of the our complete ME 
result. 
2.4.1 Ultraviolet Renormalisation 
Throughout we have been using renormalised amplitudes, however, in a calculation 
with Feynman diagrams we construct unrenormalised amplitudes, the two are of 
course related. I f we consider the analogous perturbative series to (2.50) in terms 
(M{0)\HM(z)\M(0)) 
4er(l - e) 
HW(MW\MW), (2.59) 
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of unrenormalised amplitudes 
^ u n ) = (I)' [|-M(0),un) + (i) ^ (1 ) ,un) + (S)2 l M ( 2 ) ' u n ) + 0 ^ 
(2.60) 
then the renormalised amplitudes are found by replacing the bare coupling cto with 
the renormalised coupling as as determined by Equation (1.46). After substitution 
of a0 and by comparison with the renormalised amplitude (2.50) order by order in 
aa we find 
\M{Q)) = \M^'ua), 
\MW) = S r 1 | . M ( 1 ) ' u n ) - ^ \ M { 0 ) ' u n ) , (2.61) 
\ M M ) = s:2\M™n - ( 1 + q ) P o s r i \ M ^ n ^ ± A \ \ M ^ n . 
6 2 \ 6 6 J 
where Se is defined by Equation (1.47). 
2.4.2 7 ( 1 )(e) for e+e~ ->> qq 
To demonstrate the use of the I^\e) operator in predicting the pole structure of ME 
we construct a very simple example and verify the result for e+e~ —>• qq calculated 
in Section 2.2.2. 
From the structure of I^\e) (Equation (2.52)) we see that we need to deter-
mine the products of all the colour-charge operators for the process, which in this 
example is simple since there is only one product, Tq • Tq. By colour conservation 
(Equation (2.47)) we have 
Tq = - T 9 , (2.62) 
so that 
Tq • Tq = -T\ = -T\ = -CF . (2.63) 
The equation for the insertion operator, which is a 1 x 1 matrix in colour space 
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e^E _1 3 
r ( l - e) [7 + 2e 
.E 
s 
2 \ £ 
1 A 
Se T ( l - e) [ e 1 + 2~e 
(2.64) 
Here we have used (1.47) to write eeyE in terms of Se to make the comparison 
with the virtual amplitude easier. This insertion operator acting on the tree level 
amplitude \Mq°q) should produce the singular structure | . M ^ ' s m 6 ) of the one-loop 
virtual amplitude | A ^ i ^ ) . That is 
( < ) I ^ S , ^ > = ( ^ g ) | ( g ) / W ( e ) | ^ > > (2.65) 
where we have contracted with the tree-level amplitude. The factor of as/2ir is 
present because i t was factorised out of the definition of the perturbative expansion 
(Equation (2.50)). In principle the insertion operator should be acting on renor-
malised amplitudes. The relation between the renormalised and unrenormalised 
amplitudes is given by (2.61) where for this process we take q — 0. In this case the 
tree-level amplitudes remain unchanged. Making an e-expansion of (2.65) gives the 
predicted singularity structure 
[jviqq\jviqq ) r ^ ^ 
2 \ e 1 ( -3 + 2 7 E ) 
e2 2e 
+ (M<§\M'°h. (2.66) 
The notation ( . . . | . . . ) r indicates renormalised amplitudes. To compare with the 
calculated amplitude we require (M^g\M^g)r. This can be expressed in terms of 
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(M.g°(i\Mq0ij)r (to match the previous result) by using the following trick, 
(M^\M^)r = ^(Mq^MV) (renormalisation of \M%) by (2.61)) 
A 
1 °$-<M%\M%) 
= ^ < ^ S , l < ) > r - (2-67) 
This relation just comes from Equations (2.7) and (2.8) and uses the fact that 
the integration over the two-body phase space factorises and cancels between the 
two cross sections and cr^. Combining (2.67) with the expression for cr*$ from 
Equation (2.27) gives, 
_ i + ( - 3 + 2 7 E ) 
+ | _ 4 _ 2 * £ 2 p 3 ) + | C l J + 0 W 
e2 2e 
\m$I\M{3)T- (2-68) 
Finally, from Equations (2.66) and (2.68) it can clearly be seen that the insertion 
operator correctly predicts the singularity structure and also the dependence on 7# 
— thus providing a strong check of the calculation of | A ^ ^ ) . 
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Loop Integrals 
3.1 Introduction 
We saw in Chapter 2 that the calculation of ME, in particular, the virtual contribu-
tions, require the calculation of loop integrals. In the simple example of e+e~ —>• qq 
at NLO only a few simple one-loop integrals were required. In general, however, for 
a more complex ME at higher orders, a calculation may involve many hundreds of 
integrals with multiple loops. The integrals fall into two classes, scalar and tensor, 
depending on the structure present in the numerator of the integral. Tensor inte-
grals are indicative of the spin structure of the theory. The number of loops are 
associated with the order to which we are working in perturbation theory. 
In this thesis we calculate the NNLO O (af) virtual contributions to the e+e~ —> 
qqg ME. As we shall see in Chapter 4 at this order there are two components to 
the virtual contributions, the two-loop times tree amplitude as well one-loop times 
one-loop amplitude. Therefore, in this chapter we deal with the tools necessary to 
deal with both one- and two-loop integrals arising from this process. 
It is only really in the past few years that significant technical developments in 
the field have made the calculation of large numbers of loop-integrals a tractable 
problem. Indeed, the techniques which we discuss have recently been put to great use 
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in the calculation of two-loop QED and QCD corrections to many 2 —>• 2 scattering 
processes with massless on-shell external particles [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. 
We begin in Section 3.2 by introducing the general structure of loop integrals 
and the notation used to describe them. In Section 3.2.1 we find i t convenient 
to introduce a practical tool called an auxiliary diagram. There are two types of 
auxiliary diagram corresponding to both planar and non-planar integrals. The idea 
of these diagrams is to encapsulate the structure of all the possible integrals enabling 
a more systematic approach to relating and reducing integrals of different kinds to 
simpler ones. Wi th the idea of the auxiliary diagram we describe the symmetries of 
the integrals in Section 3.2.2. 
The first approach to calculating loop-integrals considered in Section 3.3 is pa-
rameterisation. In particular we look at the Schwinger and Feynman parameteri-
sations. In some cases, use of these techniques may enable direct evaluation of an 
integral, often by identification of the parameterised result as an integral represen-
tation of a hypergeometric function. However, in general, for all but the simplest 
integrals, more work is needed. 
I t is convenient at this point to talk about tensor reduction, that is, how we can 
relate integrals with tensorial structure in the numerator to simpler integrals. In 
Section 3.4 we discover that we can translate the task of calculating tensor integrals 
to that of calculating simpler scalar integrals in higher dimensions. Since this tech-
nique produces integrals in higher dimensions, Section 3.4.1 deals with the process 
of relating scalar integrals in different dimensions. 
Having reduced the problem of calculating tensor integrals to that of calculat-
ing scalar integrals we introduce in Section 3.5 the technique of Integration-by-
Parts (IBP) [17, 37, 38] a tool which is now commonly used in the calculation of 
loop integrals. The principle use of IBP is to construct linear relations between 
loop integrals of different complexity. By extracting more complicated integrals in 
favour of simpler ones the IBP relations can reduce the problem of calculating many 
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hundreds of integrals to a collection of a small set of so-called Master Integrals (MI). 
More recently, a more automated approach to combining and solving the IBP 
relations has been suggested by Laporta [39]. In this approach both tensor and 
scalar integrals are treated on the same footing. By making this step we are able to 
use an algorithmic solution of the IBP equations relating all of the tensor and scalar 
integrals to a small set of M I in one fell swoop, circumventing the need for explicit 
tensor reduction and the calculation of scalar integrals in higher dimensions. The 
modified Laporta algorithm used in this thesis is presented in Section 3.6. 
Finally, since the M I are not calculable by IBP — by definition, they must be 
determined by other techniques. Fortunately, there has been significant progress in 
this area too. In the past, techniques such as Mellin-Barnes (MB) and Negative 
Dimensions (NDIM) have been used for the calculation of M I [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. 
These techniques are complicated when an integral is a function of many scales and 
the methods ultimately rely on one being able to identify the integral representation 
of hypergeometric functions. However, more recently Gehrmann and Remiddi have 
developed an approach to solving the M I by using differential equations [45, 46]. 
In fact, all the relevant M I , both planar and non-planar for eeqqg were calculated 
with differential equations [47, 48] paving the way for the calculation of the ME. In 
Section 3.7 we show how to construct and solve the differential equations for the 
M I . 
3.2 Basic Notation / Generalities 
In general, the loop integrals which we need to calculate are governed by the partic-
ular physical process which they are derived from. In this thesis we must calculate 
integrals which have the same generic structure characterised in Figure 3.1 by inte-
grals with up to four external legs with three on-shell and one off-shell. The on-shell 
legs correspond to the q, q and g whilst the off-shell leg corresponds to the 7*. Since 
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we wish to calculate to NNLO in perturbation theory we require integrals with both 
one- and two-loops. Our emphasis will focus more on the calculation of the two-
loop integrals, but the techniques are equally applicable to any number of loops via 
appropriate modifications. We begin our task by classifying the many integrals 
Pi P4 
7*(p4) — • q(pi) + q{p2) + giPs) => 
NNLO 
Pi Pz 
Figure 3.1: The generic integrals of interest have four external legs. Three 
legs are on-shell, p\ = p\ = p\ = 0. One leg is off-shell, p\ = {—p\ — p2 — 
P3)2 7^  0. In general we must consider both one- and two-loop integrals. 
which may be generated by the MEs. As we shall see in Chapter 4 there are a total 
(including tree, one-loop and two-loop) of 244 Feynman diagrams contributing to 
e+e~ —> qqg at NNLO, of which, three example diagrams are shown in Figure 3.2. 
The first observation is that there are two types of diagram leading to two differ-
q f a ) q f a ) q{P2) 
S(P3) 7*(P4) <^ 7*(P4) 9{P3) 1*{P4) q(pi) 
q{pi) q(pi) fl(ps) 
(a) Planar (b) Non-planar (c) 'One-loop' 
Figure 3.2: Example Feynman diagrams contributing to e+e~ —> qqg. 
ent classes of integral, namely planar and non-planar integrals, two examples are 
shown in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). As we shall see, these are distinct and indeed 
are described by different sets of propagators — the non-planar propagators cannot 
be represented as a linear combination of planar propagators. A second observation 
is that the integrals carry a tensor structure in their numerator. This can be seen 
in the example of e+e~ —> qq in Section 2.2.2. This is a direct consequence of the 
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spin structure of the particles in the interactions. A final remark is that some of 
the apparent two-loop graphs are in fact products of two one-loop graphs. This 
results in these integrals being far simpler than their true two-loop counterparts. 
An example of a diagram which is in fact a product of one-loop integrals s shown in 
Figure 3.2(c). 
When referring to loop-integrals it is useful to speak about the topology of an 
integral. Integrals of the same topology have equivalent propagators. By this we 
mean they are either identical or can be made identical by a linear transformation 
of loop-momenta and a possible re-arrangement of the external momenta. 
We write our general Z)-dimensional scalar integral with Nk loops and Nd prop-




Ai Pf - mf + iO ' 
The notation is straightforward. The set {vNd} represents the powers of the prop-
agators of the integral, effectively defining it's topology. The '[1]' represents the 
structure of the numerator, in this case we have a scalar integral. Ultimately we 
would like to consider tensorial integrals, we can represent these generically by 
J i7TD/2 - J inD/2 ^ . . . ^ • V-*) 
All the integrals are also functions of the external momenta Pi, - • • ,PNP or equiva-
lent^ the external scales Sj j = (pi + Pj)2. We drop these presently for clarity but 
will introduce them when necessary. 
For the i-th propagator defined in (3.2), the Pj term represents a linear combi-
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nation of loop and external momenta 
Nk Np 
j=l j=l 
with alj = —1,0,1 and &*• = —1,0,1. The rrij represents the mass of the propagating 
particles. We will be working in the massless quark limit so for the rest of this thesis 
we take = 0. The iO term is the Feynman prescription which is used to specify 
the analytic properties of the integral when translating between different kinematic 
regions of phase space. This notation will be implied throughout but not written 
explicitly for clarity. 
3.2.1 Auxiliary Diagrams 
As we have already discussed, the physical process of interest imposes that we should 
calculate planar and non-planar two-loop graphs with four external legs. The corre-
sponding integrals have a structure that can best be described in terms of so-called 
''auxiliary diagrams'. An auxiliary diagram is the most general diagram we can con-
struct which contains all of the possible propagators. For a graph with Nk loops 
and Np independent external momenta we can form Nap = NpNk + Nk(Nk + l ) /2 
independent scalar products. With three independent external momenta, Np — 3 
and two-loops, Nk = 2 there are nine possible scalar-products, Nsp = 9. The idea of 
the auxiliary diagram is to map these nine scalar-products as propagators. Later (in 
Section 3.5.1) we will represent scalar-products in the numerator of an integral (as-
sociated with tensor integrals) by propagators raised to negative powers. Figure 3.3 
illustrates the auxiliary diagram for planar integrals. This diagram is non-physical 
but does satisfy momentum conservation. To obtain a real diagram one must shrink 
at least two of the propagators to zero. The process of shrinking a propagator to 
zero is called 'pinching'. This also enables us to define a 'sub-topology'' as a diagram 
created from a larger topology by a pinching. 
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P2 Pi 9 
8 P3 P3 
Figure 3.3: The two-loop planar auxiliary diagram. All nine possible scalar 
products are mapped to the propagators A\ —>• Ag given by equations (3.5). 
We also have the non-planar integrals. Due to the asymmetry caused by the 





6 10 Pl23 
P2 
8 P2 P3 
PS 






P3 A Pi 1 
9 
Pi P2 
Figure 3.5: The two-loop non-planar auxiliary diagram with the off-shell leg 
outside. 
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Given these auxiliary diagrams we choose to define the propagators as follows: 
Al A5 
A2 = (h+Pi)2, A6 = (h+Pi)2, 
A3 A7 = (h+p12)2, 
A4 = ( h + P 1 2 3 ) 2 , As = (fo+Pnn)2 
A9 = (ki - k2f , 
A10 = (ki - k 2 - p 1 2 3 ) 2 , (3-5) 
An = - k2+p3)2. 
We have introduced a shorthand notation, = pi H \-pj. Since three external 
legs are on-shell and one off-shell we impose the following, 'physically motivated' 
conditions 
P2i=P22=PI = 0, (3-6) 
and 
(pi +P2+ P3)2 - Pm = s 123 ^ 0 . (3.7) 
We will also use the following Mandelstam invariants 
S12 = (Pi + P 2 ) 2 , « i 3 = (Pi + P 3 ) 2 , S23 = (P2 + P 3 ) 2 , (3.8) 
which fulfil 
Sl2 + S13 + S 23 = S123 • (3.9) 
3.2.2 Symmetries 
If we look more closely at the auxiliary diagram for the planar diagrams, Figure 3.3, 
we can see that it exhibits a great deal of symmetry, this is one of the key advan-
tages of the auxiliary diagrams. The symmetries arise from the exchange of both 
propagators and external momenta which leave the fundamental diagram (topol-
ogy) unchanged. It is worth briefly mentioning the symmetries because they can 
greatly reduce the number of integrals that we need to calculate. The planar dia-
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gram as it stands has three main symmetries. The first is trivial and arises due to 
the invariance of relabelling the loop momenta, ki k2, 
Z D ( { V l , "2, ^3 , ^4 , 1%, ^6 , ^7 , ^8 , M> { « 1 2 , «23 , «123} ) [l] = 
^ ( { ^ 5 , ^6 , ^7 , ^8 , ^ 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 3 , ^ 4 , {^12, ^23, $123}) [l] • (3.10) 
Note that we have introduced the scales Sij into the integral1. The reason for this is 
that the symmetries are created by exchanging propagators as well as the external 
momentum, thus we need to keep track of both changes. The second symmetry is 
found by exchanging the external momenta, pi «-> p3, 
1D({V1, "2, ^5 , f 6 , ^7 , Ug}, {Sn, S 2 3 , S l 2 3 » [1] = 
1D({V4, US, U2, V\, ^8 , V7, "a, vb, Vg}, {s23, «12, 5 i 2 3 » [1] • (3.11) 
And finally we can apply both of the above symmetries at the same time, k\ <-> k2 
and pi <-> p3, 
ZD({V1, "2, Vz, 1/4, ^5 , ^6 , "7, M> { « 1 2 , S 2 3, S l 2 3 » [1] = 
I D ( { V 8 , V7, "6, "5, "4, "2, V U 1/9}, { s 2 3 , S l2 , S123}) W\ • ( 3 - 1 2 ) 
As we take pinchings of the auxiliary diagram (we must pinch at least two propa-
gators to produce a physical diagram) more symmetries may appear. For example, 
if we pinch propagators 4 and 8 then a p\ «-» p2 symmetry emerges. 
The non-planar diagrams do not exhibit any immediate symmetry, however, as 
we take pinchings and remove propagators symmetries may become apparent. Once 
we have pinched four of the nine propagators on either of the non-planar diagrams 
they become inherently planar. Once we reach this stage the symmetries already 
1We choose to label the integrals in terms of the scales Sij rather then the momenta pi since 
these are what actually appear in the final results of calculations. 
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identified for the planar diagrams can be applied. 
By using the symmetries we can eliminate all similar diagrams and calculate a 
smaller set of integrals, i.e. we can remove all diagrams of the same topology which 
are related by a relabelling of propagators and/or momenta. 
3.3 Parameterisation 
In general it is very hard to take the loop integral defined in Equation (3.1) and di-
rectly perform the loop integration. Instead we begin by parameterising the integral 
in such a way that the integration over the loop momentum becomes trivial. What 
we are left with is a new integral representation which is usually more amenable to 
direct calculation. For many of the simple integrals these representations result in 
hypergeometric functions. As mentioned earlier, we will consider the two approaches 
of Schwinger and Feynman. The basic idea behind both of these approaches is to 
compress the product of propagators in the denominator into one quadratic term. 
By diagonalising the integral we are easily able to integrate away the loop momenta. 
3.3.1 Schwinger Parameterisation 
The idea of Schwinger is to use the property of the exponential function, eaeb — eab 
so that we can write the product of propagators a linear sum. To do this, we write 
the propagators by using the following relation 
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which applied to all propagators gives 
where 
Nd - 1 oo dec 4 3C exp Av i Nd i = l 
Nd " I ) oo 




Since we will use this notation later we have defined the shorthand J T>x to represent 
all integrations over the Schwinger parameters %{. 
The result of this parameterisation is to enable us to readily integrate away the 
dependence on the loop momenta k{. To see how this is carried out it is useful to 
study the structure of propagator polynomial Yl ^iA\. We can expand this term ex-
plicitly in the loop momenta, which for a two-loop integral gives rise to the following 
general quadratic structure 
Nd 
^2 xiAi = ak\ + bk\ + 2ckx • k2 + 2d • ki + 2e • k2 + / , (3.17) 
i = l 
where a, b, c, cP, eM and / are all linear in Zj. The structure of these coefficients is 
determined by the particular topology of an integral. They can be calculated generi-
cally for the auxiliary diagrams. To do this we simply substitute the propagators A{ 
given by (3.5) into the l.h.s. of Equation (3.17), expand and compare the coefficients 
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(3.18) 
of ki. For the planar auxiliary diagram of Figure 3.3 we get 
a = xi + x2 + x3 + x4 + XQ , 
b = x5 + XQ + x7 + x8 + Xg , 
c — -XQ , 
dM = (#2 + %3 + X4)Pi + {x3 + X4)P2 + , 
eM = ( x 6 + x7 + x8)pt + ( x 7 + x8)p$ + x8p% , 
f = ( x 3 + X7)Si2 + ( x 4 + X8)si23 • 
This result can now be used for any topology by simply setting Xi = 0 for all pinched 
propagators Ai. 
By diagonalising the polynomial of (3.17) with respect to kx and k2 the corre-
sponding integrals in these variables are easily calculable. Diagonalisation can be 
achieved with the following changes of variable 
fcf -> K{ - ^K!f + X" , (3.19) 
A£ -> K% + y» , (3.20) 
where 
= ^ , (3.21) 
^ _ £ * ^ _ ( 3 . 2 2 ) 
and 
P = 06 - c2 . (3.23) 
Notice that X, ^ and P are all bilinear in a:*. We are able to make the diagonalisation 
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due to a specific property of scaler loop integrals. We make use of the fact that they 
are invariant under shifts of the loop momentum 
/^mfM s / ^ f ^ ) w h e r e h = k a + 5. (3.24) 
Thus the process of diagonalisation by Equations (3.19) and (3.20) has no effect on 
the structure of the generic loop integral. The polynomial (3.17) becomes 
Nd 
£ 
i = l 
a P 
where 
Q = - a e 2 - bd2 + 2c(e • d) + fV 
Evaluating V and Q for the planar auxiliary diagram gives 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
V = (Xi + X2 + X3 + X4 + Xg)(x5 + X6 + X7 + X8 + Xg) - Xg2 (3.27) 
and 
Q = ( ( X 5 + X6 + X7 + X% + Xg)x3 + X 7 X 5 + X7Xg)xi 
+ ((x 2 + X3 + X4 + Xg)x7 + X3Xg)x5 Su 
((x 5 + XQ + X7 + X8 + Xg)x4 + X 8 X 6 + XgXs)x2 
+ ((Xi +X3+X4 + Xg)xS + ^4^9)^6 «23 
( ( X 5 + a?6 + X7 + Xg + Xg)x4 + X 8 X 5 + XgX8)xi 
+ ( ( x 2 + X 3 + X 4 + Xg)x8 + X4Xg)x5 SU3 • (3.28) 
We can now return our attention back to the loop integral itself to see what we have 
achieved. Consider the generic integral (3.1), in the two-loop limit (for which the 
polynomial (3.17) is valid). After Schwinger parameterisation (3.14) and diagonali-
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sation we can write 
Nd 
" I oo D X 
D dPK UDKx rdUK2 
J in*>/* J mDl* 6 X P V 
Q 
aKf + -Ki + 
a 
x 
f ) , (3-29) 
or in shorthand notation 
i D ( M ) m = £ § « p ( » « ? + £ * J + f ) • (3J«) 
The loop integrations are now readily integrated in K\ and K2 (recall that V and Q 
are only functions of the Schwinger parameters X{ and the external momenta p^). To 
carry out these integrations we make use of an important identity, the Minkowski 
space relation 
the Schwinger parameterised form of the loop-integral for the auxiliary diagram. All 
two-loop scalar integrals can be written in this form and the appropriate V and Q 
read directly from the diagram. 
3.3.2 Feynman Parameterisation 
We now look at the Feynman parameterisation. This works in a similar way to the 
Schwinger approach in that the method involves re-writing the product of propa-
gators in a linear form which can easily be integrated. The technique of Feynman 
D 
J ~Df2 e X P ( A f c 2 ) AD/2 (3.31) 
Applying this to each integral in turn gives 
xD{{uNd\)[i}= n W v / 
1 \ v i ) Jo 
Nd 
" I oo Q 
A.4 rta) Jo 
1 dxi x exp T)D/2 
Q 
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parameterisation is particularly useful when one is calculating relatively simple in-
tegrals directly. We begin with the following relation 
1 
A"1 . . . A""D 
^ = r(A0 
Nd Nd -N 







We observe that this relation produces exactly the same effect as the Schwinger 
parameterisation, namely, the product of propagators have been transformed into 
a linear polynomial. This polynomial is identical to that which we obtained by 
Schwinger parameterisation, i.e. Equation (3.17), meaning that we can use exactly 
the same changes of variables to diagonalise the loop integration. After applying 
the Feynman parameterisation (3.34) to the generic integral (3.1) and after diago-
nalisation, we get 
iD({vNd})[i] = r(N) 
U r n fa*'1. 
Nd 
* ( i - 5 > 
i = l 
dDKx fdDK2 [duKx f 
J in0'2 J ITT D/2 
-N 
(3.36) 
Note that K\, K2, V and Q have exactly the same definition in terms of the Xi as 
those for Schwinger parameterisation. To integrate away the loop momentum we 
make use of the following identity [1] 
/ dDk 1 _ ( i y ,r (q-£>/2) D l 2 _ a (3.37) 
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Finally for the Feynman parameterisation after integration we obtain 
lD({uNd})[l] = (-l)DT(N-D) 
VN-ZD/2QD-N^ (ggg) 
From this result we can now see an important feature of the Feynman method. 
This is that due to the delta function we effectively have one less integral over the 
Feynman parameters X{ to carry out than we did in the Schwinger parameterisation. 
3.3.3 Direct Approaches to Integration 
At this point it is not clear what we have achieved. So far we have transformed 
the integrations over the loop momenta to integrations over a new set of parame-
ters. For Schwinger parameterisation the number of new parameters is equal to the 
number of propagators and for Feynman parameterisation is equal to the number of 
propagators minus one. This means that we have effectively increased the number 
of integrations! Despite the apparent increase in complexity these two parameteri-
sations are particularly useful for evaluating simple loop integrals directly. Usually 
the integrations over the new parameters can be identified as the integral repre-
sentations of hypergeometric functions, thus the apparent integrations need not be 
carried out explicitly at all. 
3.4 Tensor Reduction 
We can now turn our attention to tensor integrals. So far we have only considered 
scalar integrals. We have seen how the reparameterisation can enable us to directly 
evaluate simple integrals. We must now consider how we calculate tensor integrals. 
The Schwinger parameterisation can be easily extended to describe tensor inte-
nd , , i / Nd \ 
X 
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grals. Since the steps in the parameterisation only dealt with the propagators in 
the denominator of the loop integral, we can quite easily apply the same param-
eterisation to the tensor integral. We must however, be careful to remember that 
we diagonalised the result of the parameterisation and in doing so shifted the loop 
momenta. If we recall the diagonalised expression for the Schwinger integral before 
we integrated out the loop momenta, i.e. Equation (3.30), 
I D ( W J ) HI = f v x j t ^ j g f e exp (aKl + V-K\ + f ) . (3.39) 
Then we generalise this to include tensors by simply inserting them into the numer-
ator 
( K ? - -K? + x ^ • • • (KF - -K%° + (K? + y u i ) • • • (K? + y U b ) x 
* V ' " V ' t"l u"b 
eW(aK2 + ^K22 + ^ y (3.40) 
Notice that we have replaced the tensors k% and k% on the right hand side of the 
generic tensor integral (3.3) with the corresponding shifted variables given by Equa-
tions (3.19) and (3.20). Again we can integrate out the loop momenta K\ and K2 




^ F e x p ( A * a ) = 0 > (3.41) 
HDk 1 1 
- 5 7 5 ^ r e x p ( A ^ ) = - - 9 - ^ 7 5 , (3.42) 
/ ^ W W e x p (Afc2) = J L { r g r + r r + . (3.43) 
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So that, if we take a single tensor, for example ZD({uNd}) [k^] we have, 
'dDKi fdDK2 
X 
-2 , V „2 . Q exp ( aKf + - ^ + | ) , (3-44) 
which can now be easily integrated in K\ and K2 to give, 
W J ) [*f] = jl>x exp ( | ) (3.45) 
/ V ce" - 6d" 1 /Q\ 
= J V x ~ p ~ vmexp{v)- (3-46) 
If we recall the definition of X** from equation (3.21) and the appropriate a, h, c, 
dM, eM and / from equation (3.18), then we see that the numerator is a bilinear in 
and the denominator is simply V. We therefore absorb the X{ into Vx by increasing 
the powers of the appropriate propagators, i.e., 
^ ^ x ^ ^ i ^ , ^ , (3.47) 
such that, 
i+lD({uNd}) [1] = X D K . . . , V i + 1 , . . . , un) [1] (3.48) 
While we absorb the V into the remaining factors, 




d+J c({^ d})[l]=J^ 2(K})[l]. (3.50) 
If we put all this together we can see what has been achieved. We now have the 
ability to write tensor integrals as linear combination scalar integrals in higher di-
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mensions with increased powers of propagators. 
Z D ( W J ) = d+lD({uNd}) [1] (3.51) 
= ViVjPkZD+2{vu • • •, Vi + 1, • • •, Vj•• + 1, • • •, v N d ) [1] (3-52) 
The sum over i , j and k will be determined by the particular topology of an integral, 
namely particular structure of the X*1. The process of writing the tensor integral as 
a combination of scalar integrals can be extended for more complicated tensors, we 
simply generate more terms in X and y. 
3.4.1 Dimensional Shift 
We have seen how we can write tensor integrals as a sum of scalar integrals in higher 
dimensions. For every tensor index present we produce an increase in dimension by 
two, i.e., a fourth rank tensor will be described by a sum of scalar integrals in 
D + 8 dimensions and each having eight extra powers on the propagators. After 
re-expressing the tensor integrals we therefore expect to have integrals in D, D + 
2, D + 4, . . . dimensions. Rather than calculate all of these separately it would be 
convenient if they could all be related. Dimensional shift is just such a tool. The 
technique uses a trick similar to that which we used for the tensor reduction itself. 
If we go back to our integral after Schwinger parameterisation, equation (3.33), 
I D ( K } ) [1] = fl>x1±j2- exp ( | ) , (3.53) 
then we can add an extra factor of V to both the numerator and denominator 
(leaving the integral unchanged). Recall that V is only a function of the Xi, therefore, 
the factor in the numerator can be absorbed into the T>x to increase powers of 
propagators and the V in the denominator will increase the dimension, exactly as 
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we did before in equations (3.47) and (3.49). More explicitly, 
1D({VNA) [1] = / V x ^ ^ e x p , (3.54) 
= Y^UiUjl^iuu ... + 1 , . . . ,uj + 1 , . . . , v N d ) [1]. (3.55) 
The sum over the indices i and j will be determined by the topology of an integral. 
The result is very similar to that which we produced for tensor integrals. Now 
however, we have a relation between scalar integrals in different dimensions. At 
present we are able to go no further, the integrals on the right-hand side of the 
expression all have higher powers of propagators. In Section 3.5 we will develop a 
technique called IBP which will enable us to reduce these powers of propagators to 
linear combinations of integrals with unit powers. Let us assume that we are able 
to do this for integrals on the right-hand side of our expression. We will get, 
[i] = E Cy*r a( W<}) W • ( 3 - 5 6 ) 
3 
The integrals on both sides of the expression now have unit powers. The coefficients 
Cij form an invertible matrix, these coefficients are produced by the action of the 
IBP reduction. We would like to work in the opposite sense however, that is, we 
would like to know integrals in D+2 dimensions in terms of integrals in D dimensions 
so, the final task is to invert the system. 
We must now deal with a large number of scalar integrals with increased powers 
of propagators in higher dimensions. Note that for each index of a tensor integral 
we must raise the power of two propagators by one and increase the dimension by 
two. Then, for example, a fourth rank tensor (the highest required) will be a sum of 
integrals with eight extra powers of propagators and eight extra dimensions. An es-
tablished method to deal with integrals with large numbers of powers of propagators 
is Integration-by-Parts. 
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3.5 Integration-by-Parts 
The method of parameterisation discussed so far led to several techniques which are 
extremely useful for calculating many simple topology integrals. However, as we have 
seen, a matrix element calculation involves many scalar and tensor integrals. We 
may know how to deal with tensor integrals but what we have learnt is that a single 
tensor integral will reduce to a sum of many scalar integrals in higher dimensions 
with higher powers of propagators. We are left to calculate many hundreds of scalar 
integrals. Using the direct approach, is therefore, not a feasible one, it is too large 
a task — we need to look for a way of reducing the number of integrals that must 
be calculated by 'brute force'. One such alternative approach is Integration-by-
Parts (IBP). IBP is a powerful technique introduced by Tkachov and Chetyrkin in 
the 1980's and is now widely used to calculate loop integrals [17, 37, 38]. The idea 
of the method is to circumvent calculating every individual integral but instead to 
relate integrals of different topology and with different powers of propagators to one 
and other. Using these relations we can then extract the more complicated integrals 
and write them in terms of the simpler ones. At the end of this reduction process 
we cannot eliminate all integrals since we are not solving the integrals directly, but 
what we are hopefully left with is a set of relations which will reduce many of 
the complicated integrals to a small set of easier integrals. This remaining set of 
integrals are known as Master Integrals (MI). I t is the small number of M I which 
then have to then be calculated via a different method, usually by direct methods 
already discussed. 
3.5.1 Construction of the IBP Identities 
As mentioned, the idea behind IBP is to find relations between closed sets of integrals 
of varying complexity (i.e. different powers of propagators and different topology). 
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We use these relations to extract the complex integrals in terms of simpler ones. 
To create these relations we make use of the translational invariance of dimen-
sionally regulated loop integrals. This is expressed by following identity for the 
integral of a total derivative with vanishing surface terms 
J iirD/2 J in 
kNk d 
D/2 Qtf A\ 
o, (3.57) 
where % = 1 . . . N*. and could be any linear combination of the loop momenta kf 
and external momenta p. We have chosen to use, 
for i = 1 , . . . , Nk (3.58) 
With all possible independent choices of momenta for V we can construct NIBP = 
Nk(Nk + Np) IBP identities. Wi th two-loops and three independent external mo-
menta we get ten identities. 
Let us consider the action of the derivative. We generate two types of term, the 
first term comes from the action of the derivative on the numerator, the second from 





For the first term, the derivative acting on wil l be zero unless i t contains the 
momenta with which we are taking the derivative, in which case the result will simply 
be D. When the derivative acts on the second term we produce more interesting 
results. Firstly, i t is convenient to recall our notation for the propagators Ai, defined 
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by equations (3.2) and (3.4), 
t = h = i " v» (3-60) 
where we have taken the massless quark limit and dropped the l+z0' notation for 
brevity. We can now take the derivative, 
v - 9 1 E An p"1 ^ (E <4*-r+E *» • y) 
j A i ' ' A i ' A N d \ i i / 
dKA?...Avld 
(3.61) 
The sum over j on the right-hand side is to indicate that we get a contribution from 
each propagator that contains the loop momentum ki with which we are taking the 
derivative. 
On the right-hand side of equation (3.61) we have created scalar products. Given 
our choice of V* (equation (3.58)) these products will either be products only involv-
ing external momenta or products with at least one loop momenta. The first kind 
can be trivially associated with the external scales, S12, S 2 3 and ^123- The latter, we 
write in terms of the basis set of propagators, given by equation (3.5). For example, 
with the planar propagators we can express all possible scalar products as, 
k\ • ki = Ai, k2 • k2 — A&, 
h • pi = V 2 ( ^ 2 - Ai), k2-pi= y 2 ( A 6 - AB), 
h • P2 = 7 2 ( ^ 3 - M - S 1 2 ) , k2-p2 = 7 2 ( ^ 7 - A - su), 
h-Ps= V 2 ( ^ 4 - A 3 - S 1 2 3 + S 1 2 ) , h-P3= 7 2 ( ^ 8 - A 7 - S 1 2 3 + S12), 
h-k2= 1/2(A1 + A5- A9). 
(3.62) 
In deriving these relations we have used the properties of the external legs given by 
equations (3.6) and (3.7). This allows us to set pi = 0 for example. 
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Now that the scalar products have been written in terms of the propagators 
we are able to cancel through with the propagators already present in the integral, 
i.e. those present in the denominator of equation (3.61). I f a propagator is already 
present and we decrease its power then we have a reducible numerator. If the propa-
gator is not present in the original integral then it will remain in the numerator and 
is called an irreducible numerator. We represent Irreducible Numerators (IN) by 
propagators which are raised to a negative power. Therefore, reducible numerators 
create simpler integrals with smaller powers of propagators, whereas the IN create 
more complex integrals with tensorial structure. 
At present the introduction of IN is troublesome since we want to construct 
algorithms which can reduce purely scalar integrals which have propagators with 
increased powers in the denominator only. We see in the next section that we 
have to construct combinations of identities which are free of IN. When we come to 
consider a more automated approach to solving the IBP identities we see that we 
can actually use the IN to our advantage. The IN correspond to tensor integrals, 
precisely what we are trying to calculate! In the automated approach we therefore 
treat scalar and tensor integrals together and we use the IBP equations to do the 
tensor reduction for us. We eliminate the need for the technique which we have 
discussed in section 3.4 which produces scalar integrals with very high powers and 
requires a method to shift the dimensions of the scalar integrals. 
3.5.2 IBP Identities for the Planar Auxiliary Diagram 
We have seen how we can construct the IBP equations in a very general way. The 
method that we have outlined can be applied to both the planar and non-planar 
diagrams equally well. In this section we show the ten IBP equations for the planar 
auxiliary diagram to clarify our notation and to demonstrate the structure of the 
equations more explicitly. We use the i + and i ~ notation that we have already 
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introduced, where, for example, 
2 + 3 ~ T ^ ^ (3.63) 
9 A?Af^A^A? •• -Ag9 A? • • • Ag9 
With this notation the ten planar IBP equations for the auxiliary diagram are, 
S12U11+1C'({!/*„}) [1] = 
_ (£> _ V l _ U 2 _ 2V3 - Z / 4 - Ug) l D { { u N d } ) [1] 
+ ( (^1+ + u22+ + u44+) 3 - + u99+ (3 - - 7-))TD{{vNd}) [1], (3.64) 
(523^2+ + S 1 2 3 ^ l l + ) lD({uNd}) [1] = 
-{D-ui-Ui-ua-2v4 - v 9 ) l D ( { v N d } ) [1] 
+ ( (^1+ + u22+ + u33+) 4 - + v99+ (4- - 8-))lD({uNd}) [1], (3.65) 
( S l 2z/ 33+ + s 1 2 3 ^ 4 + ) X D ( { ^ d } ) [1] = 
- { D - 2vl - v 2 - v 3 - v 4 - u9) XD{{uNd}) [1] 
+ ( (^2+ + u33+ + M + ) I " + vs9+ ( I " - 5 - ) ) l ° ( { ^ } ) [1], (3.66) 
s23u44+lD({uNd}) [1] = 
- (D - I / ! - 2i/ 2 - I / 3 - I / 4 - I / 9 ) X D ( { ^ J ) [1] 
+ ( (^1+ + u33+ + M + ) 2~ + u99+ (2 - - 6-))lD({uNd}) [1], (3.67) 
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s12v55+lD({vNd}) [1] = 
- (D - u5 - uG - 2v7 - v 8 - ug) XD{{vNd}) [1] 
+ ((i/ 55+ + u66+ + i/88+) 7- + v99+ (7- - 3 " ) ) l D ( { u N d } ) [1], (3.68) 
{s23u66+ + s123v55+) l D ( { u N d } ) [1] = 
- (D - v5 - vG - v7 - 2u8 - v9)lD({vNd}) [1] 
+ ( (^5+ + u66+ + v77+) 8~ + u99+ (8" - 4 " ) ) X D { { u N d \ ) [1], (3.69) 
{sX2v77+ + w 8 8 + ) l D ( { v N d } ) [1] = 
- (£> - 2vb - u 6 - u 7 - u 8 - u9) l D ( { u N d } ) [1] 
+ ((!/ 66+ + u77+ + ^88+) 5 - + ^99+ (5- - l - ) } l D { { v N d } ) [1], (3.70) 
s23v88+lD({i;Nd})[l} = 
- (D - ub - 2u6 - u 7 - u 8 - ug) l D { { v N d } ) [1] 
+ ((^ 55+ + u77+ + u88+) 6" + u99+ (6" - 2 - ) } l D ( { v N d } ) [1], (3.71) 
(D - ub - u6 - v7 - v8 - 2vg)lD{{vNd}) [1] = 
(i/ 55+ (9- - I " ) +1/ 6 6+ (9- - 2- ) 
+ u77+ (9- - 3") + us8+ (9 - - A-))lD{{vNd}) [1], (3.72) 
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(D - vx - u2 - is3 - i/ 4 - 2u9)lD({uNd}) [1] = 
(^1+ (9~ - 5~) + v22+ (9- - 6~) 
+ v33+ (9- - 7-) + M + (9~ - 8 " ) ) X D { { v N d } ) [1]. (3.73) 
Note that each i+ is accompanied by a corresponding z/j, this means that it is 
impossible to increase powers of a propagator that is not already present. 
I t is these identities and their non-planar counterparts which are the key to 
realistically being able to reduce the many hundreds of scalar and tensor integrals 
to a manageable number. 
We use these identities and combinations of them to reduce complicated integrals 
to simpler ones. When using the IBP relations we find that they divide the loop 
integrals into two different groups. In the first group are diagrams which can be 
completely reduced to integrals of smaller topology, i.e. sub-topologies, we refer to 
these as reducible. The second group are more complicated. These integrals cannot 
be completely reduced to smaller topologies. Even after application of the IBP 
identities, the fundamental topology we are trying to reduce remains. The best we 
can achieve with the IBP equations is to reduce the powers of these integrals to unity. 
These topologies are not reducible and produce so-called Master Integrals (MI). 
In the following sections we give examples of using the IBP equations to reduce 
both types of integrals. 
3.5.3 Example Application of IBP to a Reducible Integral 
Let us consider an example of a completely reducible integral. We can take for 
instance a two-scale planar-triangle integral shown in figure 3.6. For this topology we 
must take the IBP identities (3.64)-(3.73) and substitute v2 = v$ = v§ = 0. Studying 
the identities reveals that we have an identity which is free of IN automatically. That 
is, there are no i ~ terms left which would act on propagators which are not present 
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Figure 3.6: The two-scale planar triangle topology. 
in the topology itself. More explicitly, there are no 2 _ , 3 _ or 6~ terms. One such 
identity is equation (3.73), 
(D-Vi-Vi- 2v9)lD({v1, vA, z/5, v7, v8, v9}) [1] = 
(^1+ (9" - 5") + i / 4 4 + (9- - 8 - ) ) l D { { v u 1 /4,1/5, ^ 7 , *>8, M ) [1] • (3.74) 
The action of this equation on the integral is represented diagrammatically in fig-
ure 3.7. We use a dot to denote a propagator with one extra power ( ^ —> i / f - f 1) 
(D - vx - i / 4 - 2v9) 
Vl x 
Ul x + v4 x u4 x 
Figure 3.7: Pictorial representation of the action of the IBP equations on 
the two-scale triangle integral. 
and a cross to denote a propagator with one less power ( ^ —> V{ — 1). 
We see that on the left-hand side we have the original integral. On the right-hand 
side we have integrals where we have decreased the power of one propagator at the 
expense of increasing another. The power of this identity comes when we apply it 
recursively. I f we keep re-applying this identity to the integrals that we produce on 
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the right-hand side2 we will gradually reduce the powers of propagators 5, 8 and 9 to 
zero at the expense of increasing the powers of propagators 1 and 4. When we reach a 
diagram in which a propagator power reaches zero we have a 'pinching'. This means 
that a propagator shrinks to zero and we are left with a simpler topology. To see the 
action of a pinching figure 3.8 shows the effect of decreasing the power of propagator 
9 to zero. By the repeated application of Equation (3.74) we can eventually reduce 
Pl23 P123 





Figure 3.8: Pictorial representation of a pinching of the two-scale triangle 
integral. 
the original integral to a sum of simpler integrals. In fact, when we pinch the 9-th 
propagator the two-loop integral reduces to a product of two one-loop integrals. 
These are far easier to calculate than the original integral and are known explicitly 
in terms of gamma functions. We will also produce simpler topologies when we pinch 
the other propagators 5 and 8. Remember however, that these simpler topologies 
will have higher powers of propagators caused by the reduction process. 
We have just shown an example of a reducible integral. The action of the IBP 
equations enabled us to completely reduce the integral to simpler ones. I f enough 
applications of the identity are made then the original topology can always be elim-
inated in terms of sub-topologies. 
2Here we see the branching nature of the IBP equations. Every integral we create by the 
equations must also be reduced by IBP. These will in turn produce yet more integrals which must 
be reduced. This process keeps branching out until we finally arrive at simpler integrals which we 
can calculate by other means. 
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This method works extremely well for very simple integrals like the previous 
reducible case. For these integrals single identities or very simple linear combinations 
of identities can decrease powers of propagators in the integral. Repeated application 
of these identities will always eventually result in simpler topologies with higher 
powers of propagators. We hope the new integrals, i.e. the sub-topologies are 
simpler to calculate. 
The situation is more complex when the identities contain terms which reduce 
the powers of propagators which are not present in the original integral. These terms 
lead to the presence of IN. To deal with IN we must eliminate them by constructing 
intricate combinations of identities. These identities often have to be applied in a 
very specific way to reduce an integral. Particular problems occur when we try to 
reduce an integral which is a M I . We consider the reduction of these integrals in the 
next section. 
3.5.4 Example Application of IBP to an Irreducible Integral 
In many cases the IBP equations cannot be applied directly to an integral. For 
certain topologies we have to deal with IN. Let us consider the Cboxi topology of 
figure 3.9 which has this feature, i t turns out that this topology is a M I and cannot 
be completely reduced by IBP. We begin as we did in the reducible case, we set the 
Figure 3.9: The Cboxi topology. This topology is a M I and so each propa-
gator must be reduced to unit power individually. 
propagators u3,U4,1/5 and UQ to zero in all the IBP identities. Let us look at the first 
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of the IBP equations, 
S i 2 V l l + I D ( { V l t V2, u7, u8, v 9 } ) [1] = - ( D - vi - v2 - v 9 ) l D ( { v u u2, u7, v8, u 9 } ) [1] 
+ ( ( ^ 1 + + u22+) 3" + ZA,9+ ( 3 - - 7 - ) ) j D ( { i / 1 , u2, u7, u8l u9}) [1]. (3.75) 
We can now see the problem with the identity. The Cboxi topology does not contain 
the propagator A3 in the denominator, however, there are three terms which contain 
3 _ . These terms produce IN, i.e., propagators with negative powers. The integrals 
which are produced by these terms are more complicated than the original, they 
have a tensorial structure. These terms do not help reduce the integral. To avoid 
these IN we must find combinations of the IBP equations which them. The IBP 
equations also produce IN corresponding to the lack of propagators 4, 5 and 6. 
If we study IBP equation (3.68) we see that there is also a term with the structure 
j / 9 9+3~, all other terms free of IN. By taking a linear combination of this and the first 
equation (3.75), we can eliminate this particular term from our equation. By taking 
many more (complicated) combinations of equations which we do not demonstrate 
here, we can find a set of identities free of IN. An example identity would be, 
Uil+(D - 2 - 2 v x - 2v2)sX2 = 
+ (D - 2- 2u9)u99+7~ + 2(D - l - v l - v 2 - v9)v8&+7~ 
(3.76) 
- (D - 1 - vx - v2 - u9)(3D - 2ui - 2v2 - 4u7 - 2v8 - 2v9). 
This identity is assumed to be acting on the integral, l D ( { f i , v2, v7, v8, v9}) [1]. We 
can see that this identity differs from that which we used for the reducible example. 
The structure is similar, there are the terms and the original integral with 
some polynomial coefficient in D. These terms are exactly what we had before. 
The difference is the appearance of the ^ i l + term on the left-hand side. This term 
although not an IN appears to be creating more complicated integrals by increasing 
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the power of the first propagator. However, the identity can be used to decrease 
the power of the first propagator. To see how this works, consider the action of the 
equation on following integral, Cboxi( l , 1,1,1,1) = J D ({1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1}) [1], 
we get the relation, 
( J D - 6 ) 5 1 2 C b o x 1 ( 2 , l , l , l , l ) = 
(D - 4)Cboxi(l, 1,0,1,2) + 2(D - 4)Cbox!(l, 1,0,2,1) 
- 3 p - 4 ) 2 C b o X l ( l , 1,1,1,1). (3.77) 
On the left-hand side we have the Cboxi with an increased power, on the right-hand 
side we have simpler integrals, i.e. pinchings and the Cboxi with unit powers - the 
Cboxi M I . I f the propagator had higher powers then the identity could be applied 
recursively, each application reducing the power of the propagator by one. 
More explicitly, we could just take equation (3.76) and substitute v\ —>• vx — 1 
everywhere, 
(x/i - 1)(D - 2i/i - 2v2)s12 = 
+ {D-2- 2 f 9 ) i / 9 9 + 7 ~ l " + 2(D - v x - v 2 - i / 9 )^ 8 8 + 7~l~ 
(3.78) 
- (D - vx - v2 - i/g)(3D - 2ux - 2u2 - 4^7 - 2u8 - 2u9 + 2)1~. 
We can now see that the identity cannot be used to reduce the Cboxi with unit 
powers. The v\ — 1 term on the left-hand side prevents us from doing so. The 
equation can only be applied recursively while V\ > 1, however, this is sufficient to 
reduce any higher power to unity. 
We can also construct other combinations of IBP equations to reduce each of the 
other propagators, we find similar identities hold. The complete set identities which 
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reduce all five propagators are, 
uxl+(D - 2 - 2vx - 2u2)sX2 = 
+ (D — 2 — 2 i / 9 ) i / 9 9 + 7 _ + 2(D-1-ux-u2- vg)v88+7~ 
(3.79) 
- (D - 1 - ui - v2 - vg)(3D - 2ux - 2v2 - 4i/ 7 - 2v8 - 2u9), 
v22+(D — 2 — 2i/i — 2 I A J ) S 1 2 S 2 3 = 
+ sx2{D - 2 - 2i/ 9)i/ 99+8~ + 2s i 2 (D - \ - v x - v 2 - v9)u77+8~ 
- sx23{D - 2 - 2u9)u99+7~ - 2s 1 2 3 (£> - 1 - vx - v2 - u9)u88+7~ 
(3.80) 
- (D — 1 - vx - v2 - vg)(3D - 2v\ - 2v2 - 2v7 — Av8 — 2vg)sX2 
+ (D - 1 - vx - v2 - u9)(3D - 2vx - 2v2 - Av7 - 2v8 - 2 f 9 ) s i 2 3 , 
u77+(D - 2 - 2v7 - 2v8)sX2s23 -
+ s23(D - 2 - 2u9)ug9+l- + 2s 2 3(£> - l - u 7 - u 8 - vg)v22+\-
- sx23(D - 2 - 2 I A ) ) Z A ) 9 + 2 - - 2sX23(D - l - v 7 - u 8 - v9)vxl+2-
(3.81) 
- (D - 1 - v7 - v8 - i>g)(3D - 4ux - 2v2 - 2v7 - 2u8 - 2v9)s23 
+ (D - 1 - v7 - v8 - u9)(3D - 2ux - Au2 - 2v7 - 2v8 - 2u9)sx23, 
u88+(D - 2 - 2 v 7 - 2v8)s23 = 
+ (D - 2 - 2u9)u99+2~ + 2(D - 1 - v7 - v8 - vg)vxl+2~ 
- (D - 1 - v7 - i / 8 - vg)(3D - 2vx - 4u2 - 2v7 - 2v8 - 2ug), 
(3.82) 
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i / 9 9 + ( D - 2 - 2 i / 9 ) s 1 2 S 2 3 = 
+ s12(D - 2 - 2u9)u99+8~ + 2s 1 2(£> - 1 - vx - v2 - u9)v77+%~ 
+ s23(D - 2 - 2v9)v99+7~ + 2s 2 3(£> - \ - v x - v 2 - u9)us8+7~ 
— s123(D - 2 - 2u9)u99+7~ - 2s 1 2 3 (£> - 1 - vx - v2 - u9)us8+7~ 
(3.83) 
— (D — 1 — vi — v2 — u9)(3D — 2vx — 2v2 — 2v7 — 4i/ 8 — 2v9)si2 
— (D — 1 — Ui — v2 — v9){?>D — 2ui - 2v2 — 4u7 — 2v% — 2 f 9 ) s 2 3 
+ {D - 1 - ui - v2 - i/9)(3£> - 2vx - 2v2 - 4u7 - 2u8 - 2v9)si23. 
All of the above IBP relations are understood to be acting on the generic integral, 
lD({v>i, u2, u7, u8, u9}) [1]. Using each identity we can recursively reduce the power of 
each individual propagator to unity. The equations have a similar structure, in fact 
the symmetry between propagators 1 « 8 and 2 f > 7 (with the exchange pi •H- p3 -
the symmetry shown in equation (3.12)) can clearly be seen. 
Al l of the identities (equations (3.79)- (3.83)) can be written in the form of 
equation (3.78) so that they can be directly applied to reduce the Cboxi topology. 
To construct and actual reduction algorithm from these equations is now simple. 
Each equation would be applied in turn to the Cboxi integral we are trying to 
reduce. Firstly, we might choose to recursively reduce the power of propagator 1 
to unity using identity (3.79). We see that is done at the expense of increasing 
propagators 8 and 9. However, we also see that as well as decreasing propagator 
1 we are also decreasing propagator 7. Although propagator 1 cannot be reduced 
to zero by this equation (because of the v\ — 1 denominator), there is nothing to 
prevent propagator 7 from reducing to zero - this produces the pinchings, i.e. the 
simpler integrals. We would then move on to each propagator in turn and apply 
exactly the same procedure to the integrals, producing more pinchings until each 
power of the Cboxi had reached unity. We now see that the best we can do with 
the reduction for this topology is to reduce all propagators to unit power. The fact 
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that we cannot reduce the topology any further demonstrates that this topology is 
a M I . At this point though, the integral wil l have lower powers then i t started with. 
We have to then use an alternative technique to calculate the Cboxi M I . 
3.6 The Laporta Algorithm 
So far we have developed a technique which allows us to write tensor integrals as 
linear combinations of scalar integrals with higher powers of propagators. We have 
seen that we can try to attack these integrals directly, but due to the large number 
of them this approach is impractical. We then saw that using the power of the IBP 
relations we could in fact group the different integrals together and relate scalar 
integrals with different powers of propagator (and even different topology) to one 
another. Using these relations we could extract the more complicated integrals in 
favour of simpler ones. The large set of scalar integrals can then be reduced to a 
smaller set of M I . At this point we can go no further, we have to rely on different 
techniques to solve the M I , perhaps direct integration. However, since there are 
fewer of them and they are in general simpler than the integrals we begin with we 
assume that we can solve them. In the last section we saw how the IBP could in 
some cases simply reduce an integral to simpler topologies or for more complicated 
topologies with a M I reduce the high propagator powers to unity. This approach 
works very well for simpler integrals, however, constructing the identities for more 
complicated topologies is laborious and non-trivial. Also, the recursive nature of 
the algorithms leads to very computer intensive calculations. Each time we apply 
an identity to an integral we produce a handful of integrals with lower powers of 
propagators, these in turn have to be reduced and also produce a number of simpler 
integrals. Since we require tensor integrals of rank four we know that we will produce 
scalar integrals with eight extra powers. The calculation of these integrals result in 
many hundreds of integrals by the IBP equations. 
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I t was this motivation which led to the development of a more automated ap-
proach. Based on a paper of Laporta, we have implemented an algorithm which 
treats the tensor and scalar integrals on the same footing allowing for a more uniform 
approach to the reduction procedure and eliminates the need for the dimensional 
reduction. 
3.6.1 The Algorithm Explained 
In this approach we consider the solution of a finite system of IBP equations. The 
identities which we solve are generated from a set of chosen seed integrals. The set 
of identities form a linear system of equations with the integrals as unknowns. In 
general the system is under-determined and some integrals cannot be solved by the 
system. These are the M I . The system is solved with an algorithm which basically 
implements a Gauss elimination scheme. The final solution of the system will express 
all unknown integrals (both tensor and scalar) in terms of a finite set of M I . This 
approach is completely automatic and very simple and can be applied to integrals 
of any topology. 
In words, the algorithm follows the following method. Let ^2k CkWk = 0 be an 
IBP equation obtained from equation (3.57). The Wk are the integrals and the Ck are 
their coefficients. We take all identities which we have already solved in the system 
(where we have possibly expressed the integrals Wk in terms of other integrals) and 
substitute them into the new identity, which becomes, J2k dkW'k = 0. An integral 
W[ is chosen from the new identity according to some priority and expressed in 
terms of the other integrals, W[ = Y^k^ii c'kl^)^k- The new identity is added to the 
system and the integral W{ is substituted into the rest of the system. 
We consider reducing the generic integral (equation (3.1)). We allow the powers 
of the propagators (i>i) to be either positive, representing the denominators of the 
integral or negative, representing the IN. We assume that there are Nj positive 
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powers meaning that there are Nap — Nj, negative powers. Let us define the set t, 
t = {i:ui>\}. (3.84) 
This set contains the identifications of all propagators present in the denominator 
> 0) of an integral. Let us also define the set d, 
d = {Ai-.iet}. (3.85) 
This is just the set of propagators in the denominator of an integral. For example, 
for the following integral, 
f d D h [d°k2 1 
J inD/2 J mDl2 A^A^AQAQ9 ' K ' 
w i t h vi > l , i / 3 > 1)^6 > 1 and Ug > 1. We get, t = { 1 , 3 , 6 , 9 } and d = 
{AUAZ,A&,A<>}. 
We must also introduce some extra notation. We define the non-negative quan-
tities Mj, and Mp, 
Nap-Nd 
Mp= ~ui f O T vi ^ °> ( 3 - 8 7 ) 
i = l 
Md = ^ ( ^ - 1) for Vi > 1. (3.88) 
t=i 
These correspond to the tota l sum of the powers of the irreducible numerators and 
the sum of the powers of the denominators above uni ty respectively. 
3.6.2 The Algorithm 
1. Let n = Nk. 
2. Choose a combination of indices i\ < 12 < • • • < i n f r o m the ( i ^ d ) possible 
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combinations of the members of the set t = {i: V{ > 1} . Let ji < 32 < • • • < 
3Nsp-n be the indices of the remaining propagators. 
3. Consider the combinations of n different denominators chosen f r o m the set 
d = {Ai: i G i]\ let A^,..., Ain be one of these combinations. 
4- Choose two integer non-negative constants ai and 6j. 
5. Let Md = 0. 
6. Let Mp = 0. 
7. Consider a 'seed' integrand of the form, 
W(n,i,j,at0) = = ^ , (3.89) 
^ 1 . . . AanA~^ • • • A 3p~" 
*1 *n Jl jNsp-n 
and choose non-negative exponents otk and /3k constrained such that, 
n Nsp-n 
^ ( a f c - l ) = Md and £ & = Mp, (3.90) 
k=i fc=i 
that is, W belongs to the set ^ j . 
8. Generate all the IBP identities. 
9. Let, 
k 
be one of the identities. Wk represents a generic integrand w i t h either n or 
n — 1 denominators. Then: 
(a) Substitute all previously calculated integrals into the left-hand side of the 
IBP identity, i.e., equation (3.91). Let, 
/ 0 - / S t E « = O , ( , 9 2 ) 
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be the result. I f the identi ty is a linear combination of other identities in 
the system, go to step 10. 
(b) I f the new identity is linearly independent, choose an integrand W[, 
W!(n',i\j',a',(3') = — j, , (3.93) 
4 a i . . . Aa'"A~01 . . . A N°p-n' 
f r o m the new identity, equation (3.92), according to the following pr ior i -
ties. The integrand W( has: 
(i) the greatest number of denominators n', 
(ii) the greatest Mj, 
(Hi) the greatest Mp', 
(iv) the greatest i[, the greatest i'2,..., the greatest i'n, 
(v) the greatest a[, the greatest a2,..., the greatest a'n, 
(vi) the greatest /3[, the greatest fi'2,..., the greatest P'Nsp_n<. 
(c) Substitute and add the following identity to the system; 
[ d D h f d D k N _ _ f f h f f k ^ v / 4 \ _ 
J inD/2 "J inD/* ' J inW "J inW ^ K d J k 
(3.94) 
10. Consider the next IBP identi ty f rom the Nk(Nk + Np) possible identities gen-
erated at step 8 and go to step 9, otherwise continue. 
11. Choose a new integrand W w i t h different exponents and belonging to 
the set n' Md and go to step 8. 
12. Mp = Mp + 1; i f Mp < at go to step 7. 
IS. Md = Md + 1; i f Md < bt go to step 6. 
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14- Choose a new combination of indices ii < i2 < • • • < i n f rom the ( ^ d ) possible 
combinations of the members of the set t = {i: V{ > 1} . Let j\ < ji < • • • < 
3Nap-n be the indices of the remaining propagators and go to step 3, otherwise 
continue. 
15. n = n + 1; i f n < Nd go to step 2, otherwise end. 
The construction of a set of priorities for extraction of integrals is v i t a l to the 
solution of the system. The priorities have been constructed so that we extract 
more complicated integrals and express them in terms of simpler integrals. The first 
pr ior i ty 9(b)i arranges for integrals w i t h the highest number of denominators to be 
extracted first. This means that ultimately, more complicated topologies w i l l be 
expressed in terms of simpler ones. The second pr ior i ty 9(b)ii deals w i t h integrals 
where the denominators have powers higher than unity. We write integrals w i t h 
higher powers i n terms of those w i t h lower powers. The t h i r d main pr ior i ty 9(b)iii 
deals w i t h the tensor integrals. Here we wri te integrals w i t h higher tensor power in 
terms of those w i t h lower power. Eventually, after enough applications, the process 
w i l l express tensor integrals i n terms of scalar integrals. The final priorities 9(b)iv-
9(b)vi make sure that we have an absolute set of priorities. This simply means that 
for any given n, Md and Mp there are a set of integrals n; ^ J and we need a way of 
ordering these. Note that integrals belonging to this set are of the same complexity 
and therefore these priorities do not effect the mechanism of the algorithm. They 
w i l l , however, determine some of the M I we are left w i t h at the end of the procedure. 
For some integrals we require more than one M I . The result is that we end up w i t h 
both scalar and tensor M I ( in the cases which we consider we deal w i t h integrals w i t h 
two M I , one scalar and one tensor). For the tensor M I the priorities w i l l determine 
which propagator the tensor power w i l l occur on. However, the system which we 
have solved w i l l contain relations which enable us to wri te one tensor i n terms of 
another, so we are able to change the basis set of M I , hence, these priorities do not 
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directly effect the end result of the calculation 3 . 
The algori thm contains two adjustable parameters, a* and fej. These parameters 
control which identities are to be included in the system of equations which we solve. 
I n the algorithm, controls the cutoff for the sum of the powers of the tensors, bi 
controls the cutoff for the sum of the powers of the denominators. We generate 
seed integrands w i t h tensor and denominator powers up to these cutoffs. These 
parameters are chosen for each topology and cannot be predicted a priori. 
Given a suitable choice of a, and bi the algori thm allows us to reduce al l of the 
needed scalar and tensor integrals to linear combinations of M I . For the integrals 
which we require, namely scalar and tensor integrals up to rank four w i t h unit 
powers of denominators, we have found that choosing 1 < a* < 4 and bi = 0 was 
sufficient to reduce nearly all of the topologies. However, one topology w i t h two M I 
d id require setting 6f = 1. 
3.7 Master Integrals 
3.7.1 Calculating Master Integrals 
The IBP identities already discussed in Section 3.5 allow us to express both tensor 
and scalar integrals of the fo rm (3.3) as a linear combination of a few M I , that is, 
integrals that are no longer reducible by IBP but have to be calculated by other 
methods. 
We have already discussed some of the alternative techniques in previous sections. 
These techniques proved invaluable for the calculation of M I for the on-shell case, 
in particular, M B was used to calculate several of the M I [40, 41, 42]. 
I n this Section we discuss an alternative method to those already presented for 
the calculation of M I . This method for the calculation of the M I avoids the explicit 
3 We do not know if the modification of these priorities could lead to a more efficient solution 
of the system. 
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integration over the loop momenta has been successfully used by Gehrmann and 
Remiddi to calculate all of the planar and non-planar M I required for the calculation 
of the M E for e+e~ —>• qqg [47, 48]. I n their calculation they derive differential 
equations in the external scales S i 2 , S23, Smfor each M I , and solve these equations 
w i t h appropriate boundary conditions. 
3.7.2 Differential Equations for Master Integrals 
There are different approaches to constructing the differential equations for the M I . 
One simple method is to use the Schwinger parameterised fo rm of a generic scalar 
integral, that is Equation (3.33) 
W „ } ) [1] = f v x ^ exp (|) . (3.95) 
where V and Q are given by Equations (3.23) and (3.26) respectively. A l l of the 
scale dependence of this equation is determined by the funct ion Q. I f we denote a 
generic scale by S where S = S12, S23, $123 then we can write the differential of a 
generic integral w i t h respect to this scale as 
r S 1 " ^ M = / D . ( § ) ^ exp ( | ) . (3.96) 
The scale dependence of Q is t r iv i a l , i t is a linear i n S i 2 , s 23 and S123 which are all 
mult ipl ied by trilinear functions of the Schwinger parameters Xi, that is 
Q~ S^XiXjXk. (3.97) 
Thus, upon taking derivatives we produce three extra powers of Schwinger param-
eters i n the numerator. As for the tensor reduction (Section 3.4), the extra X{ can 
be absorbed into Vx and represent propagators w i t h increased powers. 
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Things become clear i f we construct the three differential equations for the planar 
auxiliary diagram, for which Q is given explicit ly by Equation (3.28). Using the 
same notation as Section 3.4, the differential equations for the scales su, S23 and 
S123 become: 
9 -XD{{vNd}) [1] 
( ( i / 5 5+ + i / 6 6+ + u77+ + i / 8 8+ + v99+)v33+ + u77+u55+ + is77+v99+)v1l+ 
((u22+ + i / 3 3+ + M + + * A ) 9 + K 7 + + v33+v99+)v55+]xD({isNd}) [1] (3.98) + 
9-XD{{uNd})[l] = 
ds23 
- ( ( ^ 5 + + u66+ + u77+ + z/ 88+ + v99+)v44+ + f 8 8 + i / 6 6 + + uQ9+u88+)u22+ 
+ ( ( ^ 1 + + u33+ + u44+ + v99+)v88+ + u44+u99+)u66+jxD({uNd}) [1] (3.99) 
9 -XD{{uNd})[l] 
dsU3 
- [ ( ( ^ 5 + + v66+ + u77+ + u88+ + u99+)u44+ + u88+v55+ + u99+v88+)u1l+ 
+ ((z/ 22+ + i / 3 3 + + i / 4 4+ + f 9 9 + ) ^ 8 8 + + v44+v99+)v55+)lD({vNd}) [1] (3.100) 
The process for generating the differential equations for the M I is now simple. One 
takes the differential equations and sets all Vi which do not appear in the M I which 
we are considering to zero. The extra powers which appear on the remaining propa-
gators are then reduced by either the IBP identities or the Laporta algorithm. Since 
we are considering differential equations for M I then the I B P identities w i l l not be 
able to completely reduce the r.h.s. to simpler integrals but the M I itself w i l l remain 
w i t h unit powers along w i t h simpler integrals generated by the reduction. To make 
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things clearer we take the simple example of the D a r t 2 integral 





This is actually a two-scale integral so there are only two independent differen-







D - 4 2S123 - S12 P123 













D - 4 S12 P l 2 3 
5l23 — S12 





2 S123 — S12 
(3.103) 
Equations (3.102) and (3.103) are both linear, inhomogeneous first order differential 
equations of the fo rm 
dy(x) 
dx 
+ f{x)y(x) = g(x), (3.104) 
which can be solved by the introduction of an integrating factor 
I(x) = exp ( / dxf(x) ) , (3.105) 
such that y(x) = l / I ( x ) is a solution of the homogeneous differential equation. The 
general solution of the inhomogeneous equation is then 
y{x) = 
I(x) 
dxg(x)I(x) + C ) , (3.106) 
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where C is the constant of integration satisfying the boundary conditions. The 




3D-8 1 pis 
« 1 2 3 = 0 
D-4 S12 
(3.107) 
The boundary condition for Si 2 = 0 cannot be determined f r o m (3.103). For the 
«i23 differential equation (3.102) we can calculate the integrating factor 
I(si2s) 
{{Si2 ~ Sl23)Sl23) 
(3.108) 
The choice of integrating factor is not unique, we could choose 
((S123 - S12)S123) 2 * 
(3.109) 
We select (3.108) by requiring a real integrating factor in the region —S123 > — S12 > 
0. The resulting differential equation can be solved. 
I t turns out that the integral can be identified as an integral representation of 





= Ai(si2 - S123) 2 2 ( - s m ) 2 2 
^ - 8 A ( ~ * i 2 ) g - 3 p ( D 
where the constants A\ and A2 are defined by 













Bo th of these integrals are one-scale and known in te rm of gamma functions. This 
shows the 'bot tom-up' approach to calculating the M I , i.e. we have to know the 
simpler topologies in order to calculate the more complex ones. 
The integrals appearing in the individual two-loop diagrams contain up to seven 
propagators in the denominator and up to four irreducible numerators. Using the 
reduction procedure described in section 3.6.2, al l of the two-loop Feynman diagrams 
were reduced to a basis set of M I . Owing to the presence of the additional scale there 
are considerably more master topologies than in the on-shell case. Altogether there 
are 14 planar topologies and 5 non-planar topologies resulting in a to ta l of 24 M I , 
as five topologies contain two M I . 
The simpler M I are the single scale integrals, which can be wr i t t en in terms of 
gamma functions, 




C O Pl2 Glass(si 2) (3.114) 
Pi 
1 C Pl2 D a r t i ( s i 2 ) P2 (3.115) 
as well as the more complicated, 
Pi 
P12 
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The two-scale master integrals can be wr i t ten i n terms of F functions, 
Tglass(s 1 2 , s 1 2 3 ) = I B 
PZ 
Pl2Z (3.117) 
or as generalised poly logarithms or one-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms, 
D a r t 2 ( s 1 2 , s i 2 3 ) = 
D a r t 2 ( s i 2 3 , s 2 3 ) = 
Plane(si2 ,si 2 3) = 

















The three-scale M I can be wr i t ten in terms of two-dimensional harmonic polyloga-
rithms. There are the planar graphs, 
A b o x i ( s i 2 , s 2 3 , S i 2 3 ) 
A b o x 2 ( s i 2 , s 2 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
C b o x i ( s i 2 , s 2 3 , S i 2 3 ) 
C b o x 2 ( s 1 2 , s 2 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
T b o x i ( s i 2 , s 2 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
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and the non-planar graphs, 
Eb0Xi(si2,S23,Si23 
Xbmoi(s 1 2,s 23,s 1 23) 
















For the Cbox2, Pbox, Ebox, Xbmo and Xbmi topologies, a second M I is required. 
Cb0X 2 A(Si 2,S 23,Si23) 
Pbox 2 (s 1 2 ,s 2 3 ,s 1 2 3) 
Eb0X 2(s 1 2,S23,Si23) 
Xbm02Si2,S23,Si23) 

































All of the M I above were calculated in terms of one- and two-dimensional harmonic 
polylogarithms (see Appendix F) by Gehrmann and Remiddi using differential equa-
tions in [47, 48]. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
The NNLO Matr ix Element for 
e~^e~ —> qqg 
I n Chapters 2 and 3 we have buil t up the necessary tools to calculate M E and the 
corresponding loop integrals. By studying the formalism of Catani we have also seen 
how to analyse and predict the pole structure of the M E , enabling a positive check 
of these often complicated calculations. 
As previously described in Chapter 1, the N N L O O ( a f ) calculation of the three-
jet rate i n e +e~ annihilation has been considered an important project for a long 
t ime [28]. I n terms of M E this calculation requires several components. Firstly, the 
tree level 7* —> 5 partons 1 amplitude where two partons become soft or collinear, 
calculated in [49, 50, 51]. Secondly, the one-loop corrections to 7* —>• 4 partons 
amplitude w i t h one parton becoming soft or collinear, calculated in [52, 53, 54, 55]. 
Finally, the two-loop (as well as the one-loop times one-loop) corrections to the 
7* —»• 3 partons amplitude. While the former two contributions have been known 
for some time already, the two-loop amplitudes have presented an obstacle that 
prevented fur ther progress on this calculation up to now. 
In this Chapter we present the application of the techniques previously mentioned 
1As we have already done in Chapter 2, we ignore the initial e+e~ interactions and consider 
7* ->• qqg. 
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to calculation of the M E for the process e+e~ —» at two-loops 2 . We begin by 
introducing notation in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In Section 4.3 we construct the insertion 
operator J ^ ( e ) and the explicit pole structure prediction of Catani. A l l diagrams 
contributing to the calculation are displayed in Section 4.5. The general method for 
the calculation, that is, how all of the different pieces of the calculation f i t together 
is described in Section 4.4. Finally, i n Section 4.6 we present the f ini te one-loop 
times one-loop and two-loop contributions to the M E . 
4.1 Notation 
We consider the decay of a v i r tua l photon into a quark-antiquark-gluon system: 
7*(?) — • 9(Pi) + + g f a ) • (4.1) 
The kinematics of this process can be f u l l y described by the Mandelstam invariants 
812 = (Pi + P2)2 , « i 3 = (pi + Pa) 2 , S23 = (P2 + P3)2 , (4.2) 
which f u l f i l 
q2 = 3 i 2 + «13 + ^23 = S123 • (4-3) 
A t this point i t is also convenient to define the dimensionless invariants 
x = S12/S123, V = S13/S1231 z = S23/S123, (4.4) 
which satisfy x + y + z = 1. 
We begin, as usual, by defining the perturbative expansion of the amplitude. 
The conventions used are the same as those already defined in Section 2.4, we repeat 
them here for clarity. The calculation is performed in CDR, where D = 4 — 2e, and 
2 This Chapter is based on work carried out in [56]. 
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al l external particle states are taken to be D-dimensional. Renormalisation of U V 
divergences is performed in the MS scheme. The renormalised amplitude can be 
wr i t t en as 
\M) = V 4 . (4-5) 
where a denotes the electromagnetic coupling constant, eq the quark charge, aa the 
Q C D coupling constant at the renormalisation scale ^t, and the | . M ^ ) are the z-loop 
contributions to the renormalised amplitude, they are vectors in colour space. 
We wri te the squared amplitude, summed over spins, colours and quark flavours 
as 
(M\M)= \Mh* ^qqg)\2 = T(x,y,z). (4.6) 
spin, col 
I f we use the definit ion of the amplitude f r o m Equation (4.5) then the perturbative 
expansion of T(x,y, z) evaluated at renormalisation scale ji2 = q2 — S123 reads, 
T(x,y,z) = 16n2a^2e2qas(q2) T ^ H x , y , z ) + ( ^ y ^ ( x , y , z ) 
+ ( ^ ) 2 T « \ x , y , z ) + 0(al(q2)) , (4-7) 
where 
Ti2)(x,y,z) = ( M w \ M w ) , (4.8) 
T{4){x,y,z) = ( M { 0 ) \ M W ) + ( M { 1 ) \ M { 0 ) ) , (4.9) 
T{6)(x,y,z) = { M W \ M W ) + { M { 0 ) \ M { 2 ) ) + ( A < ( 2 ) | M ( 0 ) ) . (4.10) 
T^{x,y, z) represents the contribution f rom tree level interference and is easily 
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calculated f rom the simple Feynman diagrams, 
T { 2 \ x , y , z ) = 4 V ( l - e ) { 1
_ e ) [ y _ + A + 2 ^ y ^ z ) - ^ e y z (4.11) 
where V = N2 — 1, w i t h TV the number of colours. T^(x,y,z) is more compli-
cated, and represents the interference of tree level and one-loop diagrams. I t was 
first derived in [23, 24]; we quote an explicit expression for i t to al l orders i n e in 
Section 4.3.5. 
I n this thesis we present the calculation of T^(x, y, z). We break the calculation 
into two separate pieces, 
T(6)(x,y,z) = T ^ l x l ] ) ( x , y , z ) + T^2^(x,y,z), (4.12) 
where we have a contribution arising f rom the one-loop self-interference, 
T ( 6 ' [ l x l ] ) ( z , y, z) = ( M W \ M W ) , (4.13) 
and f rom the interference of tree and two-loop diagrams 
T^2x0»(x,y,z) = ( M ( 0 ) \ M { 2 ) ) + (M{2)\MW). (4.14) 
A t the same order in aa, one finds also a contribution to three-jet final states f rom 
the self-interference of the 7* —> ggg amplitude. The mat r ix element for this process 
does not contain infrared or ultraviolet divergences; i t was computed long ago and 
can be found in [57, 58]. 
For the remainder of this calculation we w i l l set the renormalisation scale (X2 = 
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2 ) n 2 
2TT 
T < 4 W * ) + * > 7 < 2 W * ) l n [ * V 
T ( 6 ) ( * , < / , * )+ ( 2& 0 T ( 4 ) (z , *) + hT{2)(x, y, z) ) In 
+ 6 ^ ( o ; , y , . ) l n 2 ^ J + C ? ( ^ ) } . (4.15) 
4.2 Ultraviolet Renormalisation 
The renormalisation of the matrix element is carried out by replacing the bare 
coupling ao with the renormalised coupling as = as(fj?), evaluated at the renormal-
isation scale fj,2 
a0(j,leSt = asfi 2e (4.16) 
where 
Sc = (47r)£e with Euler constant JE = 0.5772, (4.17) 
and $ is the mass parameter introduced in dimensional regularisation [17, 18, 19] 
to maintain a dimensionless coupling in the bare QCD Lagrangian density; fio and 
Pi are the first two coefficients of the QCD /^-function: 
_ U C A - 4 T R N F 17CA2 - 10CATRNF - 6 C F T R N F 
Po — g , Pi = g , l 4 - 1 8 J 
with the QCD colour factors 
C A = N , C F 
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We denote the i-loop contribution to the unrenormalised amplitudes by | . M ^ , u n ) , 
using the same normalisation as for the decomposition of the renormalised amplitude 
(4.5). The renormalised amplitudes are then obtained as 
\M{0)) = \M{0)'un), 
\MW) = S^M^'™) 
\M{2)) = s;2\Mi2)>™) 
This can be trivially obtained from the general result in Chapter 2 by taking the gen-
eral expression for the renormalised amplitudes, Equation (2.61), and substituting 
q — y 2 , corresponding to the overall factor of y/oTa in front of the ME (4.5). 
4.3 Infrared Factorisation 
We know that we can further decompose the renormalised one- and two-loop con-
tributions to T^(x, y, z) given by Equations (4.13) and (4.14) into a combination 
of the pole structure and a finite remainder, 
T{6>[ixj])(x,y,z) = Volesiixj\x,y,z)+Tinite{ixj\x,y,z). (4.21) 
As we have seen in Section 2.4, Catani has shown how to organise the infrared pole 
structure of the one- and two-loop contributions renormalised in the MS scheme in 
terms of the tree and renormalised one-loop amplitudes, | A ^ 0 ) ) and | . M ^ ) respec-
tively. In this Section we construct the explicit pole structure Voles^lx^ in terms of 
I ^ ( e ) and H^2\e) and derive I^\e) and H^2\e) corresponding to 7* —>• qqg. 
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4.3.1 One-Loop Pole Structure 
The expression for the one-loop interference T ^ l x l ^ (4.13) can be constructed from 
J ^ ( e ) in the following way. Rearranging Equation (2.51) in terms of l A ^ 1 ^ " ) 
\ M W f i n ) = \M{1)) - / ( 1 ) ( e ) | . M ( 0 ) ) , (4.22) 
and taking the product with its conjugate gives 
( M W M \ M W M ) = (MW\M{1)) - (Mw\I{1\e)\M{0)) 
- (MW\I{1)(e)i\Mw) + (M{0)\Iw(e)1lw{e)\MW) 
= (MW\M{1)) - 23? \(M{1)\Iw{e)\M(0)) 
+ (M{0)\I{1){eyiw(e)\M{0)). (4.23) 
The r.h.s. of this expression contains exactly 7"( 6 ' [ l x l l) = (M^\M^), rearranging 
gives 
T { 6 ' [ l x l ] ) ( x , y , z ) = R [2<A* ( 1 ) | I ( 1 ) (e ) | -M ( 0 ) } 
-(M{0)\Iw(eyiw(e)\M(0)) + ( M { 1 ) M \ M W M ) ] . (4.24) 
We can now identify the Finite and Voles contributions to T^lxl^(x,y,z) given 
by Equation (4.21). This is simple to do, all terms containing a factor J ^ ( e ) or 
I ^ ( e ) t are singular and contribute to Voles, the remainder contribute to Finite, 
giving 
Finite(lxl\x, y,z) = $t [ ( . M ( 1 ) ' f i n | A 4 ( 1 ) ' f i n ) ] (4.25) 
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and 
Voles^xl\x,y,z) = *ft \2{M{l)\I{1){e)\M{0)) - {M{0)\I{l)(e)1Iw(e)\M{0)) 
(4.26) 
4.3.2 Two-Loop Pole Structure 
The expression for the contribution from the interference of tree and two-loop di-
agrams t ( 6 , [ 2 x ° ) ) (4.14) can be constructed in terms of I^\e) and I ^ ( e ) in the 
following way. From Equation (4.14) we have 
T^2^\x,y,z) = (MW\M{2)) + [(M^M™)]* = 25ft [(M{0)\M{2))] . (4.27) 
The expression for | . M ( 2 ) ) in terms | . M ( 0 ) ) , | A ^ ( 1 ) ) , i"(1)(<0 and I ( 2 ) (<0 is given by 
Equation (2.56). Upon substitution, (4.27) becomes 
TW*°»(x,y,z) = 23? \(M^\I(l)(e)\Mw) + ( M ( 0 ) | J ( 2 ) ( e ) | M ^ ) 
+ ( M { 0 ) \ M { 2 ) M ) ] . (4.28) 
Re-writing J ( 2 ) (e ) in terms of J ( 1 ) (e ) , J ( 1 ) (2e) and H{2)(e) via Equation (2.57) gives 
finally 
T^2*0»(x,y,z) = 2$l _ h M ^ \ I ^ ( e ) I ^ ( e ) \ M ^ ) - ^ (MM\lM(e)\MM) 
+ (M{0)\Iw{e)\Mw) 
+ e - ^ r ^ 1 ~ 2 £ N ) ( ^ + K ) (M^\I^(2e)\M^) 
r ( ! - e) V c / 
+ (A4 ( 0 >|ff ( 2 ) (€)|A<< 0 ) > 
+ ( M ( 0 ) | A ^ ( 2 ) ' f i n ) (4.29) 
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As for the one-loop case, we can now identify the Tinite and Voles contributions 
to T(6,[2x0^(x,y, z) given by equation (4.21). Al l terms containing a factor I^\e), 
J^(2e) or H^2\e) contribute to Voles, the remainder contribute to J-inite, giving 
Finite(2x0\x, y, z) = 23? [(M{0)\M{2)M)} (4.30) 
and 
Voles{2x0){x,y,z) = 23? 
+ (M{0)\Iw{e)\M{1)) 
~£lETm~-e) ( ^ + K ) < - M ( ° ) l j ( 1 ) ( 2 e ) l ^ ( 0 ) > 
(4.31) 
+ e r ( l - e ) V c / 
+ { M { 0 W 2 ) ^ ) \ M i 0 ) ) 
It should be noted that, in this prescription, part of the finite terms in T ^ t x ^ 
are accounted for by the O (e°) expansion of Voles^*^. More importantly, these 
finite terms coming from the expansion of the predicted IR structure do not cor-
respond to the true finite terms obtained from the ME calculation with Feynman 
diagrams, i t is simply the 'left-over' piece from the Catani prediction — if i t were the 
true finite remainder, we would not need to calculate the diagrams in the first place! 
The finite remainder Tinite^%x^ which is obtained by subtracting the predicted IR 
structure (expanded through to O (e0)) from the renormalised ME, represents this 
difference. 
In the following Sections we compute all the expressions needed to construct 
Voles^1*1) and Voles^2x0^ so that we can compare them to the expressions obtained 
by explicit calculation of the Feynman Diagrams. In particular we need to calculate 
I ( 1 ) ( e ) and i f ( 2 ) ( e ) . 
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4.3.3 i" ( 1 )(e) for e+e~ ->• qqg 
We must now construct the J^(e) operator. For this particular process, there is 
only one colour structure present at tree level which, in terms of the gluon colour a 






Adding higher loops does not introduce additional colour structures, and the am-
plitudes are therefore vectors in a one-dimensional space. Similarly, the infrared 
singularity operator I^\e) is a 1 x 1 matrix in the colour space. To evaluate I ^ ( e ) 
we need to consider the contributions from the radiation of a gluon between each 
pair of legs in the diagram, i.e. calculate the colour algebra T j • Tj. There are two 
distinct diagrams (we can use quark-antiquark symmetry to find the third diagram) 
R 9 9 t g Ksssma lk"kj"il N L ] a a k 
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and 




2 X J 
(4.35) 
a (4.36) 
where we have made use of two identities of the colour matrices. In the first expres-
sion we use the Fierz identity 
(4.37) 
in the second expression we use 
fabctbtc = l i m a 
J 2 
(4.38) 
This provides the colour algebra 
T 1 
T • T- = — and T T = — N I ? 9 ]V 2 (4.39) 
Putting these terms together into Equation (2.52), the expression for J ^ ( e ) becomes 
on 
2r(l - e) "(? + M ; ) " " + « - 5 ( ? + 5)* ' 
(4.40) 
where (since we have set // = Sx23) 
«123 (4.41) 
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Note that on expanding , imaginary parts are generated, the sign of which is fixed 
by the small imaginary part +iQ of Sij. Other combinations such as (jM(°)|i"^(e)t 
are obtained by using the hermitian conjugate operator J^ (e ) t , where the only 
practical change is that the sign of the imaginary part of S is reversed. 
The origin of the various terms in Eq. (4.40) is straightforward. Each parton 
pair i j in the event forms a radiating antenna of scale Sjj. Terms proportional to 
are cancelled by real radiation emitted from leg i and absorbed by leg j. The soft 
singularities 0(l/e2) are independent of the identity of the participating partons and 
are universal. However, the collinear singularities depend on the identities of the 
participating partons. For each quark we find a contribution of 3/(4e) and for each 
gluon we find a contribution of /?o/(2e) coming from the integral over the collinear 
splitting function. 
4.3.4 i / ( 2 ) ( e ) for e+e~ -¥ qqg 
The last term of Equation (4.31) involves H^\t) and only produces a single pole 
in e and is given by equation (2.59). As with the single pole parts of I^\e), the 
process-dependent can be constructed by counting the number of radiating 
partons present in the event. In this case, there is a quark-antiquark pair and a 
gluon present in the final state, so that 
H ( 2 ) = 2 H ( 2 ) + H ( 2 ) ( 4 4 2 ) 
where in the MS scheme 
rr(2) f 1 ^ 5 l l 7 T 2 \ A r 2 5 A r 2 / 7T 2 89 \ . . . r N F , A 
^ = U C 3 + T2 + 144 ) N + T 7 N F + ("72 - 108 j ™ ' " TN • ( 4 4 3 ) 
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409 l l 7 T a \ A r 2 ( I , 41 7T 2 
N + - 7 C 3 - - 7^ 864 96 7 V 4 1 0 8 9 6 
( 3 , 3 T T 2 \ 1 / T T 2 25 \ (iV 2 - 1)NF , A A A , 
+ - 2 C 3 - 3 2 + T ^ + U - 2 l 6 J — N ' ( 4 4 4 ) 
so that 
V 432 72 y V 2 54 48 / 
3 T T 2 \ 1 / 19 T T 2 \ A R ) V R 
+ - 3 C 3 - 1 6 + 4 i V ^ + - 1 8 + 3 6 ^ ^ 
+ K t + ^ F 2 . (4-45) 
54 24/ iV 27 
The factors # J 2 ) and #< 2 ) are directly related to those found in gluon-gluon scat-
tering [34], quark-quark scattering [31, 32] and quark-gluon scattering [33] (which 
each involve four partons) as well as in the quark form factor [59, 60, 61, 62]. We 
also note that (on purely dimensional grounds) one might expect terms of the type 
S? to be present in H^. Of course such terms are 1 + O (e) and therefore leave 
the pole part unchanged and only modify the finite remainder. At present i t is not 
known how to systematically include these effects. 
4.3.5 (MW\M^) for e+e~ qqg 
Finally, since both I^\e) and H^\e) factorise completely, that is, they are just pro-
portional to identity matrix in colour space then we have, for example, the following 
simplification 
{M{0)\I(1)(e)\Mw) -> I{1){e)(M^\Mw). (4.46) 
Similar simplifications occur for the other combinations which involve JT^(e) and 
H^\e). 
Therefore, with this in mind, we see from Equations (4.26) and (4.31) that 
the only remaining pieces we have to calculate in order to construct Voles^*^ are 
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the square of the Born amplitude, ( M ^ \ M ^ ) which is already given by Equa-
tion (4.11), and also the renormalised interference of tree and one-loop amplitudes 
( M . ^ \ M ^ ) . This can be written to all orders in e using the relation 
{ M ( 0 ) \ M { 1 ) } = S ^ { M I 0 ) ' U N \ M L L ) ' U N ) - ^ ( M { 0 ) > U N \ M ( 0 ) > U N ) , (4.47) 
where 
( M l 0 ) ' m \ M w ' m ) = V (NMy, Z) + l / 2 ( y , z) + (y z)j . (4. 48) 
The functions fi{y,z) and / 2 ( y , z) can be written in terms of the one-loop bubble 




( -3 + c + 2e 2)Bub(si 2 3) + + 12 - 8eJ Bub(ys 1 2 3 ) 
+ g - lOe + 3e2 + e3^ Bub(zs 1 2 3 ) + ( -3 + 4e + e2 - 2e 3)Bub(s 1 2 3) 
+ ( ~ e + 8 ~ 1 0 6 + B u b ^ S l 2 3 ^ 
^ - 12 + 9e - e2^ Bub(zs 1 2 3) + (6 - 2e - 4e 2 )Bub(s m ) 
+ 0 - 12 + 8e^ Bub(t/s 1 2 3) 
y 
d-*) i ( 1 _ e ) 
y 
( i -*) 
l 
Bub(zsi 2 3 ) - Bub(si 2 3 ) 
(3 - 5e + 2e 3)Bub(zs 1 2 3) + ( -3 + 4e + e2 - 2e 3)Bub(s 1 2 3) 
(4 - 3e - 3e2 - 2e3) 
(1 " z) 
+(4 - 9e + 6e2 - e 3)Bub(zs 1 2 3) 
Bub(si 2 3 ) - Bub(zsi 2 3 ) 
+(1 - 26) 8 ( - l + e) + ^ - ( - 2 + 4e - 2e2) + - (6 - 8e + 2c2) 
+ z(-2 + 2e - 8e2) + (4 - 3e + 3e2) 
+ - 2 ( 1 - e) 
yz 
s i 2 3 Box 6 (ys i 2 3 , ZS123, s i 2 3 ) , (4.49) 
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(3 - e - 2e 2)Bub(s 1 2 3) + ( j - 6 + 4ej Bub((l - y - z ) s m ) 
- e 2 ( l - e)Bub(zs 1 2 3) + (3 - 4e - e2 + 2e 3)Bub(si 2 3) 
+ ( - - 8 + 10c - Ael ) Bub(( l - y - z)sl23) 
e(l - e)Bub(zs 1 2 3) + ( - 6 + 2e + 4e 2)Bub(s 1 2 3) 
+ + 12 - 8e^ Bub((l - y - z)s123) 
Bub((l - y - «)3i2s) - Bub(s 1 2 3 ) 
Bub(s 1 2 3 ) - 2Bub((l - y - z)s123) 
Bub(s 1 2 3 ) - Bub(zsi 2 3 ) 
(y + 
l 9f 







T ( 2 (2 + e - be1 - 2ed) Bub(zs 1 2 3 ) - Bub(si 2 3 ) 
+(2 - 7e + 2e2 + 3e 3)Bub(zs 1 2 3) + ( - 4 + lOe - 4e 2)Bub((l - y - z)s123) 
+ (1 - 2e) (8 - 4e) - -4(1 -e) + (y + z ) ( - 4 + 4e - 6e2 - 2e6) 
+ — ( - 2 + 4e-2e 2 ) 
z 
s i 2 3 B o x 6 ( ( l - y - z)sU3, zsl23, sl23). (4.50) 
Explicit formulae for the bubble and box integrals are given in Appendix E. 
4.4 Method 
The calculation of the ME begins with the generation of the corresponding Feynman 
diagrams. To do this requires a program whereby we can input the physical model, 
namely the particle content and the vertices and output all physical topologies. This 
was implemented by use of the Q G R A F [63] program. In particular, the Feynman 
diagrams contributing to the z-loop amplitude \ Ad^) (i = 0, 1, 2) were all generated. 
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There are 2 diagrams at tree-level, 13 diagrams at one loop and 229 diagrams at 
two loops. The complete set is presented in Section 4.5. 
The next step is to assign the propagators and vertices of the Q G R A F output with 
the corresponding Feynman rules. After projecting | . M ^ ) by ( A ^ ^ | and l A ^ 1 ) ) by 
( . M ^ l the summation over colours and spins is performed. When summing over the 
polarisations of the external gluon and off-shell photon, we use the Feynman gauge: 
E = -<r • (4.5i) 
spins 
This is valid because the gluon always couples to a conserved fermionic current, 
which selects only the physical degrees of polarisation. The use of an axial polar-
isation sum to project out the transverse polarisations (as applied in [34, 33]) is 
therefore not needed. This process is particularly suited to use of the computer 
algebra programs FORM2 [64] and FORM3 [65] which have built in routines to take 
traces of Dirac matrices. At this stage the loop integrals are identified along with 
irreducible numerators and translated into the standard T D ( { v \ , . . . , VNd}) notation. 
The calculation at this point consists of all the ME expressed as sums of both scalar 
and tensor integrals. 
The one-loop self-interference contribution T^ 6 ' ' 1 * 1 ^ is computed by reducing all 
tensorial loop integrals according to the standard Passarino-Veltman procedure [66] 
to scalar one-loop two-point, three-point and four-point integrals. I t has been known 
for a long time that those three-point integrals can be further reduced to linear com-
binations of two-point integrals using IBP identities. After this reduction, 7"(6>I lx1)) 
is expressed as a bilinear combination of only two integrals: the one-loop bubble 
and the one-loop box, which are listed in Appendix E. 
The computation of T ^ 2 * 0 ^ is by far less straightforward, however, we have 
presented all the necessary tools to make such a calculation possible in the previous 
Sections. The calculation proceeds as follows. 
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With the Laporta algorithm described in Section 3.6 the IBP relations are used 
to derive the reduction to M I of all possible scalar and tensor integrals which can 
possibly occur in the ME. For the process 7* —v qqg this involves the computation of 
integrals with up to 7 propagators and 4 irreducible numerators. For this procedure 
the computer algebra program M A P L E [67] was chosen due to its ability to simplify 
and factor large equations. The reduction is implemented on a topology basis and 
for each topology a file of all integrals is constructed and output in a format suitable 
to be read by F O R M . This procedure results in a collection of files expressing all 
scalar and tensor integrals in terms of M I . 
The next step in calculation is obvious, the files created by M A P L E are read into 
the F O R M program thus expressing the ME as a linear combination of all M I . At 
this point we are almost finished. The final step is to substitute the M I with their 
e-expansions. For the purposes of this calculation, both the planar and non-planar 
M I were calculated by Gehrmann and Remiddi [47, 48] in terms of one- and two-
dimensional harmonic polylogarithms. The e-expansions for the M I were produced 
in a format suitable for input directly into the F O R M program. 
The final ME now expressed as e-expansions can be compared to the Catani 
prediction for the pole structure. This is done by simple subtraction of the two 
expressions, the remainder, if it is indeed finite will be the Tinite^x^ term discussed 
in the previous sections. In Section 4.6 we present exactly these results. 
The general strategy is summarised more clearly in Figure 4.1. 
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I Q G R A F I 
QCD model 
• External particles 
• Vertices 
i M A P L E I 
Reduction of loop integrals 
• I B P identities 
• Laporta algorithm 




All tensor integrals —> M I 
XD(1,1,1, -2,1, -1,1,1,1, s n , s 2 3, am) 
Sum of all diagrams (tree x loop) in terms of tensor integrals 
{MW\MV>) = 
11 X l D ( l , 1, 1, -2 , 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, S i 2 , S23, « 1 2 3 ) + 
12 x l D ( l , 1,1, -1,1, -1,1,1,1, s i 2 , s 2 3, sm)+ 
i F O R M I 
Sum of diagrams in terms of M I 
( ^ o ) i ^ 2 ) ) ^ c ' 1 i r x + - - -+c ' n ^e-
i F O R M I 
e expansions of M I 
i F O R M I 
Final result in terms of e 
4 
i = l 
Figure 4.1: The general procedure for calculating matrix elements. 
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4.5 Diagrams 
In this Section we present all of the Feynman diagrams which contribute to the 
process 7* —>• qqg. 
Tree Level Diagrams 
2 
One-Loop Diagrams 
— < ^ 
X 
2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 13 
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Two-Loop Diagrams 
10 8 9 6 
14 15 12 13 11 
20 19 17 18 16 
25 24 22 23 21 
30 29 27 28 26 
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31 32 34 35 33 
— —<v 
39 40 36 37 38 
45 43 44 41 42 
47 48 49 50 46 
54 55 52 53 51 
59 60 57 56 58 
64 65 61 62 63 
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67 68 70 66 69 
71 72 73 74 75 
8 
C 8 
78 79 80 76 77 
85 83 84 81 82 
V. 
89 90 88 86 87 
~ 4 , 
95 94 93 91 92 
100 99 96 97 98 
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101 102 103 104 105 
i 
— < ^ — < ^ — < ^ 
106 107 108 109 110 
i l l 112 114 113 115 
116 117 118 119 120 
121 122 123 124 125 
J ? 
126 127 129 130 128 
1 
131 132 133 134 135 
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136 137 138 139 140 
M O M 30000 / 
141 142 143 144 145 
jjoom M O M , oooo, 
146 147 148 149 150 
151 152 153 154 155 
156 157 158 159 160 
161 162 163 164 165 
166 167 168 169 170 
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171 172 173 174 175 
176 177 178 179 180 
181 182 183 184 185 
186 187 188 189 190 
OQQQO> JMOQft, 
191 192 193 194 195 
196 197 198 199 200 < < 
201 202 203 204 205 
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206 207 208 209 210 
\<OBJ 
211 212 213 214 215 < i 
216 217 218 219 220 
221 222 223 224 225 
226 227 228 229 
4.6 The Finite Contributions 
The finite remainders of the one- and two-loop contributions to can be de-
composed according to their colour structure and the dependence on the number of 
quark flavours Np- In the two-loop contribution, one finds moreover a term pro-
portional to the charge-weighted sum of the quarks flavours Np,-y this equals, in the 
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case of purely electromagnetic interactions: 
This term originates from diagrams containing a closed quark loop coupling to the 
virtual photon which first appear at the two-loop level. 
The tree-level combination of invariants 
T + - + , 4.53 
z y yz y z 
frequently occurs in the finite part. We therefore extract this combination by ex-
pressing 1 / ( y z ) by T according to the above equation. 
4.6.1 One-Loop Contribution to T ( 6 ) 
The finite remainder of the self-interference of the one-loop amplitude is decomposed 
as 
Finiteilxl)(x,y,z) = V N2 (An(y,z) + Au{z,y)) + (Bn{y,z) + Bu(z,y)) 
+ (Cn(y, z) + Cu(zt y)) + NNF (Dn(y, z) + £>«(*, y)) 
+ ^ (En(y, z) + En(z, y)) + NF2 (Fn(y, z) + Fu(z, y)) 
(4.54) 
where the coefficients An, Bn, Cu, Dn, En and Fn are given in Appendix A. 
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4.6.2 Two-Loop Contribution to T ( 6 ) 
The finite remainder of the interference of the two-loop amplitude with the tree-level 
amplitude is decomposed as 
^ m t e ( 2 x 0 ) ( x , 2 / , 2 ) = V N2 (A20{y, z) + A20(z, y)) + {B20(y, z) + B20(z, y)) 
1 
+ ^2 ( C 2 0 ^ > z ) + C™(z> V)) + NNF (D20{y, z) + D20(z, y)) 
Nt? 
+ {E20{y, z) + E20(z, y)) + NF2 (F20(y, z) + F20(z, y)) 
+ NF„ ( I - nJ (G20(y, z) + G2Q(z, y)) (4.55) 
where the coefficients A2Q, B2Q, C2Q, D2Q, E2Q and F2Q are given in Appendix B. 
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The NNLO Helicity Amplitude for 
e+e~ —>- q q g 
In Chapter 4 we presented the calculation of the ME for e+e~ —> qqg averaged 
over all helicities. The results were compared to the Catani prediction for the pole 
structure and the corresponding Finite^^ remainders presented. In this Chapter 
we extend the previous calculation to compute the two-loop helicity amplitudes for 
the same process1. 
As we have already discussed, the most precisely measured observables related 
to e+e~ —>• 3 jets are the jet production rate itself and a number of event-shape 
variables. The calculation of these phenomenologically most relevant applications, 
which also dominate the extraction of as, at NNLO accuracy requires only the he-
licity averaged squared matrix element at the two-loop level which we have just 
calculated. Nevertheless, the helicity amplitudes which we calculate here are inter-
esting for a number of reasons: 
• Oriented event-shape observables, which measure the spatial orientation of the 
final-state jets relative to the direction of the incoming beams require, even for 
unpolarised beams [69], the calculation of the polarisation tensor of the virtual 
1This Chapter is based on work carried out in [68]. 
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photon mediating the interaction. This polarisation tensor can be recovered 
from the helicity amplitudes. 
• Likewise, to determine the direction of the decay leptons in the crossed process, 
V + l jet production at unpolarised hadron colliders, i t is necessary to compute 
the polarisation tensor of the vector boson. 
• Polarisation of the beams is an important option for the future linear e+e~ 
collider TESLA [27], thus providing a direct measurement of event-shape ob-
servables in polarised e+e~ annihilation. 
• NNLO predictions for (V + l)-jet production at the RHIC polarised proton-
proton collider and for (2 + 1) jet production at a currently discussed polarised 
upgrade of the HERA collider do require the calculation of the two-loop he-
licity amplitudes. These observables would then form part of a ful l NNLO 
determination of the polarised parton distribution functions in the proton. 
© The study of formal aspects of two-loop matrix elements, such as their collinear 
limits or their high energy behaviour can be carried out more elegantly on the 
basis of the underlying helicity amplitudes. 
Two-loop helicity amplitudes have up to now only been derived for 2 —» 2 bosonic 
scattering processes with all external legs on-shell: for gg —> 7 7 [35], 7 7 —> 7 7 [36, 
70] and gg —> gg [71, 72]. The latter calculation also confirmed earlier results for 
the squared two-loop gg —> gg matrix element [34]. 
In the above calculations, which were all carried out within dimensional reg-
ularisation [17, 18, 19], two different methods were used to access the helicity 
structure of the matrix element: explicit contraction with the external polarisa-
tion vectors [35, 36, 71, 72] or projection onto the individual components of the 
Lorentz-invariant decomposition of the amplitude [70]. Once these are applied to 
expose the helicity structure, one is left with the task of computing a large num-
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ber of two-loop integrals. Using exactly the same techniques as for the calculation 
of the ME in Chapter 4 these integrals can be reduced via the Laporta algorithm 
(Section 3.6) to M I , which were derived for massless on-shell two-loop four-point 
functions in [40, 41, 42, 46, 73, 74]. 
If an explicit contraction with the external polarisation vectors is performed, 
one also has to compute two-loop integrals over the (D — 4) dimensional subspace 
of loop momenta, which reduce however to simple vacuum diagrams [72]. For 2 —>• 2 
scattering processes with external fermions and all external legs on-shell (e+e~ —> 
e+e~, qq —> q'q', qq —> qq, qq —> gg, qq —> 5 7 and qq —>• 7 7 ) , only the squared, 
helicity-averaged two-loop matrix elements have been computed so far [30, 31, 32, 
33, 75]. 
The method which we employ here to extract the two-loop helicity amplitudes 
for e+e~ —> qqg is similar to the approach of [70]. That is, by applying projections 
on all components of the Lorentz-invariant decomposition of the amplitude. In this 
approach, the corresponding one-loop helicity amplitudes have already been derived 
in [25]. 
After carrying out UV renormalisation of the amplitudes in the MS scheme, 
one is left with poles which are purely of IR origin. The IR pole structure of the 
amplitudes can be predicted using Catani's IR factorisation formula [29] just as we 
did for the ME in the previous chapter. Again, we use this formalism to present the 
infrared poles and the finite parts of the helicity amplitudes in a compact form. 
This Chapter is structured as follows: in Sections 5.1- 5.4, we outline the general 
method used to derive the helicity amplitudes. In Section 5.5 we discuss how the 
helicity amplitude calculation can be related to the previous calculation of the ME 
in Chapter 4. In Sections 5.6 and 5.7 we show the techniques used to extract 
the ultraviolet and infrared pole structure. In Section 5.8 the two-loop helicity 
amplitudes are computed in the Weyl-van der Waerden formalism, which is briefly 
described in Appendix G. Finally in Section 5.9 we present the finite contributions 
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to the helicity amplitudes. 
5.1 Notation 
We begin by defining our notation which closely follows that set out in Chapter 4 2 . 
We consider the production of a quark-antiquark-gluon system in electron-positron 
annihilation 
+ e~(pe) -)• 7*(p 4) —> ?(pi) + fe) + #(Ps) • (5.1) 
Here too, we work with the Mandelstam invariants s\2, S13 and S23 defined by Equa-
tion (4.2) and the dimensionless invariants x, y and z defined by Equation (4.4). 
The renormalised amplitude \M) can be factorised as 
\M) = VSlt(q;g;q), (5.2) 
where V* represents the lepton current and <SM denotes the hadron current. In the 
previous Chapter we considered the unpolarised decay process 
7*(P4) — • q(pi) + q(P2) + g f a ) , (5.3) 
for which the amplitude is related to Equation (5.2) by replacing the lepton current 
by the polarisation vector of the virtual photon €4. 
In a similar way to the ME, the hadron current may be perturbatively decom-
2There is a slight change of notation from the previous Chapter. Here we will denote the 
momentum of the virtual photon by P4 as opposed to q. 
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posed as 
Sp(q;g;d = V 4 ^ e q V ^ s T% Sf\q;g-q) + (^) S^\q;g-tq) 
+ (^)2S^(q;g;q) + 0(al) 
(5.4) 
where eq denotes the quark charge, a is the colour index for the gluon and i and j are 
the colour indices for quark and antiquark. as is the QCD coupling constant at the 
renormalisation scale fj,, and the S f t are the i-loop contributions to the renormalised 
amplitude. As usual, renormalisation of ultraviolet divergences is performed in the 
MS scheme. 
5.2 The General Tensor 
We begin by writing the most general tensor structure for the hadron current 
S,i{q\g\q) 
S/ite; 9\ q) = u(pi)f3u(p2) (Ane3 • pi pXll + A12e3 • px p2fl + A13e3 • px p3fl) 
+ u{pi)p3u(p2) (A21e3 • p2 plfl + A22e3 • p2 p2tl + A23e3 • p2 p3fX) 
+ u(pi)7/i«(P2) (Bie3 • pi + B2e3 • p2) 
(5.5) 
+ u(pi)fau(p2) (Cipip + C2p2fl + C3p3lx) 
+ D I U ( P I ) ^ 7 M U ( P 2 ) 
+ Z?2«(Pl)7/*jfe^3«(P2) , 
where the constraint e3-p3 = 0 has been applied. Al l coefficients are functions of the 
scales Si3 s23 and S123. The above tensor structure is a priori £>-dimensional, since 
the dimensionality of the external states has not yet been specified. The hadron 
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current is conserved and satisfies 
s»(q;g;q) PZ = 0; (5.6) 
i t must also obey the QCD Ward identity when the gluon polarisation vector e3 is 
replaced with the gluon momentum, 
Sll(q;g;q)(e3^p3)=0. (5.7) 
These constraints yield relations amongst the 13 distinct tensor structures and ap-
plying these identities gives the gauge-invariant form of the tensor, 
SM'i9',q) = An(Sl3, S23, Si23)Tnp + Ai2(Si3,S2Z,Si23)T12lx + A 1 3 ( s 1 3 , S 23, Sl23)7l 3 / i 
+ A2i(Si3, S 2 3 , S123)T21fl + -422(Sl3> $23, S f f l l ^ / i + ^23(-Sl3, $23, Sl23)^23M 
+ -S(Sl3,5 2 3,Sl23)r M , 
(5.8) 
where and B are gauge-independent functions and the tensor structures TJJ^ 
and Tfj, are given by 
TxJtl = u(pi)fau(p2)e3 • pipjp - ^ t2 (p i )^3«(P2)pj M + -J^HP^M^IMP^) , ( 5 - 9 ) 
T2JLL = w(pi)^3M(p2)e3 • P2PJ» - ^ « ( P I ) ^ 3 « ( P 2 ) P J M + ^ " ( P i h / ^ t y s u f o ) , (5.10) 
TM = «23 (wfaih/^feOes • Pi + ^«(Pltyajfe7/i«(p2) 
- «1S ^w(Pi)7/xM(P2)e3 • P2 + ^«(PI)7M^3/3«(P2)^ • (5.11) 
Each of the tensor structures satisfies both current conservation and the QCD Ward 
identity. The coefficients are further related by symmetry under the interchange of 
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(5.12) 
the quark and antiquark, 
A2i(s13, 523, Sl23) = ~A12(s23, «13, «123) , 
-422(<Sl3, S23, S123) = - ^ l l ( s 2 3 , «13, S i 2 3 ) , 
^23(^13, «23, Sl23) = -An(s23, S13, S123) , 
B(si3, «23, S123) = B(s23, S l3 , 5 i 2 3 ) • 
5.3 Projectors for the Tensor Coefficients 
The coefficients Au and B may be easily extracted from a Feynman diagram cal-
culation, by using projectors such that 
V{X)e^{q; g- q) = X(s13, s 2 3, s123). (5.13) 
spins 
The explicit forms for the seven projectors in D space-time dimensions are, 
V(AU) = 
(S23S123D + swSujD - 2)) t , _ (513 + 523)(D ~ 2) t * 
2s\3s\2{D - 3 ) S l 2 3 1 1 ' 6 4 2s\3S\2(D - Z)sl2Z 1 2 ' ' 4 
((523 + 5l2)-P + 2 S i 3 ) rp\ , _ [S23S123(D ~ 2) + S13Sl2(D - 4)) f , 
2s12sl3(D - 3 ) S l 2 3 1 3 ' 6 4 2s23S22si3Si23(D - 3) 2 1 * 6 4 
(Sl3 + S 2 3 ) ( £ > - 4 ) t (s 2 3 + 5 1 2 ) ( £ > - 4 ) t 
+ 2(£> - 3 ) S 2 2 S l 2 3 S l 3 S 2 3 2 2 • 6 4 + 2 S 2 35l25 2 35 1 2 3(^ - 3 ) 2 3 " 4 
- S f S R D T s ) ^ - * ( 5 - 1 4 ) 
V(A12) = 
_ (5I3 + 5 2 3 ) P - 2 ) f . (£> - 2 ) ( g 2 3 5 l 2 ( £ > ~ 4) + S i 3 S 1 2 3 ( £ > ~ 2)) f , 
2 S 2 3 S 2 2 ( D - 3 ) S l 2 3 1 1 ' ' 4 2 S 2 3 S 2 2 5 2 3 ( D - 3 ) 5 l 2 3 ( D - 4 ) 1 2 ' 4 
( £ > - 2 ) ( S l 3 + 5 1 2 ) t . ( ( £ > - 6 ) ( £ > - 2 ) ( s 1 3 + 5 2 3 ) - 4 S l 2 ) t 
2 s ? 3 5 1 2 S 2 3 ( £ > - 3)s 1 2 3 1 3 - 6 4 2(D - 4 ) S 2 2 S l 3 S 2 3 5 l 2 3 ( L > - 3) 2 1 4 
(S23S12P ~ 4) + S13S123P ~ 2)) t » (2s 2 3 + ( 5 i 3 + s12)(D - 2)) t , 
2 5 2 2 S i 3 5 2 3 ( D - 3 ) S l 2 3 2 2 ' ' 4 + 2 5 i 2 S i 3 S 2 3 S i 2 3 ( D - 3) 2 3 ' 6 4 
2 p - 4 ) S 2 2 5 i 3 5 2 3 ( £ ) - 3 ) 
e*4, (5.15) 
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V(A13) = 
((s23 + s12)D + 2s13) t , _ ( £ > - 2 ) ( s 1 3 + s 1 2) t * 
2sl2sl3(D - 3)s123 1 1 4 2 5 2 3 S l 2 S 2 3 ( L > - 3)s 1 2 3 1 2 ' 4 
( S l 3 S 2 3 ( f l - 2 ) + 8 i 2 a i23f l ) T t * + ((S12 + S2s)(D ~ 2) + 2s13) . , 
2a ! s*i2Wi23p - 3) 1 3 ' € 4 2 5 2 3 s 1 2 S 2 3 ( L > - 3)s 1 2 3 2 1 ' ' 4 
( s 1 3 + S 1 2 ) ( £ > - 4 ) t (gl3 + gl2)(^23 + ^ 1 2 ) ( £ ) - 4 ) t 
2s 1 2 s 1 3 S 2 3 s 1 2 3 (L> - 3) 2 2 ' 4 2 S 2 3 s 1 2 S 2 3 S l 2 3 ( D - 3) 2 3 " 4 
1 (5.16) 
2 s 2 3 s 2 3 s 1 2 ( £ > - 3) 
V(A21) = 
{S23S123{D - 2) + s13s12(D - 4)) 
-t 1 
2 S 2 3 s 2 2 S 2 3 ( D - 3 ) 5 l 2 3 1 1 4 
(-4aia + ( a 1 3 + s 2 3 ) ( £ > - 6)(£> - 2)) t 
2(£> - 4 ) s 2 2 5 1 3 5 2 3 S l 2 3 ( D - 3) 1 2 
(s23 + S l 2 ) ( £ > - 2 ) + 2 s 1 3 ) ^ t 
J 13 e 4 2s 2 3 s i 2 s 2 3 (D - 3)s i 2 3 
(£> - 2 ) (s 2 3 s 1 2 3 (£> - 2) + s13s12(D - 4 ) ) ^ t 
2s\2sl3s22Zsl23{D - 3)(D - 4) 
J21 e 4 
( s i 3 + s 2 3 ) ( £ > - 2 ) ^ t (s 2 3 + a i 2 ) ( £ > - 2 ) ^ t 
2s22s223s123{D - 3) 2 2 4 2s 1 3s 2 3s 1 2(L> - 3)s 1 2 3 
< ? " 2 > T t - (5.17) 
2 ( D - 4 ) S 2 2 S l 3 S 2 3 ( £ > - 3 ) 4 ' 
P ( ^ 2 2 ) = 
( s i 3 + s 2 3 ) ( £ > - 4 ) t , _ ( s 2 3 s 1 2 ( £ > - 4) + s 1 3 s 1 2 3 ( Z ) - 2)) t , 
2 s 1 3 s 2 2 s 2 3 ( £ > - 3)s 1 2 3 1 1 ' ' 4 2 S 2 2 5 1 3 s 2 3 ( J D - 3)s 1 2 3 1 2 ' 6 4 
(s 1 3 + s 1 2 ) ( £ > - 4 ) t (a 1 3 + s 2 3 ) ( £ > - 2 ) t 
2 S l 3 S 2 3 S l 2 ( £ ) - 3 ) S l 2 3 J l 3 ' e 4 2 5 2 2 s 2 3 5 l 2 3 ( £ > - 3) 2 1 * 4 
( s 2 3 f i i 2 ( £ > - 2) + S13S123D) > » _ (S13-D + S12-P + 2g 2 3) t „ 
2s 2 ! 3 s 2 2 (D - 3)s 1 2 3 2 2 ' € 4 2 S L 2 4 5 s 1 2 3 (L> - 3) 2 3 - 6 4 
7 7 ^ T T t • 4 (5-1 8) 2 S 2 3 s 2 2 ( D - 3) 
V(A23) = 
(s 2 3 + s i 2 ) ( £ > - 4 ) f (2a 2 3 + ( a 1 3 + a i a ) ( £ ) - 2 ) ) t 
2 s 2 3 S i 2 s 2 3 s 1 2 3 ( D - 3) 1 1 4 2 S l 3 s 2 3 s 1 2 ( £ > - 3 ) s 1 2 3 1 2 4 
(s is + s i 2 ) ( s 2 3 + s12)(D - 4) t , _ (s 2 3 + s i 2 ) ( £ > - 2 ) t , 
2 5 2 3 S l 2 S 2 3 5 l 2 3 ( D - 3) 1 3 - 6 4 2 S l 3 s 2 3 s 1 2 ( D - 3 ) s 1 2 3 2 1 ' 4 
((Sl3 + Sl2)£> + 2s 2 3) ^ ( 3 i 3 S 2 3 ( D - 2) + Sl2Si23D) j , 
2 a i a « i s * i a 3 p - 3) 2 2 ' ' 4 2 S l 3 s 1 2 4 J s 1 2 3 (L> - 3) 2 3 - 6 4 
1 r t . e ; , (5.19) 2 s 2 3 s i 3 s i 2 ( £ > - 3) 
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P ( B ) = 
1 t , (£> - 2) f 
" 2 ( D - 3 ) a ? 2 a ? s 1 1 ' ' 4 " 2(L> - 4 ) s 2 2 S l 3 s 2 3 ( D - 3) 1 2 
2s23s12(D - 3)a?3 1 3 4 2(D - 4 ) S f 2 S l 3 s 2 3 ( £ > - 3) 
+ 2 ( D - 4 ) S 2 2 S l 3 5 2 3 T t ' 4 
5.4 The Expansion of the Tensor Coefficients 
Each of the unrenormalised coefficients AJJ and B has a perturbative expansion of 
the form 
,j(0),un . 
B(0),un + J"«. 1 B(l),un +(^lV Bm.™ + 0 ( Q 3 ) 
\27T/ V27T/ 
where the dependence on ( s i 3 , s 2 3 , Si 2 3 ) is implicit. At tree level, 
(5.21) 
^ / j ' U I 1 ( s 1 3 , S 2 3 , S l 2 3 ) =0, 




The one-loop contributions can be written in terms of the one-loop box integral in 
D = 6 — 2e dimensions, Box 6 ( s i j , Sik, Sijk), and the one-loop bubble, Bub(sjj), as 
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N Bub(si 2 3 ) 
(D-4) 
2 ( s i 3 + Sl2)si3 2 s 1 2 S i 3 
( ( £ > - 2)^23^12 + ( D - 4)523^13 + 4 s i 2 ( s i 2 + S13)) 
2S12S13(S13 + S l 2 ) 2 
[Bub(s 1 3) - Bub(5 1 2 3 )] 
[Bub(s 2 3) - B u b ( 5 l 2 3 ) ] 




AT of \ B u b ( * i 2 3 ) + r ^ " [Bub( S l 2 ) - B u b ( S l 2 3 ) ] 




2(si3 + s n ) 2 s 2 n 
(D-4)(D-6) 
[Bub(s 2 3) - Bub(s 1 2 3 )] 
4s i 3 
( J D - 2 ) ( D s 2 3 + 4s 1 3 ) 
4<j2 
B 0 X 6 ( s i 2 , S i 3 , 5 i 2 3 ) 
B o x 6 ( s i 2 , s 2 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
^12'Un(s13,S23,-Sl23) = 
(D - 10) 
N 
2S12(S23 + S12) 
((£> - 10)3i3 - 43i 2) 
+ 
[Bub(sia) - Bub ( s i 2 3 ) ] 
[Bub(s 2 3 ) - Bub ( s i 2 3 ) ] 
B0X 6 (Si3,S2 3 ,S 1 2 3 ) 
2si 2 si 3 (si3 + S12) 
(4(£> - 4)3i 2 -{D-2)(D- 10)313) 
4Sl2«13 
+ iV ^ — ^ [Bub(3i 2) - B u b ( s i 2 3 ) ] 25 2 3Sl 3 
((D-2)sl2 + 2(D-<i)s23) [ B u b ( S ] 3 ) _ B u b ( s m ) ] 
2S23Sl2(S23 + 5i 2 ) 
[Bub(3 2 3 ) - Bub(s 1 2 3 ) ] 






( D - 6 ) ( 3 i 2 + 2si 3 ) 
2Sl2Sl3(Sl3 + S12) 
((£> - 2) 23 1 23i3 + 4(D - 4)3i 2 3 2 3 ) 
4 s i 2 s i 3 s 2 3 
2 ( £ ) - 4 ) ( £ > - 6 ) 3 i 3 3 2 3 D 8 , c , 
-± B0XD(s 12,S 13,Si 2 3) 
4s 1 2Si 3S 23 
(D - 6)((D - 2)3i 2 + 2(D - 4)3i 3) 
4Si 2 Si 3 
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^ l 3 ' U n ( s i 3 , S 2 3 , S l 2 3 ) = 
N 
(D-6) 
2(^13 + S l 2 ) 5 l 3 
(D-4)(D-6) 
+ 4s 
[Bub(s 2 3) - Bub(s 1 2 3 )] 




[ D 4 ) , B u b ( S l 2 3 ) - ^ — ^ [Bub(«i 3) - B u b ( S l 2 3 ) ] 
Sl3(S23 + S l 3 ) 2 s 2 3 S i 3 
M - D s 1 2 ( s + 3 2 3 ? ) [ B u b ( s i 2 ) _ B u b ( s m ) ] 
2(s 2 3 + s i 3 ) 2 s f 3 s 2 3 
_ 2(J - 2 ) W ^ + ^,) [ B _ B u b ( s i 2 a ) ] 
2(s 2 3 + s i 3 ) 2 5 i 3 s 2 3 
(2(D - 3)ai3 + Dsl2) f T 3 , . . R , , 
2s?3(*i3 + * 1 2 ) t B u b ^ ) - B u b ( S l 2 3 ) ] 
( D - 4 ) ( ( D - 2 ) S l 2 + 4s 2 3) 
4s 2 3 Si 3 
( £ > - 2 ) ( D s 1 2 + 2 ( D - 4 ) s 1 3 ) 
Box 6 ( s 1 2 , s i 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
4<?2 
Box 6 ( s i 2 , s 2 3 ,S i 2 3 ) (5.26) 
£ ( 1 ) ' U n ( 5 1 3 , S 2 3 , S l 2 3 ) = 
D2 - 3D + 4 
AT B u b ( s m ) 
4(D - 4)s 1 3 s 2 3 
+ W g - 3 ) y ( ^ + ^ ) + ( g - 4 ) ( D - 7 ) ^ 1 3 ) _ j 
2si2s23(s23 + s12)su{D - 4) 
(4(23 - 3)s 2 2 + (.D - 2)(D - 7)s 1 3 s 2 3 ) 
8S12S13-S23 
+ Box
6 ( s i 3 , s 2 3 , s 1 2 3 ) 
1 
+ N 
< 7 D - 1 6 - Bub(s 1 2 3 ) - ^ + < ° - . 6 ) ? > [ B u b ( S l 3 ) - B u b ( S l 2 3 ) ] 
4(D - 4)s i 3 s 2 3 2(s 2 3 + Sl 2)s 2 3Sl2 
+ A(nG J ! D ) \ . B u h ^ - B u b ( « i 2 3 ) ] 4(D - 4)s 1 3 s 2 3 
(4(£> - 3)s 2 3 s i 2 + (D — 4)(D - 6)s 1 3 s 2 3 ) 
+ 
4s 1 2 s 1 3 s 2 3 
(D - 2)s 1 2 s i 3 6 
Box 6 ( s 1 2 , s i 3 , s i 2 3 ) 
4si 2 Sl 3 S 2 3 
+ | s i3 «23 j -
BOX (s 1 2 ,S 1 3 ,Si 2 3 ) 
(5.27) 
Explicit expansions of the one-loop integrals around e ~ 0 in terms of HPLs and 
2dHPLs are listed in Appendix E. 
Similarly, the unrenormalised two-loop Af}'aa and S ( 2 ) , u n coefficients were ob-
tained analytically in terms of a basis set of two-loop M I by the reduction of all two 
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loop integrals using the Laporta algorithm (Section 3.6). This is exactly the same 
procedure carried out for the ME in Chapter 4. Since we have exactly two-loop 
integrals as the ME calculation the corresponding Mis are identical. As we have 
seen, the e-expansions for each of the Mis have been derived in [47, 48] by solv-
ing differential equations. Therefore, the e-expansions of A f j ' u a and B ^ , u n can be 
obtained by directly substituting the e-expansions of the individual Mis. 
5.5 Relation to the Matrix Element Calculation 
We have already considered the case where the correlations with the lepton current 
are ignored in the previous Chapter 4. In this case, the squared amplitude for the 
process 7* —>• qqg, summed over spins, colours and quark flavours, is denoted by 
(M\M) = £ |e* • S(q\9;q)\2 = T(x,y,z). (5.28) 
The perturbative expansion of T(x, y, z) was calculated previously and is given by 
Equation (4.7). I t was shown that the NNLO calculation of T{x,y, z) required two 
pieces, the one-loop self-interference (4.13) 
T ( 6 ' [ l x l l ) ( a ; , y, z) = ( M W \ M W ) , (5.29) 
and from the interference of tree and two-loop (4.14) 
TM™tt(x,y,z) = (MW\M{2)) + (M{2)\M{0)) • (5-30) 
I t is straightforward to obtain the interference of the tree and i-loop amplitudes in 
terms of the tensor coefficients, Au and B. We find 
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(M{0)\M{i)) = 
V 
2(1 - e) ( ( S i 2 5 i 2 3 + S12S13 + 513S23) 
- C(5l3 + «23)(S12 + S l 3 ) J ^ l l ( s 1 3 , «23 , Sm) 
+ (2(^12 + S23)2 - 2e (5123S23 + (-S12 + S23)2) 
+ 2 e 2 ( s i 3 + S 2 3)(Si2 + S2 3 ) )^ ( i2 (5 i3 , $23, S123) 
+ 2 ( s 2 3 - e ( s i 3 + S23) ) («123 ~ e(si3 + *2s)) ^ S( s 13, «23 , S123) 
+ 2(3^3 + S23 + 2 S i 2 S i 2 3 - 2 e ( S i 2 3 - S12S13 - S12S23 - S13S23) 
+ e2(sis + S23)2)B^(S13)S23,S123) + { P l p2} J. (5.31) 
The above relation holds for the unrenormalised as well as for the renormalised 
matrix element, involving the appropriate unrenormalised or renormalised tensor co-
efficients respectively. Similar, but more lengthy, expressions can easily be obtained 
for the interference of i- and j-loop amplitudes. We have checked that inserting the 
expressions for A^j and B^> into Equation (5.31) reproduces our earlier results of 
Chapter 4 at the one- and two-loop level both at the master integral level and after 
making an expansion in e. 
5.6 Ultraviolet Renormalisation 
The renormalisation of the matrix element is carried out by replacing the bare 
coupling a 0 with the renormalised coupling as = a g ( / / 2 ) , evaluated at the renor-
malisation scale / i 2 by exactly the same procedure as for the ME calculation and is 
shown in Section 4.2. 
We denote the z-loop contribution to the unrenormalised coefficients by A j J ' u n 
and B^'UN, using the same normalisation as for the decomposition of the renor-
malised amplitude (5.4); the dependence on (S13, S23, S123) is always understood im-
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plicitly. The renormalised coefficients are then obtained as 
45 = 0, 
AW _ c - i AL)^A 




A ) # ( 1 ) _ C-l 5(l),un _ H> 5(0),un 
2e 
5 ( 2 ) = 5 - 2 B ( 2 ) , u n _ £(l),un - ^ — - B ^ ' ' 
(5.33) 
2 _ „2 _ For the remainder of this calculation we set the renormalisation scale \r = q 
p\. The ful l scale dependence of the tensor coefficients is given by 




+ 0(c3,)}, (5.34) 
+ M B ( 0 ) l n 2 f £ 
8 
+ 0(afi . (5.35) 
5.7 Infrared Behavior of the Tensor Coefficients 
After performing ultraviolet renormalisation, the amplitudes still contain singulari-
ties, which are of infrared origin and will be analytically cancelled by those occurring 
in radiative processes of the same order. As we saw in Chapter 2 Catani [29] has 
shown how to organise the infrared pole structure of the one- and two-loop contribu-
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tions renormalised in the MS scheme in terms of the tree and renormalised one-loop 
amplitudes. The same procedure applies to the tensor coefficients. In particular, 
the infrared behaviour of the one-loop coefficients is given by 
_ /.(^finite 
5(1) _ j ( l ) ( e ) 5 ( 0 ) + #(l),finite ^ 




Bm= ^ _ I j ( i ) ( e ) / W ( c ) - ^ / a ) ( e ) 
+ e ~ £ 1 J ^ Z ^ ( 7 + K ) J ( 1 ) ( 2 e ) + H^\e) j 
where the constant K is 
The finite remainders , 4 j ! j ' f i n i t e a n d _g(»),fimte r e m a m to be calculated. 
The insertion operator I^\e) and H^\e) have already been calculated in Chap-
ter 4. J^(( )e) for example, is given by Equation (4.40) 
D«7 
2r ( l -e) 
(5.39) 
where, since we have set ^ 2 = S123, 
S y = ( - ^ ] . (5.40) 
s i j 
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5.8 Helicity Amplitudes 
We can extend the results of the previous section to include Z boson exchange, 
e + (p 5 ) + e-(pe) -> (Z*, 7 *) (p 4) —> g(pi) + fe) + <?(p3), (5.41) 
where the off-shell vector boson now distinguishes between left- and right-handed 
fermions by keeping track of the helicity of the final state quarks3. A convenient 
method to evaluate the helicity amplitudes is in terms of Weyl-van der Waerden 
spinors, which is described briefly in Appendix G and in detail in [76, 77, 78]. 
It is also straightforward to include the spin-correlations with the initial state 
by contracting the hadronic current with the lepton current for fixed helicities of 
the initial state electron (and positron). Using the spinor calculus of Appendix G 
we can express the lepton current in terms of the helicities of the incident e + and 
e~ (with momenta p5 and pe respectively). Explicitly, 
V7(e + +,c- - ) 1 (5.42) 
V ^ ( e + + , e - " ) = e<V PeAP5Bo 
o 
Lzee 









= e<TH P5AP6Bo_ o Ml + iTzMz " 
(5.45) 
The hadronic current is related to the fixed helicity currents, S^B, by 
S M fo+ ; f fA;g - ) = RlhV2afSAB(q+;gX;q-), (5.46) 
3Note that the full matrix element for any process should be summed over both photon and 
Z-boson exchange. 
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and 
<V?-;<?A;g+) = Lvhhy/2a*BSAB{q-\g\\q+) • (5-47) 
As in Equation (5.4), the gauge boson coupling is extracted from S^B. As mentioned 
earlier, the left- and right-handed currents couple with a different strength when the 
vector boson is a Z. 
The currents with the quark helicities flipped follow from parity conservation: 
SAB(Q-,9^q+) = (<W9+;<?( -A) ;g - ) )* . (5.48) 
Charge conjugation implies the following relations between currents with different 
helicities: 
^AB^K^^q^q) = (-l)«5i B (gA^;^A;gA 9 ) . (5.49) 
A l l helicity amplitudes are therefore related to the amplitudes with Xq = + and 
Explicitly, we find 
^ ( « + ; 9 + ; 5 - ) = a(y, z) + 0 M 
(PlP3)(P3P2) ' {PlP3)(P3P2) 
'<»•*> < M ^ ^ + ^ M • ( 5 - 5 0 ) 
The other helicity amplitudes are obtained from S^B(q+; g+; q—) by the above par-
ity and charge conjugation relations, while the coefficients a, P and 7 are written in 
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terms of the tensor coefficients: 
a (y> z ) = - ^ p ^ \2B(s13) s23, S123) + A i 2 ( s i 3 , S23, S123) 
- ^ l l ( s i 3 , S 2 3 , S l 2 3 ) ^ , 
0 ( y , z ) = ^ ^2s 2 35(S i 3 , S 2 3 , S123) + 2 ( s 1 2 + S i 3 M l l ( 5 1 3 > 5 2 3 , S123) 
+ S23(^12(S13, 523, 5 m ) + ^ 1 3 ( 5 l 3 , 523, 5 1 2 3 ) ) ^ , 
l ( y , Z) - ^ p 3 " ^ l l ( 5 l 3 , 5 2 3 , 5 m ) - A 1 3 ( S 1 3 , S 2 3, 5123)^ , 
5(y, z) = - S l 2 , ' S l 3 ^ 4 i i ( 5 i 3 , s 2 3 , S123) • 
(5.51) 
When the hadron tensor is contracted with e\ or the lepton current V*, the final 
term of Equation (5.50) vanishes4. Furthermore, current conservation implies the 
following relation between the four helicity coefficients, 
a(y, z) - (3{y, z) - 7 ( y , z) - ^ 8(y, z) = 0. (5.52) 
S12 
This relation is fulfilled automatically once the tensor coefficients are inserted and 
does therefore not yield a further reduction of the tensor basis. 
As with the tensor coefficients, the helicity amplitude coefficients a, /? and 7 are 
vectors in colour space and have perturbative expansions: 
n(oj + (2L) fid) + (P-YQW + 0{al) 
for Cl = a,/5,7. The dependence on (y, z) is again implicit. 
The ultraviolet and infrared properties of the helicity coefficients match those of 
'And for this reason was omitted in [25]. 
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the tensor coefficients, 
n<°> n<°> un 
Po n<°> un un 
2e 
30o un un 
2e 
(5.53) 
4e 8e2 / 
,un 
and 
- ± i a > ( c ) l W ( c ) - & I < i ) ( € ) 
Li € 
r 1 - 2e //? o e7 + e 
r i - € 
+ jW( e)fi( 1) + n(2) finite 
(5.54) 
^ + K )l^(2e) + H^(e) fi<°> 
where J ( 1 )(e) and if ( 2 )(e) are defined in Equations. (5.39) and (2.59) respectively. 
In this Section we present the finite contributions to the helicity amplitudes. At 
leading order we simply have 
5.9.1 One-Loop Contribution to fi 
The renormalised one-loop helicity amplitude coefficients can be straightforwardly 
obtained to all orders in e from the tensor coefficients using Equations (5.24)-(5.27). 
For practical purposes, they are needed through to O (e2) in evaluating the IR-
divergent one-loop contribution to the two-loop amplitude, while only the finite 
piece is needed for the one-loop self-interference. 
5.9 The Finite Contributions 
a' ^ ( y , z ) = ^ ° \ y , z ) = 1 and ^ ( y , z ) = 0. (5.55) 
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They can be decomposed according to their colour structure as follows: 
finite (y,z) = NaQ(y,z) + — bn(y,z) + p0cn(y,z). (5.56) 
The expansion of the coefficients through to e2 yields HPLs and 2dHPLs up to weight 
4 for an, bu and up to weight 3 for CQ. The explicit expressions are of considerable 
size, such that we only quote the e°-terms (although these have been known already 
for a long time [25]). The expressions through to O (e2) can be obtained in FORM 
format from the author. The one-loop coefficients can be found in Appendix C. 
5.9.2 Two-Loop Contribution to Q 
The finite two-loop remainder is obtained by subtracting the predicted infrared 
structure (expanded through to O (e0)) from the renormalised helicity coefficient. 
We further decompose the finite remainder according to the colour structure, as 
follows: 
n ( 2 ) M i t e ( y > z ) = N*Au(y,z) + Ba(y,z) + ^Cn(y,z) + NNFDQ(y,z) 
+^EQ(y, z) + NF2Fn(y, z) + N F y (£ - N) Ga(y, z), (5.57) 
where the last term is generated by graphs where the virtual gauge boson does not 
couple directly to the final-state quarks. This contribution is denoted by Npy and 
is proportional to the charge weighted sum of the quark flavours. In the case of 
purely electromagnetic interactions we find, 
Including Z-interactions, the same class of diagrams yields not only a contribution 
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given by 
NF,Z = E " [ f R t ^ , (5-59) 
but also a contribution involving the axial couplings of the Z [79]. This contribution 
vanishes if summed over isospin doublets. The large mass splitting of the third quark 
family induces a non-vanishing contribution from this class of diagrams, which can 
however not be computed within the framework of massless QCD employed here, 
but can only be obtained within an effective theory with large top-quark mass. In 
contrast to the vector contribution from these diagrams, which is finite, one could 
expect divergences in the axial vector contribution, which would be cancelled by 
the single unresolved limits of the corresponding axial contributions to four-parton 
final states [52, 53]. Results from the four-parton final states show that this axial 
contribution is numerically very small [80, 81]. 
The helicity coefficients contain HPLs and 2dHPLs up to weight 4 in the A, B, 
C and G-terms, up to weight 3 in the D- and i?-terms (which do moreover contain 
only a limited subset of purely planar master integrals) and up to weight 2 in the 
F-term. The size of each helicity coefficient is comparable to the size of the helicity-
averaged tree times two-loop matrix element presented in Appendix B. Therefore, 
we only quote the A- and D-terms of each coefficient, which form the leading colour 
contributions, and which turn out to be numerically dominant, approximating the 
ful l expressions to an accuracy of about 20%. The complete set of coefficients in 
FORM format can be obtained from the author. The leading colour terms can be 
found in Appendix D. 
5.9.3 Summary 
From the ^ ( 1 )> f i m t e a n d Q(2),finite^ j g p O S S ib le to recover the finite pieces of the 
helicity-averaged tree times two-loop matrix elements (Appendix B) and one-loop 
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the size of Tinite(lxl}(x,y, z) in (4.54), i t becomes clear that the squared one-loop 
amplitude can be evaluated much more elegantly by squaring the finite remainders 
of the helicity amplitudes than by computing the squared matrix element. 
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squared matrix elements (Appendix A) by squaring (5.50): 
Finite{2x0)(x,y,z) =8VTl (1 - y)(l - y - z ) a ( 2 ) M i t + l ^ ( 2 ) , f l n i t e ( z ) 
yz y 




1 — y — z z 
( i - y - * ) ( " 1 ~ y + f ) K 1 , l f i n i t e(y,*)r 
+ - ) i/3 ( i )- f i n i t e(2/,.)r 
2/ > 
1 - y - z y (1),finite (v,*)|s 
- 3 + y + z + ^—^1 a ( 1 ) , f i n i t e (y , z )^* ( 1 ) , f i n i t e (y , z) 
y 
(Infinite - (1 - y - z) a(1>>hmte(y, z ) 7 *W' h n i t e (y , z) 
-{1 + y + z) (3W<&aite(y, z ) 7 *( 1 ) ' f l n i t e (y , z) + (y +4 z) 
(5.60) 
I t is important to notice that (5.60) corresponds, by the very nature of the 
Weyl-van der Waerden helicity formalism, to a scheme with external momenta and 
polarisation vectors in four dimensions (internal states are always taken to be D-
dimensional), which is sometimes called the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme [17]. This 
scheme is different from the conventional dimensional regularisation used in Chap-
ter 4, where all external momenta and polarisation vectors are D-dimensional. Nev-
ertheless, one obtains from (5.60) the same Tinite^lxl\x, y, z) as in Appendix A and 
Finite^2*® (x,y,z) as in Appendix B, since all scheme-dependent terms are correctly 
accounted for by the finite contributions arising from expanding the tree level and 
one-loop contributions in the renormalisation and infrared factorisation formulae. 
I t should also be noted that only the O(e0) terms of fit1)-6111*6 contribute to 
J-inite(lxl\x, y, z), terms subleading in e are not required, since no term is multi-
plied with a divergent factor. Comparing the size of these O(e0) terms in (5.56) with 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
6.1 Summary 
We have seen that higher order corrections in perturbative QCD are important for 
example in the calculation of event-shape variables and the precision determination 
of as. The motivation for higher orders is to increase accuracy and reduce unphysical 
scale dependence. 
Due to its importance, we have focused on the NNLO calculation of the three-
jet rate in e+e~ annihilation. There are several components to the ful l calculation, 
many of which have already been calculated. Firstly, the tree level 7* —> 5 partons 
amplitude where two partons become soft or collinear, calculated in [49, 50, 51]. 
Secondly, the one-loop corrections to 7* —> 4 partons amplitude with one parton 
becoming soft or collinear, calculated in [52, 53, 54, 55]. Finally, the two-loop (as 
well as the one-loop times one-loop) corrections to the 7* —> 3 partons amplitude. 
While the former two contributions have been known for some time already, the 
two-loop amplitudes for the three parton subprocess have presented an obstacle 
that prevented further progress on this calculation up to now. 
In this thesis, we have presented the analytic formulae for the two-loop virtual 
corrections to the process 7* —>• qqg, which arise from the interference of the two-loop 
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with the tree amplitude and from the self-interference of the one-loop amplitude. 
Together with the contribution from the self-interference of the one-loop amplitudes 
for 7* —> ggg [57, 58], these form the full O (azs) corrections to the three-parton 
subprocess, finally enabling the full calculation of e+e~ —> 3 jets at NNLO. 
In Chapter 2 we looked at the general calculation of matrix elements. We saw 
that there are two types of divergence arising from the singular behaviour of the loop 
integrals, U V and IR. The U V divergences are removed by renormalisation. The 
I R divergences are only eliminated when we calculate suitably inclusive quantities, 
for which the divergences cancel between the physically degenerate real and virtual 
contributions. This led to the discussion of the I R factorisation formula of Catani 
and Seymour which predicts the pole structure of the one- and two-loop virtual 
amplitudes. 
The next stage in the calculation of the matrix element was to evaluate all 
the one- and two-loop integrals. In Chapter 3 we discussed different techniques 
for calculating loop-integrals in general. In particular we saw that by use of I B P 
identities we could relate all tensor and scalar integrals to a small set of MI. The 
process for solving the system of I B P identities was automated by use of an algorithm 
described by Laporta. We saw that the remaining MI could be solved by differential 
equations, in fact, all necessary MI for 7* —> qqg were calculated by Gehrmann and 
Remiddi using this technique. 
With the necessary tools in place we calculated the full matrix element in Chap-
ter 4. Here we presented all the components for the calculation. In particular we 
showed all contributing Feynman diagrams and constructed the insertion operator 
required for the factorisation formula discussed in Chapter 2. By applying the fac-
torisation formula we were subsequently able to make positive checks on our results 
by verifying that the pole structure indeed agrees with the prediction. 
Knowledge of the helicity amplitudes allows additional information on the scat-
tering process. In particular, observables that require knowledge of the polarisation 
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tensor of the virtual photon, such as oriented event shapes in unpolarised e+e~ scat-
tering or event shapes in polarised e +e~ scattering, can be described at two-loop 
order. In Chapter 5 we have presented analytic formulae for the one- and two-loop 
virtual helicity amplitudes to the process 7* —> qqg. These amplitudes have been 
derived by defining projectors, which isolate the coefficients of the most general ten-
sorial structure of the matrix element at any order in perturbation theory. Once the 
general tensor is known, the helicity amplitudes follow in a straightforward manner 
— they are linear combinations of the tensor coefficients. We applied the projectors 
directly to the Feynman diagrams and used the conventional approach of relating 
the ensuing tensor integrals to a basis set of master integrals. This latter step is 
identical to that employed to evaluate the interference of tree- and two-loop graphs 
in Chapter 4, apart from the fact that the projector is no longer the tree-level ampli-
tude. As anticipated, the finite remainder from the interference of tree- and two-loop 
amplitudes can be reconstructed from the appropriate helicity amplitudes, with the 
difference between treating the external states in £)-dimensions or four dimensions 
being isolated in the infrared-singular terms. 
6 .2 Outlook 
As already mentioned, the virtual corrections form only part of a full N N L O cal-
culation. Al l of the subprocesses must be combined in a way that allows all of 
the infrared singularities to cancel one another. This task is far from trivial, even 
though the factorisation properties of both the one-loop, one-unresolved-parton con-
tribution [82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87] and the tree-level, two-unresolved-parton contribu-
tions [88, 89, 90, 91, 92] have been studied. Although this is still an open and highly 
non-trivial issue, significant progress is anticipated in the future. 
The remaining finite terms must then be combined into a numerical program im-
plementing the experimental definition of jet observables and event-shape variables. 
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A first calculation involving the above features was presented for the case of photon-
plus-one-jet final states in electron-positron annihilation in [93, 94], which involves 
both double radiation and single radiation from one-loop graphs, thus demonstrat-
ing the feasibility of this type of calculation. A prerequisite for such a numerical 
program is a stable and efficient next-to-leading order four-jet program, where the 
infrared singularities for the one-loop 7* —>• 4 partons are combined with the tree-
level 7* —> 5 parton with one parton unresolved. Four such programs currently 
exist [80, 81, 95, 96, 97], each of which could be used as a starting point for a full 
O (a^) N N L O three-jet program. 
Similar results can in principle be obtained for (2 + l)-jet production in deep 
inelastic ep scattering or (V + l)-jet production in hadron-hadron collisions. How-
ever, the rather different domains of convergence of the H P L s and 2dHPLs makes 
this a non-trivial task, which is discussed in a separate paper [98]. Nevertheless, the 
helicity approach will provide information on the direction of the decay leptons in 
(\^ + l)-jet production (with or without polarised protons). Determination of the po-
larised parton distribution functions in polarised electron-proton scattering will also 
benefit from the knowledge of the two-loop helicity amplitudes in the appropriate 
kinematic region. 
Note: Since the original calculations presented in this Thesis were performed, 
part of the results have been confirmed by an independent calculation using the 
methods described in [99, 100]. In [101], Moch, Uwer and Weinzierl obtain results 
for the full one-loop amplitude (5.56) and for the contributions to the two-loop 
amplitude (5.57) which are proportional to Np (i-e. the terms DQ, and EQ), all in 
agreement with the results presented here. 
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One-Loop Contribution to T ^ > 
The finite remainder of the self-interference of the one-loop amplitude is decomposed 
as 
T i n i t e { l x l ) { x , y , z ) = V N2 ( A u { y , z) + A u ( z , y)) + { B n ( y , z) + B n ( z , y)) 
+ ^2 ( C i i f o « z ) + V)) + N N F (^n(2/> *) + Dn(z, y)) 
+ ^ ( E n ( y , z) + E u ( z , y ) ) + N F 2 ( F n ( y , z ) + F n ( z , y ) ) 
(A . l ) 
with 
An(y,z) = 
J + ^ + ^ - [ - v r 2 - 2 4 - 10H(0 ;z ) - 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y ) - 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) - 10G(0 ;y) 
I 4y by L 
+ 6 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
+ 6 ( 1 - y)2 b 2 ^ 0 ' V ) + 1 0 H ( ° ; ^ ) G ( 0 ; y ) + 1 2 H ( ° ; Z ) G { 0 , ° ; V ) 
+ 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z )G(0; y) + 21G(0; y) + 23G(0,0 ; y) - 6 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) - 12G(1 ,0 ,0 ; y)] 
+ * , U 2 + 3TT 2G(0; y) + 21 + 10H(0; z) + 36H(0; z )G(0 ; y) 
6 ( 1 - y) L 
+ 3 6 H ( 0 ; * ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) + 6H(1 ,0 ; z) + 18H(1,0; z )G(0; y) + 73G(0; y) 
+ 3 3 G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 18G(0 ,1 ,0 ; y) - 6G(1 ,0 ; y) - 36G(1 ,0 ,0 ; y) 
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^ — ^ [ - 2TT2G(0; y) - 20H(0; z)G(0; y) - 24H(0; z )G(0 ,0 ; y) 
3(1 - y ) 






Tr2 + 169 + 20H(0; z) + 12H(0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0; z) + 20G(0; y) 
T 
+ 9 
+ 72 + 60H(0; z) + 61H(0; z )G(0; y) -I- 30H(0; z )G(0 ,0 ; y) 
- 9 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) - 15H(0; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 18H(0; z )G ( l , 0 ,0; y) 
+ 2 5 H ( 0 , 0 ; z) + 30H(0 ,0 ; z)G(0; y) + 18H(0,0; z )G(0,0 ; y) + 15H(0 ,1 ,0 ; z) 
+ 9 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1 ,0 ; z) + 15H(1,0; z )G(0; y) 
- 9 H ( 1 , 0 ; z )G ( l , 0; y) + 30H(1 ,0 ,0 ; z) + 18H(1 ,0 ,0 ; z)G(0; y) 
+ 9 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 18H(1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ; z) + 60G(0; y) + 25G(0,0 ; y) - 15G(0 ,1 ,0 ; y) 
- 3 6 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) - 30G(1 ,0 ,0 ; y) + 9 G ( 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 18G(1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ; y)] , 
Bn(y,z) = 
+ £ - [ - 2TT2H(0; z )G ( l - z; y) - 2TT 2H(1; Z ) G ( - Z ; y) + 2TT 2 G(-Z, 1 - z; y) 
by L 
+ 3 - 4 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z;y) - 20H(0 ; z )G ( l - z,0;y) + 12H(0 ;z )G ( l - z, 1,0;y) 
+ 2 H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( - Z , 1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 2 H ( 0 ; z )G( -z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 20H(0; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 1 2 H ( 0 ; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z ) G ( l , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 2 H ( 0 ; z )G ( l , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 4 H ( 0 , 0 ; z )G ( l - z; y) - 24H(0 ,0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
- 2 4 H ( 0 , 0 ; z )G(0 ,1 - z; y) - 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) 
- 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G(0, - z ; y) - 12H(0 ,1 ,0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 4 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
- 2 0 H ( 1 ; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 12H(1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1,0; y) - 20H(1 ; z)G(0, -z ; y) 
+ 1 2 H ( l ; z ) G ( l , - z , 0 ; y ) + 12H(1 ; z )G ( l , 0, -z ;y) + 12H(1,0; z )G( -z , 1 - z;y) 
- 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 12H(1,0 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) - 12H(1,0; z )G(0 , - z ; y) 
- 2 4 H ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 2 4 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 4 2 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + 2 0 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+ 2 0 G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 12G(-z , 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z , 1 ,0 ,1 - z; y) 
+ 2 0 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) - 12G(1 , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(1 , - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
- 1 2 G ( 1 , 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) 
+ F - f - ^ + 4 7 R 2 H ( 0 ; « ) G ( 1 - z; y) + 4TT 2H(1; Z ) G ( - Z ; y) - 4TT 2 G(-Z, 1 - z; y) 
by L 
- 1 0 H ( 0 ; z) + 90H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 40H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
- 2 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - 2,1,0; y) - 16H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 H ( 0 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 24H(0; z ) G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 4 0 H ( 0 ; z )G(0 ,1 - z; y) - 24H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6H(0; z)G(0; y) 
- 2 4 H ( 0 ; z )G ( l , 1 - z, 0; y) - 24H(0; z )G ( l , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
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+32H(0,0; z)G(l -z;y) + 48H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
+48H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 6H(0,1; z) + 16H(0,1; z)G{-z; y) 
+24H(0,1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 24H(0,1; z)G(0, -z; y) + 24H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-9H(1; z) + 96H(1; z)G(-z; y) + 40H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 24H(1; z)G(-z, 1,0; y) 
+40H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - 6H(1; z)G(0; y) - 24H(1; z)G(l, - z , 0; y) 
-24H(1;z)G(l,0, -z ;y) - 6H(1,0;z) - 24H(1 ,0 ;z )G(-z , \ - z \y ) 
+16H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) + 24H(1,0; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 24H(1,0; z)G(0, -z ; y) 
+48H(1,0,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 24H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) + 48H(1,1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
+9G(1 - z; y) + 6G(1 - z, 0; y) - 96G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 40G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 40G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 24G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(-z, 1,0,1 - z; y) + 6G(0,1 - z; y) - 40G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 10G(0; y) 
+24G(1, -z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(1, -z , 0,1 - z; y) + 24G(1,0, -z , 1 - z; y) 
+ - TT2G(0; y) - 6H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 6H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 6(1 - y ) H 
-10H(0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 6H(0,1; z)G(0; y) 
-12H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 9H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+12H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 9G(1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(1 - z, 0,0; y) 
+12G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 9G(0,1 - z; y) - 12G(0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+12G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) - 42G(0; y) - 12G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 26G(0,0; y) 
+12G(0,l,0;y) + 24G(l,0 )0;y) 
+ * v \ - 7 T 2 - 3vr2G(0; y) - 42 - 10H(0; z) - 6H(0; z)G(l - z; y) 
6(1 - y) L 
-18H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 18H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 36H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-36H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 6H(0,1; z) - 18H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 9H(1; z) 
-12H(1; z)G(-z; y) - 36H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 36H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) 
+33H(1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 6H(1,0; z) - 18H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-9G(1 - z; y) - 33G(1 - z, 0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 0,0; y) + 12G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+36G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 36G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 33G(0,1 - z; y) 
-36G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 36G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) - 136G(0; y) - 36G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
-6G(0,0; y) + 36G(0,1,0; y) + 12G(1,0; y) + 72G(1,0,0; y) 
+ ( i _ 1 / ) 2 1 ( y + z ) 2 [ - H ( 1 ; 2 ) G ( ° ; f ) + G ( ! - z> °; f ) + G(O, I - z ; y ) ] 
+ ( i _ ^ 2 ( y + z ) • z ) G ( ° ; y) - 2 G ( ! - z> °; f ) - 2 G ( 0 - 1 - ^ + G( 0 '> f ) ] 
+ ( 1 _ 1 y )2 [ - H ( x ; Z ) G ( ° ; f ) + G ( ! - 0; y) + G(o, i - y) - G(0; y)" 
+ ( l - y ) ( y + z)2 [ - H( l ; z) - 2H(1; z)G(0; y) + G(l - z; y) + 2G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+2G(0,1 - z ; y ) ] 
+ n — v r ^ r I 1 + z ) + 2 H ( X ; 2 ) G ( ° ; f ) - 2 G ( 1 - z> y) - 2 G ( 1 - z> °;») 
(1 - y ) ( y + z) L 
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- 2 G ( 0 , l - z ; y ) + 2G(0;y)] 
+ — — [7r2G(0;y) - 3 + 12H(0;z)G(l - 2,0;y) + 12H(0;z)G(0, l-z;y) 
3(1 - y ) L 
+10H(0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 6H(0,1; z)G(0; y) - 3H(1; z) 
+18H(1; 2)G(-2, 0; y) + 18H(1; 2)G(0, -2 ; y) - 18H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-12H(1; z)G(0,0; y) + 6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 3G(1 - 2; y) + 18G(1 - 2, 0; y) 
+12G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 18G(-z, 1 - 2, 0; y) - 18G(-z, 0,1 - 2; y) 
+18G(0,1 - 2; y) + 12G(0,1 - 2,0; y) - 18G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 66G(0; y) 
+12G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 14G(0,0; y) - 12G(0,1,0; y) - 24G(1,0,0; y)] 
+6^ + )^2 [ - 2 ) + 2 ? r 2 G ( 1 - z ; y) + 1 1 H ( ° ; 2 ) G ( X - f ) 
+ 12H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 11H(0,1; z) 
-12H(0,1; z)G(0; y) - 42H(1; z) - 11H(1; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(l, 0; y) 
-11H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0,1; z) 
-24H(1,1,0; z) + 42G(1 - 2; y) + 11G(1 - 2,0; y) - 12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+11G(0,1 - z-y) - 12G(1,1 - z,0;y) - 12G(1,0, l-z;y) 
+ a , 1 , [2TT2 + 42 + 11H(0; z) + 12H(0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0; z) + 11G(0; y) 6(y + z) L 
-12G(l,0;y)] 
- 8 - 2H(0; z)G(l - 2; y) - 2H(0,1; z) + 3H(1; z) - 4H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
Tn2 
+ 1 2 " 
+2H(1; z)G(0; y) - 3G(1 -z-y)- 2G(1 - 2,0; y) + 4G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
- 2 G ( 0 , l - z ; y ) + 2G(l,0;y)] 
+ | [ - 96 - 40H(0; 2) - 39H(0; z)G(l - 2; y) - 29H(0; z)G(l - 2,0; y) 
-12H(0; z)G(l - 2,0,0; y) + 6H(0; z)G(l - 2,1,0; y) 
+20H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z)G(-z, 1 -2 ,0 ; y) 
+12H(0; z)G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 29H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-12H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0, -z , 1 - 2; y) - 24H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-12H(0; z)G(0,0,1 - 2; y) + 6H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 6H(0; z)G(l, 1 - 2,0; y) 
+6H(0; z)G(l, 0,1 - z; y) + 10H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(l, 0,0; y) 
-20H(0,0; z)G(l -z-y)- 12H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
-12H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 20H(0,0,1; z) - 12H(0,0,1; z)G(0; y) 
-9H(0,1; 2) - 20H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 12H(0,1; z)G{-z, 0; y) 
-12H(0,1; z)G(0, -2; y) + 9H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 12H(0,1; z)G(0,0; y) 
+6H(0,1; z)G(l, 0; y) - 10H(0,1,0; z) - 6H(0,1,0; z)G(l - 2; y) 
-6H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(0,1,0,1; 2) - 12H(0,1,1,0; 2) + 36H(1; 2) 
-48H(1; z)G(-z; y) - 20H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(-z, 1,0; y) 
-20H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 39H(1; z)G(0; y) + 20H(1; z)G(0,0; y) 
-6H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(l, - z , 0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(l, 0, - z ; y) 
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-9H(1; z)G(l, 0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(l, 0,0; y) - 9H(1,0; z) 
-9H(1,0;z)G(l - z;y) - 6H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0;y) + 12H(1,0; z)G{-z, 1 - z; y) 
-20H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 6H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-12H(1,0; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 19H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0; z)G(0,0; y) 
+6H(1,0; z)G(l, 0; y) - 12H(1,0,0; z)G(l - z;y) - 12H(1,0,0,1; z) 
+9H(1,0,1; z) - 12H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) + 6H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) 
-6H(1,0,1,0; z) + 18H(1,1,0; z) - 24H(1,1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
+12H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 36G(1 - z; y) - 39G(1 - z, 0; y) - 20G(1 - z, 0,0; y) 
+6G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 9G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) 
+48G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 20G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+20G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 12G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z, 1,0,1 - z; y) 
-39G(0,1 - z; y) - 20G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 6G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+20G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) - 40G(0; y) - 20G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 6G(0 ,1,1-z , 0; y) 
+6G(0,1,0,1 - ^; y) + 10G(0,1,0; y) + 9G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(1,1 - z, 0,0; y) 
-12G(1, -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(1, -z, 0,1 - z; y) + 9G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
+12G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(1,0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 48G(1,0; y) 
+12G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 20G(1,0,0; y) - 12G(1,0,1,0; y) - 24G(1,1,0,0; y) 
+ y [H(0; z) - 2H(0; z)G(l - z; y) - 2H(0,1; z) + 2H(1; z) - 4H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(0; y) - 2G(1 - z; y) - 2G(1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-2G(0,1 - z; y) + G(0; y) + 2G(1,0; y)] 
+ ^ [21H(0; z) - 53H(0; z)G(l - z; y) - 52H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
-24H(0; z)G(l - z, 0,0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(l - z, 1,0; y) 
+22H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 24H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24H(0; z)G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 52H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-24H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 24H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 20H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-24H(0; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) 
+12H(0; z)G(l, 1 - z, 0; y) + 12H(0; z)G(l, 0,1 - z; y) + 14H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) 
+24H(0; z)G(l, 0,0; y) + 2H(0,0; z) - 4H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-24H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 24H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 12H(0,0; z)G(0; y) 
-40H(0,0,1; z) - 24H(0,0,1; z)G(0; y) - 31H(0,1; z) - 22H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) 
-24H(0,1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 24H(0,1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 30H(0,1; z)G(0; y) 
+24H(0,1; z)G(0,0; y) + 12H(0,1; z)G(l, 0; y) - 14H(0,1,0; z) 
-12H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 12H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(0,1,0,1; z) 
-24H(0,1,1,0; z) + 42H(1; z) - 84H(1; z)G(-z; y) - 22H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
+24H(1; z)G(-z, 1,0; y) - 22H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 53H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 24H(1; z)G(l, - z , 0; y) 
+24H(1; z)G(l, 0, -z ; y) - 12H(1; z)G(l, 0; y) - 24H(1; z)G(l, 0,0; y) 
+11H(1,0; z) - 12H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
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+24H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 22H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) - 24H(1,0; z)G(-z , 0; y) 
-12H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 24H(1,0; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 38H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
+24H(1,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 12H(1,0; z)G(l, 0; y) + 12H(1,0,0; z) 
-24H(1,0,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 24H(1,0,0,1; z) + 12H(1,0,1; z) 
-24H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) + 12H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0,1,0; z) 
+24H(1,1,0; z) - 48H(1,1,0; z)G(-z; y) + 24H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-42G(1 - z; y) - 53G(1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) 
+12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 24G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) + 84G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+22G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 22G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
-24G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(-z, 1 ,0 ,1 - z; y) - 53G(0,1 - z; y) 
-4G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) + 22G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 21G(0; y) 
-4G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 2G(0,0; y) + 12G(0,1,1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(0,1,0,1 - z; y) 
-4G(0,1,0; y) + 12G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(1,1 - z, 0,0; y) 
-24G(1, -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(1, -z , 0,1 - z; y) + 12G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
+24G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(1,0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 42G(1,0; y) 
+24G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) - 8G(1,0,0; y) - 24G(1,0,1,0; y) - 48G(1,1,0,0; y)] , 
Cn (y,z) = 
z ( l - z ) 2 
yZ [ - 2H(0; z)G(l - z, -z , 1 - z; y) - 4H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+4H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
+2H(0,1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 2H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, -z ; y) 
-4H(1; z)G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2H(1,0; z)G(l - z, - z ; y) 
+2H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) 
+2G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(-z, —z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
z 
y 2 L 
- 8H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z)G(l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+24H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 2H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-24H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-12H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) + 4H(0,1; z)G(l - z; y) 
-12H(0,1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 4H(1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
+12H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, -z ; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+24H(1; z)G(-z, -z , 1 - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
+4H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
-24H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) + 4G(1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) 
+8G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , - z , l - z , l - z ; y ) 
z 2 r 
+ ^ [4H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) - 8H(0; z)G(l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
-16H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+16H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) - 4H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
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+8H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z; y) - 2H(0,1; z)G(l - z-y) + 8H(0,1; z)G(-z, I-z-y) 
-2H(0,1; s)G(-z; y) + 2H(1; z)G(l - 2, -z ; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - 2, -2 ; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 16H(1; z)G(-z, -z , 1 - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) - 2H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 8H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - 2; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) + 16H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) - 4H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) 
-2G(1 - z, -z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 8G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+16G(-z, -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ ^ + 4H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) - 4H(0; z)G(l - z, -z , 1 - z; y) 
y^ I-
-8H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 8H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) 
+4H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) - 2H(0,1; z)G(l - z; y) + 4H(0,1; «)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(l - z, - 2 ; y ) - 4H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, -z ; y) + 4H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - 2; y) 
-8H(1; z)G(-z, -z , 1 - z; y) + 4H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(l - 2; y) + 4H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) 
-4H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) - 2G(1 - z, -z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+4G(-z, 1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) + 8G(-z, -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ - [7 + 14H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
y L4 
-14H(0; z)G(l - z, -z , 1 - z; y) + 5H(0; z)G(l - 2; y) 
+4H(0; z)G(l - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 1,0; y) 
-28H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 7H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+4H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z;y) - 2H(0;z)G(l, 1 -2 ,0 ; y) 
-2H(0; z)G(l, 0,1 - z; y) + 2H(0,0; z) + 24H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) 
-14H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 4H(0,0,1; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(0,1; z) 
+14H(0,1; z)G(l - 2, - z ; y) - 7H(0,1; z)G(l -z-y)- 2H(0,1; z)G(l - 2,0; y) 
+12H(0,1; z)G(-z, 1 - 2; y) - 7H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 2H(0,1; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z - y ) 
+2H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 4H(0,1,1; z)G(-z; y) + 7H(1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(l - 2, -z, 0; y) - H( l ; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(1; z)G(l - z, 0, -z ; y) 
-16H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, -z ; y) + 14H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 32H(1; z)G(-z, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 7H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z, 0,1 - 2; y) - 2H(1; z)G(-z, 1,0; y) + 2H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, -z ; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) - 2H(1; z)G(l, -2,0; y) - 2H(1; z)G(l, 0, -z ; y) 
+2H(1,0; z) + 14H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) - 7H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(l - 2,0; y) + 14H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - 2; y) - 7H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) + 2H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) + H( l , 1; 2) 
+32H(1,1; z)G(-z, -2 ; y) - 14H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) - 4H(1,1; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
-4H(1,1; z)G(0, -2 ; y) + G(l - 2,1 - 2; y) - 7G(1 - z, - z , 1 - 2; y) 
-2G(1 - 2, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(1 - z, -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 2G(1 - z, 0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
-14G(-z, 1 - 2,1 - 2; y) - 4G(-2,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+16G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 7G(-z, 1 - 2; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - 2,0,1 - z; y) 
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+2G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 32G(-z, - z , l - z , l - z; y) - 4G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+2G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(-z, 1,0,1 - z; y) - 2G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
-4G(0, -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2G(1, -z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(1, -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+ 2 G ( l , 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) 
1 + -
y 
+ 4- 20H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) - 8H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 16H(0; z)G(l - z, -z , 1 - z; y) - 13H(0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-8H(0; z)G(l - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 4H(0; z)G(l - z, 1,0; y) 
+32H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-8H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0; z)G(l, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+4H(0; z)G(l, 0,1 - z; y) - 24H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) 
+8H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 8H(0,0,1; z)G(l - z; y) - H(0,1; z) 
-16H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) + 10H(0,1; z)G(l - z; y) 
+4H(0,1; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 12H(0,1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) 
+4H(0,1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 4H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 8H(0,1,1; *)G(-z; y) 
- | H ( 1 ; z) - 10H(1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) - 4H(1; z)G(l - z, - z , 0; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(l - z; y) - 4H(1; z)G(l - z, 0, -z ; y) + 20H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, - z ; y) 
-20H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+40H(1; z)G(^z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 14H(1; z)G(-z; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z, 1,0; y) - 4H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, -z ; y) - 8H(1; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- H ( l ; z)G(0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(l, -z , 0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(l, 0, -z ; y) - 2H(1,0; z) 
-16H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) + 10H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+4H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 16H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
+4H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 4H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 2H(1,1; z) 
-40H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) + 20H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
+8H(1,1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - 2G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 10G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) + ^ G ( l - z; y) 
+4G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + G(l - z, 0; y) + 20G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+8G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 20G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 14G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+8G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 40G(-z, -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+8G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(-z, 1,0,1 - z; y) 
+4G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + G(0,1 - z; y) + 8G(0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-4G(1, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1, - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(1,0, -z , 1 - z; y) 
-G( l ,0 ;y) ] 
+2(1- y )2 [ 2 H (°; z ) G ( 1 - * > 0 ; y) + 2H(°; z)G(°'1 -*;») + 2H(°'1; 2)G(°; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - 3H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-4H(1; z)G(0,0; y) + 3G(1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-4G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) + 3G(0,1 - z; y) + 4G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
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+7G(0; y) + 4G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 1G(0,0; y) - 2G(0,1,0; y) - 4G(1,0,0; y)] 
+ 2 ( i l y ) [7 + 2H(0; z)G(l - z; y) + 6H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
+6H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 2H(0,1; z) + 6H(0,1; z)G(0; y) - 3H(1; z) 
+4H(1; z)G(-z; y) + 12H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) 
-11H(1; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(0,0; y) + 3G(1 - z; y) + 11G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+12G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-12G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 11G(0,1 - z; y) + 12G(0,1 - z, 0; y) 
-12G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 21G(0; y) + 12G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 9G(0,0; y) 




y)2{y + z)2 
1 
y) 2 L 
1 
H(l ; z)G(0; y) - G(l - z, 0; y) - G(0,1 - z; y) 
- 2H(1; z)G(0; y) + 2G(1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(0,1 - z; y) - G(0; y) 
+ H( l ; z)G(0; y) - G( l - z, 0; y) - G(0,1 - z; y) + G(0; y) 
+ H ( l ; z ) - G ( l - z ; y ) ] 
- l - 2 H ( l ; z ) + 2 G ( l - z ; y ) 
1-2/ 
-y){y + z)2 
1 
-y ) (y + *) 
1 - 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 2H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + H( l ; z) 
-2H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 2H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 3H(1; z)G(0; y) - G(l - z; y) 
-3G(1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 3G(0,1 - z; y) 
+2G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) - 8G(0; y) - 2G(0,0; y) 
+ 2{y\z)2 [ - 4 H ( ° ; "M1 - 1 - y) + H(0; z)G(l - z; y) - H(0,1; z) 
+4H(0,1,1; z) + 14H(1; z) - 4H(1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) + 8H(1; z)G(l - z; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
- H ( l ; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1; z)G(l, 0; y) - H( l , 0; z) + 2H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+2H(1,0,1; z) - 8H(1,1; z) + 8H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) - 4H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
-8G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) 
-14G(1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + G(l - z, 0; y) + 2G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+8G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + G(0,1 - z; y) 
+ 2 G ( l , l - 2 , 0 ; y ) + 2 G ( l , 0 , l - z ; y ) 
1 
+ 2(y + z) 
-4H(1; z)G(-z; y) + 2H(1; z)G(0; y) - 6G(1 - z; y) - 2G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+4G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 2G(0,1 - z; y) + G(0; y) + 2G(1,0; y) 
14 + H(0; z) - 2H(0; z)G(l - z; y) - 2H(0,1; z) + 6H(1; z) 
8 + 3H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
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- 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, -z, 1 - 2; y) + 4H(0;z)G(l - 2;y) 
+2H(0; 2)G(1 - 2,0,1 - 2; y) - H(0; z )G( l - 2,1,0; y) 
- 4 H ( 0 ; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 2H(0; z)G(0,1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
- H ( 0 ; 2)G(1,1 - 2,0; y) - H(0; z)G(l , 0,1 - 2; y) 
+2H(0,0; z)G(l - 2,1 - 2; y) + 2H(0,0 ,1; z)G(l - 2; y) + 2H(0,0 ,1 ,1 ; 2) 
+4H(0 ,1 ; 2) + 2H(0,1; z)G(l - 2, -2; y) - H(0 ,1 ; z )G( l , 0; y) 
+H(0 ,1 ,0 ; 2)G(1 - 2; y) + H(0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ; 2) - 3H(0,1 ,1 ; 2) 
+4H(0 ,1 ,1 ; 2)G(-2; y) - 2H(0,1 ,1 ; z)G(0; y) - 6H(1; 2) 
+ 3 H ( 1 ; z )G( l - 2, -2 ; y) + 2H(1; z )G( l - 2, -2 ,0; y) 
+2H(1 ; 2)G(1 - 2,0, -2 ; y) - 3H(1; z)G(l - 2,0; y) - 2H(1; z )G( l - z, 0,0; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(-z , 1 - 2, -z ; y) + 6H(1; z)G(-z , 1 - 2; y) 
+ 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(-z , 1 - 2,0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z , - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 8H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
+ 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) - 2H(1; z)G(-z , 1,0; y) + 2H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2, -2; y) 
- 3 H ( 1 ; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) - 2H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2,0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1; z)G(0,0,1 - 2; y) + H( l ; z)G(0,1,0; y) 
- 2 H ( 1 ; z )G( l , -z, 0; y) - 2H(1; z)G(l , 0, -2; y) + 2H(1; z )G( l , 0,0; y) 
+2H(1,0; z )G( l - 2, -2 ; y) - H( l , 0; z )G( l - 2,0; y) 
+2H(1,0; z)G(-z , 1 - 2; y) - H( l , 0; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) + 2H(1,0 ,1 ; z)G(-z; y) 
- H ( l , 0 ,1 ; 2)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(-z , -2; y) - 6H(1,1 ; z)G(-z; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 , 1 ; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 4H(1,1; z)G(0, -2; y) + 3H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
+ 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z)G(0,0; y) + 3G(1 - 2,1 - 2,0; y) + 2G(1 - 2 , 1 - 2 , 0 , 0 ; y) 
- 3 G ( 1 - 2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) - 2G(1 - 2, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(1 - z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+ 6 G ( 1 - 2; y) + 3G(1 - 2,0,1 - 2; y) + 2G(1 - 2 , 0 , 1 - 2 , 0 ; y) 
- 2 G ( 1 - z, 0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(1 - 2,0; y) + 2G(1 - 2,0,0,1 - 2; y) 
- G ( l - 2,0,1,0; y) - 2G(1 - 2,1,0,0; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
- 4 G ( - 2 , 1 - z, 1 - 2,0; y) + 4G(-z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 8G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
- 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 2G(-z , 1 - 2 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 8G ( -2 , - 2 , 1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
- 4 G ( - 2 , 0 , 1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 2G(-z , 1,1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(-z , 1 , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+3G(0 ,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2G(0,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(0,1 - 2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
+4G(0 ,1 - 2; y) + 2G(0,1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - G ( 0 , 1 - 2 , 1 , 0 ; y) 
-4G(0 , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2G(0,0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - G(0 ,1 ,1 - z, 0; y) 
- G ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 - z;y) - 2G(1,1 - z,0,0;y) + 2G(1, - 2 , 1 - 2,0;y) 
+2G(1 , - 2 , 0 , 1 - 2; y) - 2G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(1,0, - z , 1 - 2; y) - 4G(1,0; y) 
- 2 G ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 - 2; y) + G ( l , 0,1,0;y) + 2G(1,1,0,0; y) + ^ H ( l , 1; 2) 
H(l ; z )G( l - 2; y) + ^ G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) + ^ H ( l ; z )G( l , 0; y) 
- | H ( 1 , 0 ; z)G(l - z; y) - | H ( 1 , 0 ,1 ; z) - | G ( 1 - 2,1,0; y) - | G ( 1 , 1 - 2,0; y) 
- | G ( 1 , 0 , 1 -z ;y )" 
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- \ - ^H(0; z) + 10H(0; z)G{l - z, 1 - z; y) + 8H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-8H(0;z)G(l - z, -z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0;z)G(l - z\y) 
+8H(0; z)G(l - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
-4H(0;z)G(l - z, 1,0;y) - 16H(0; z)G{-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+5H(0;z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 8H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z;y) - 2H(0;z)G(0,1 - z;y) 
-4H(0; z)G(l, 1 - z, 0; y) - 4H(0; z)G(l, 0,1 - z; y) + H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) 
+3H(0,0; z) + 8H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) - 8H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-2H(0,0,1; z) + 8H(0,0,1; z)G(l - z; y) + 8H(0,0,1,1; z) + 10H(0,1; z) 
+8H(0,1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) - 5H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 3H(0,1; z)G(0; y) 
-4H(0,1; z)G(l, 0; y) - H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+4H(0,1,0,1; z) - 10H(0,1,1; z) + 16H(0,1,1; z)G(-z; y) 
-8H(0,1,1; z)G(0; y) - 7H(1; z) + 10H(1; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
+8H(1; z)G(l - z, - z , 0; y) - 6H(1; z)G(l - z; y) + 8H(1; z)G(l - z, 0, -z ; y) 
-10H(1; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(l - z, 0,0; y) 
-16H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, - z ; y) + 20H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+16H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 32H(1; z)G(-z, -z , 1 - z; y) + 14H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
+16H(1; z)G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 5H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(-z , 1,0; y) 
+8H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, -z ; y) - 10H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 8H(1; z)G(0,1-2 ,0; y) 
+16H(1; z)G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) - 5H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - 4H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-8H(1; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) + 8H(1; z)G(0,0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) 
-8H(1; z)G(l, - z , 0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(l, 0, - z ; y) + 5H(1; z)G(l, 0; y) 
+8H(1; z)G(l, 0,0; y) + 3H(1,0; z) + 8H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z ; y) 
-5H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 8H(1,0; z)G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
-5H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + H( l , 0; z)G(0; y) 
-5H(1,0,1; z) + 8H(1,0,1; z)G(-z; y) - 4H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,1; z) 
+32H(1,1; z)G(-z, -z ; y) - 20H(1,1; z)G(-z; y) - 16H(1,1; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
-16H(1,1; z)G(0, -z ; y) + 10H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(0,0; y) 
+6G(1 - z , l - z;y) + 10G(1 - z, 1 - z,0;y) + 8G(1 - z, 1 - z,0,0;y) 
-10G(1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) - 8G(1 - z, -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 8G(1 - z, -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+7G(1 - z; y) + 10G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 8G(1 - z, 0,1 - z, 0; y) 
-8G(1 - z, 0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(1 - z, 0; y) + 8G(1 - z, 0,0,1 - z; y) 
-8G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) - 5G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
-8G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) - 20G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+16G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 14G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+5G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 8G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 32G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-16G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 5G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 8G(-z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(-z, 1,0,1 - z; y) + 10G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 8G(0,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-8G(0,1 - z, -z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(0,1 - z; y) + 8G(0,1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
-8G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) - 16G(0, -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
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+5G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - -G(0; y) + 8G(0,0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 8G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
+3G(0,0; y) - 4G(0,1,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(0,1,0,1- z; y) + 4G(0,1,0; y) 
-5G(1,1 - z, 0; y) - 8G(1,1 - z, 0,0; y) + 8G(1, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(1, -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 5G(1,0,1 - z; y) - 8G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(1,0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 7G(1,0; y) - 8G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 8G(1,0,0; y) 
+4G(l ,0, l ,0;y) + 8G(l , l ,0 ,0;y) , 
Du{y,z) = 
1 [H(0;z) + G(0;y)] 
Z [-H(0;z)G(0;y)-2G(0,0;y)] 
- H(0; z) - 3H(0; z)G(0; y) - G(0; y) - 6G(0,0; y) 
2H(0;z)G(0;y) + 4G(0,0;y) 
- 2 2 - H ( 0 ; z ) - G ( 0 ; y ) 
6y 








+ f - - 12H(0; z) - 10H(0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(0; z )G(0,0 ; y) + 3H(0; z ) G ( l , 0; y) 
- 1 0 H ( 0 , 0 ; z) - 6H(0 ,0 ; z)G(0; y) - 3 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 3H(1 ,0 ; z)G(0; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; z) - 12G(0; y) - 10G(0,0; y) + 3 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 6 G ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; y)] , 
^n(y ,2) = 
^ [H(0 ; Z)G(1 - z, 0; y) - H(0 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) + H(0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 2 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + H ( l ; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+ H ( 1 ; z)G(0, -z ; y) + H ( l , 0; z )G( -z ; y) - G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
- G ( 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) 
6y 
H(0; z) - 4H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 4H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-4H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 8H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 4H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) 
-4H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 4H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
+4G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 4G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + G(0; y)] 
+ 6 ( 1 l y ) 2 [H(°; z ) G ( ° ; y) + 2 G ( ° ' f)] 
[H(0; Z) + 3H(0; z)G(0; y) + G(0; y) + 6G(0,0; y) 
6 ( 1 - y ) 
+ 3 ( r h / ) ' ~ H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; v ) ~ 2 G ( 0 ' 0 ; y ) 
+w+w t ~ H ( 0 ; z ) G { l ~ z ; y ) + H ( 0 ' 1 ; z ) + H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y ) + H ( 1 ' 0 ; z ) 
- G ( l - z , 0 ; y ) - G ( 0 , l - z ; y ) ] 
+ 3 ^ ) [ - H ( 0 ; 2 ) - G ( ° ; y ) ] 
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+ ^ [8H(0; z) + 3H(0; z)G(l - z; y) + 4H(0; z)G{l - z, 0; y) 
-4H(0;z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0;z)G(0,1 - z;y) - 2H(0;z)G(l,0;y) 
+4H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 4H(0,0,1; z) - 3H(0,1; z) + 4H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) 
+2H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 3H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-4H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 3H(1,0; z) + 4H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) - 2H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
+3G(1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 4G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+3G(0,1 - z; y) + 4G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 8G(0; y) 
+4G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 2G(0,1,0; y) - 4G(1,0,0; y) 
1 
+ 3 
H(0; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 2H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+2H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - H(0; z)G(0; y) - H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) - H(0,0; z) 
+2H(0,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(0,0,1; z) - H(0,1; z) + 2H(0,1; z)G(-z; y) 
+H(0,1,0; z) + 2H(1; z)G(-z, 0; y) + 2H(1; z)G(0, -z ; y) - H( l ; z)G(0; y) 
-2H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - H( l , 0; z) + 2H(1,0; z)G(-z; y) - H( l , 0; z)G(0; y) 
+G(1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 2G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+G(0,1 - z; y) + 2G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(0, -z , 1 - z; y) + 2G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
-G(0,0; y) - G(0,1,0; y) - 2G(1,0,0; y)] , 
1^1(2/, 2) = 
T r — [2TT2 + H(0; z)G(0; y) + H(0,0; z) + G(0,0; y)] . (A.2) 
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Two-Loop Contribution to 
The finite remainder of the interference of the two-loop amplitude with the tree-level 
amplitude is decomposed as 
Finite{2x0)(x,y,z) = V N2 (A20(y, z) + A20{z, y)) + ( B 2 0 ( y , z) + B20{z, y)) 
1 
+ ^ (E20{y, z) + E20{z, y)) + N F 2 {F20(y, z) + F20(z, y)) 
+ N F , A j j - N ) ( G 2o(y, z) + G20(z, y)) ( B . l ) 
with 
Ma{y,z) 
^ - [ 2 T T 2 + 6 T T 2 H ( 0 ; Z) - 1 2 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) - 72C3 + 8 H ( 0 ; z) - 3 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) 
\2y 
-36H(0,1,0; z) + 39H(1,0; 2) + 39G(1,0; y) + 72G(1,1,0; y) 
+ 2 R ^ [ 1 7 H ( 1 ' 0 ; 2 ) + 1 7 G ( 1 ' ° ; y ) 
+ — [ - 12TT2 - 24TT 2 H(0; Z) + 48TT 2 G(1 ; y) + 288C3 + 457 - 84H(0; z) 36y L 
-36H(0; z)G(0; y) + 144H(0; *)G(1, 0; y) + 144H(0,1,0; z) - 306H(1,0; z) 
-192G(0; y) - 234G(1,0; y) - 288G(1,1,0; y)] 
+ 3 6 ( 1 - y ) 2 7 T
2 + 6 T T 2 H ( 0 ; Z) + 6 T T 2 H ( 1 ; Z) - 6 T T 2 G ( 1 - z; y) + 1 8 T T 2 G ( 0 ; y) 
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- 1 2 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) + 36Cs - 36H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 60H(0; z)G(0; y) 
+72H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 36H(0,1,0; z) - 36H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+36H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,1,0; z) + 36G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 355G(0; y) 
+270G(0,0; y) - 108G(0,1,0; y) + 6G(1,0; y) - 72G(1,0,0; y) + 72G(1,1,0; y) 
+ ^7T- r f - 3 3 7 1 " 2 + 18vr2H(0; z) + 18TT 2 H(1; Z) - 18TT 2 G(1 - z; y) + 54TT 2 G(0; y) 
36(1 - y) L 
-367r 2 G(l; y) + IO8C3 - 277 + 60H(0; z) - 108H(0; z )G( l - z,0; y) 
+216H(0; z)G(0; y) + 216H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 108H(0,1,0; z) + 36H(1,0; z) 
-108H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 108H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 108H(1,1,0; z) 
+108G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 615G(0; y) + 594G(0,0; y) - 324G(0,1,0; y) 
+198G(1,0; y) - 216G(1,0,0; y) + 216G(1,1,0; y) 
Z r l l 7 T 2 1 1 7 T 2 
-33H(0,1,0; z) - 33H(1,0; z) - 33H(1,0; z )G( l - z;y) + 33H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
+33H(1,1,0; z) + 33G(1 - 2,1,0; y) + 33G(0,1,0; y) - 33G(1,0; y)] 
7 r 227r2 22-7T2 
+ 2 ( y ^ ) 2 [ - l l v r 2 - — H ( l ; z) + — G ( l - 2; y) + 33H(0; z) 
+44H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 66H(0; z)G(0; y) + 44H(0,1,0; z) - 22H(1,0; z) 
+44H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 44H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 44H(1,1,0; z) 
-44G(1 - 2,1,0; y) - 33G(0; y) - 44G(0,1,0; y) + 110G(1,0; y)] 
z T I I T T 2 
+ ^ r ^ ^ - H - - 1 1 H ( ° ; z ) + 1 1 H (° '> z ) G ( ° ; y) + 1 1 H ( 1 - z ) 
2(y + z) L b 
+ H G ( 0 ; y ) - l l G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
z 2 r I I T T 2 I I T T 2 
+ ( y T ^ I " ^ ~ H ( 1 ; ^ + ^ ~ G ( 1 " ^ ^ + 3 3 H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( 1 ~ *' 0 ; V ) 
+33H(0,1,0; z) + 33H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 33H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 33H(1,1,0; z) 
- 3 3 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) - 3 3 G ( 0 , l , 0 ; y ) ] 
z 2 niTT2 l l T T 2 l l T T 2 
-22H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 33H(0; z)G(0; y) - 22H(0,1,0; z) + 33H(1,0; z) 
-22H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 22H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 22H(1,1,0; z) 
+22G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 22G(0,1,0; y) - 33G(1,0; y)] 
z 2 r U T T 2 1 
+ 2 ( y + z ) 2 [ - - g - - HH(0; z)G(0; y) - 11H(1,0; z) + 11G(1,0; y) 
+ 1 8 ( l 1 - y ) I + ^ ~ 1 2 7 I " 2 H ( 0 ; z ) ~ ^ H f 1 ! * ) + 12TT 2 G(1 - z; y) - 36TT 2 G(0; y) 
+ 2 4 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) - 72Cs + 72H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 120H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-144H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 72H(0,1,0; z) - 18H(1,0; z) + 72H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-72H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 72H(1,1,0; z) - 72G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 515G(0; y) 
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-432G(0,0; y) + 216G(0,1,0; y) - 138G(1,0; y) + 144G(1,0,0; y) 
- 1 4 4 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) ' 
1 r 7TT2 , , 7TT 2 
+14H(0,1,0;z) + 14H(1,0;z)G(l - z;y) - 14H(1,0;z)G(0;y) - 14H(1,1,0;z) 
- 1 4 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) - 1 4 G ( 0 , l , 0 ; y ) 
- H ( l ; z) + — G ( l - z; y) + 14H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+ 
1 
4(y + z) 
28TT 2 + 1 4 ^ H ( 1 ; 2 ) _ 1 ^ ! G ( 1 - z; y) - 22 + 11H(0; z) 
3 3 v ' 3 
-28H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) + 56H(0; z)G(0; y) - 28H(0,1,0; z) + 56H(1,0; z) 
-28H(1,0; z )G( l - z\ y) + 28H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 28H(1,1,0; z) 
+28G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 11G(0; y) + 28G(0,1,0; y) - 56G(1,0; y) 
T T T 2 r 
+ - 1 0 4 5 + 147H(0; z) + 36H(0;z)G(l - z;y) + 108H(0;z)G(0;y) 
21b L 
-36H(0; z )G( l ; y) + 72H(0,1; z) + 54H(1; z) + 72H(1; z )G( l - z; y) 
-72H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 36H(1; z )G( l ; y) + 72H(1,0; z) + 36H(1,1; z) 
-186G(1 - z; y) + 36G(1 - z, 0; y) - 72G(1 - z, 1; y) + 72G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-72G(0,1 - z;y) + 147G(0;y) - 72G(0,1;y) + 36G(1, l-z;y) + 132G(1;y) 
-108G( l ,0 ;y ) + 7 2 G ( l , l ; y ) ] 
+ 2^ 61 ~ ^ + + 4 7 7 6 C a " 2 1 6 C 3 H ( ° ; z ) + 1 0 8 ° C 3 H ( 1 ; ^) 
-864C 3G(1 - z; y) - 216C3G(0; y) - 216C3G(1; y) + 304H(0; z) 
-1116H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 216H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 1,0; y) 
+432H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 432H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 144H(0; z)G(0; y) 
+1512H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 216H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 216H(0; z )G( l , 1 - z, 0; y) 
-36H(0; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 432H(0; z )G( l , 0,0; y) + 1920H(0,0; z) 
+1512H(0,0; z)G(0; y) + 432H(0,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 864H(0,0,1,0; z) 
+1008H(0,1,0; z) - 216H(0,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 432H(0,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
+216H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 216H(0,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 432H(0,1,1,0; z) 
-1095H(1,0; z) - 1116H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 216H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+432H(1,0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 432H(1,0; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-432H(1,0;z)G(0, l-z;y) + 1152H(1,0; z)G(0;y) 
+216H(1,0; z )G( l , 1 - z; y) - 216H(1,0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 1512H(1,0,0; z) 
+432H(1,0,0; z)G(0; y) + 864H(1,0,1,0; z) + 324H(1,1,0; z) 
+432H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 432H(1,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
-216H(1,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 432H(1,1,0,0; z) + 216H(1,1,1,0; z) 
+216G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 1116G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 432G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
-432G(-z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 432G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 432G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+304G(0; y) + 1920G(0,0; y) - 432G(0,0,1,0; y) - 1008G(0,1,0; y) 
+432G(0,1,1,0; y) - 216G(1,1 - z, 1,0; y) + 1095G(1,0; y) - 1512G(1,0,0; y) 
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+ 6 4 8 G ( 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) - 7 9 2 G ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 4 3 2 G ( 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ; y) - 4 3 2 G ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 ; y)] 







[ - 3 H ( 0 ; z)G(l - z \ y ) - 3 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y ) + 3 G ( - z , 1 - z;y)] 
+ ^ [ H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( 1 - z; y) + H ( l ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - G ( - z , 1 - z; y)] 
+ ^ [ 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 2 G ( - z , 1 - z\y)] 
+ — [ 3 H ( 0 ; z) - 2 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 2 1 H ( 1 ; z) - 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+ 1 2 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + G ( l - z; y) + 1 2 G ( 1 - z, 1; y) + 6 G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 3 6 G ( l ; y ) 
27C3 - 90C 3G(1 - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 0 ; z) - 8 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 1 5 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 5 7 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 7 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) + 5 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 1 8 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 9 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) 
+ 5 4 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 7 2 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 9 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) 
+ 5 4 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) + 9 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 1 0 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) + 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 1 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) + 1 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
+ 9 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 3 6 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 1 8 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z , - z ; y) - 7 5 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z , 0; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0, - z ; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 8 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 0 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , - z ; y) 
+ 8 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , 0; y) + 1 4 3 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 2 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , - z ; y) 
- 3 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , 0; y) + 9 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
+ 2 7 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) + 5 7 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 7 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) - 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
1 7 0 
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-36H(1 ,1 ; z)G(-z, - z ; y) + 84H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 18H(1,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
-18H(1,1,0; z) - 54H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 18H(1,1,0; z)G{-z; y) 
-18G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1, 0; y) + 75G(1 - z, -z, 1 - z\ y) + 18G(1 - z, -z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-72G(1 - 2, - 2 , - z , 1 - z\y) + 18G(1 - z, -z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+18G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 9G(1 - z, 0; y) + 18G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) 
+54G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) + 84G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 3 6 G ( - z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 143G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+18G(-z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 36G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 84G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 3 6 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 108G(-z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 36G(-z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 18G(-z, 0,1,0; y) - 9G(0,1 - z; y) 
+18G(0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 3G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 36G(0, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+18G(0, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 36G(0, - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 27G(0,1,0; y) 
-27G(1,1 - z, 0; y) - 27G(1,0,1 - z; y) + 9G(1,0; y) - 108G(1,1,0; y) 
2 
Z 
+ — 2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 2H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 2G(-z , 1 - z; y)] 
1 
, 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z ; y ) + 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , l - z ; y ) - 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , l - z ; y ) 
y(y + z) L 
- 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) - 6H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 6H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) - 6H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 6H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 6H(1,1,0; z) 
- 2 G ( 1 - z, 0; y) + 6G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 6G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) 
-2G(0 ,1 - z; y) + 6G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 6G(0,1,0; y) + 2G(1,0; y) 
7r 2r 
+ — - 3 + 3H(0; z) + 24H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 15H(1; z) + 12H(1; z )G( l - z; y) 
9y L 
-12G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 7G(1 - z; y) - 12G(1 - z, 1; y) - 6G(0,1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( l ; y ) ' 
[ y H ( l ; z) - y G ( l - z; y) - 54C3 + 180C3G(1 - z; y) 
+139 + 57H(0; z) + 132H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 36H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-36H(0; z )G( l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 250H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+96H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 72H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-210H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) + 36H(0; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+36H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 96H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-72H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 36H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 9H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-72H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 36H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 144H(0,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+36H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 36H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 18H(0,0,1; z) 
-108H(0,0,1; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 144H(0,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 36H(0,1; z) 
-108H(0,1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 36H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+216H(0,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 42H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 36H(0,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-36H(0 ,1 ; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 72H(0,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 18H(0,1,0; z) 
+72H(0,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 36H(0,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
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- 1 4 4 H ( 1 ; z)G{l - z, - z , - z ; y) + 1 3 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z \ y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z , 0; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0, - z ; y) 
- 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z, - z ; y) + 1 3 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 2 1 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , - z ; y) 
- 1 6 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z , 0; y) - 2 1 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
- 3 0 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , - z ; y) 
+ 9 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z , 0; y) - 2 7 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) - 7 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) - 1 6 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 2 1 0 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+ 7 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) - 1 3 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 3 6 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
+ 7 2 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 1 0 8 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 3 6 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 1 3 2 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 3 6 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 1 4 4 G ( 1 - z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 3 6 G ( 1 - z, - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 3 6 G ( 1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2 7 G ( 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 3 6 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) - 1 0 8 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 7 2 G ( 1 - z, 1 , 1 , 0 ; y) 
- 1 3 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2 1 4 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 3 0 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 3 6 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 7 2 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ 1 6 8 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 2 1 6 G ( - z , - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 7 2 G ( - z , - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) + 3 0 G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 3 6 G ( - z , 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) 
+ 2 7 G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 3 6 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 9 6 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 7 2 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 3 6 G ( 0 , - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( 0 , - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
- 4 8 G ( 0 ; y) - 5 4 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 1 8 G ( 1 , 1 - z, 0; y) + 1 8 G ( 1 , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
- 1 8 G ( l , 0 ; y ) + 1 4 4 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) 
+ 9 ^ ) 2 [ - l l 7 r 2 - ^ H ( o ; * ) - * ) + 2JfG^ - *; y) - Q ^ G ^ v) 
8 1 8 1 8 1 
+ 6 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) + 225C3 + y H ( l ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - — G ( l - z, 0; y) - y G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 9 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 7 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 1 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
- 9 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) + 8 1 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 3 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) - 8 1 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 9 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 8 1 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 8 1 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 8 1 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) + 2 7 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) 
+ 8 1 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 9 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 8 1 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) - 8 1 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
+ 8 1 G ( l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 2 7 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 0 ; y) - 3 6 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 2 7 G ( 0 , 1 - z, 0; y) + 8 1 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) + 3 7 G ( 0 ; y) - 2 7 G ( 0 , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
- 4 5 G ( 0 , 0 ; y) + 4 5 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 3 0 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) + 3 6 G ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; y) - 3 6 G ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; y)] 
+ 1 8 ( / _ , [ - 9 T T 2 H ( 0 ; Z) - 9 T T 2 H ( 1 ; Z) + 9 T T 2 G ( 1 - z; y) - 3 6 T T 2 G ( 0 ; y) 
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+ 3 6 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) + 54( 3 + 62 + 60H(0; z) - 144H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+54H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 108H(0; z)G(0; y) - 54H(0; z)G(0,0; y) 
+54H(0,0,1; z) - 18H(0,1; z) - 54H(0,1; z )G( l - z\ y) - 54H(0,1; z)G(0; y) 
-54H(0,1,0; z) + 117H(1; z) - 54H(1; z ) G ( l - z, -z\y) - 162H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
-54H(1 ; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 99H(1; z)G(0; y) + 162H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 18H(1,0; z) 
+54H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 54H(1,0;z)G(0;y) + 54H(1,0,1; z) - 54H(1,1,0; z) 
+54G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 117G(1 - z; y) - 99G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-162G(1 - z, 0,0; y) + 162G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 99G(0,1 - z; y) 
-162G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 54G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 132G(0; y) - 162G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
-198G(0,0; y) + 270G(0,1,0; y) + 18G(1,0; y) + 216G(1,0,0; y) 
- 2 1 6 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) 
+ (^ + ^3 [ - 2*2K0-; *) + 2* 2 G(1 -z;y) + 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+12H(0,1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-12H(1,1,0; z) - 12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 12G(0,1,0; y) + 12G(1,0; y)] 
+ ( y T ^ ) 2 i + ~ 3 ~ H ( 1 ; Z ) ~ ~ Y G { 1 ~ Z>V) ~ 6 H ( ° ; Z ) ~ 8 H ( ° ; Z ) G ( 1 " *' °5 V ) 
+12H(0; z)G(0; y) - 8H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1,0; z) - 8H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1,0; z) + 8G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 6G(0; y) + 8G(0,1,0; y) 
-20G(l ,0;y)" 
Z r 7T 2 
y + z L 3 
- — + 2H(0; z) - 2H(0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1,0; z) - 2G(0; y) + 2G(1,0; y) 
z 2 r 2TT 2 2TT 2 2TT 2 [ + — H(0; z) + — H ( l ; z) - — G ( l - z; y) 
( l - y ) 3 L 3 v ' ; 3 v ' ' 3 
-12C 3 + 4H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 4H(0,0,1; z) + 4H(0,1; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+4H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
-4H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 4H(1,0,1; z) + 4H(1,1,0; z) - 4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 4 G ( 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) " 
2 
+ ( 1 ^ ) 2 [ + 4 H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( 1 ~ Z ] V ) + 4 H ( 1 ; Z ) ° ( - Z ' ^ " 4 G ( - ^ ' 1 - * ; y ) ] 
2 
+ ^ — [ + 2H(0; z ) G ( l - z ; y ) + 2H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 2G ( -z , 1 - 2; y)] 
+ ( y T z 7 1 2 ^ 1 ' z ) ~ - ^ y) - 1 2 I J ( ° ; ^ ) G ( 1 - ° ; v) - 1 2 H ( ° - ° ; z ) 
-12H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 12H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,1,0; z) 
+ 1 2 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) + 12G(0,l ,0;y) ' 
+ ( y ~ + ^ i ~ ^ H ( 1 ; Z ) + ^ " G ( 1 ~ Z ; y ) + 8 H ( ° ; " " ) G ( 1 " Z ' ° ; V ) 
-12H(0; z)G(0; y) + 8H(0,1,0; z) - 12H(1,0; z) + 8H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
-8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 8H(1,1,0; z) - 8G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 8G(0,1,0; y) 
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+ 1 2 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
2 2 
+ , * , 2 \ \ + 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) - 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
+ H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + H ( l , 0; z) - G ( l , 0; y)" 
1 — y — 2 L b J 
+ * N [ I O T T 2 + 1 2 T T 2 H ( 0 ; Z) + 9 T T 2 H ( 1 ; z) - 9 T T 2 G ( 1 - z\ y) + 1 2 T T 2 G ( 0 ; y) 
9 ( 1 - y) L 
- 2 1 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y ) - 234C 3 + 5 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z \ y ) + 2 1 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y ) 
+ 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 9 0 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) - 6 3 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) 
+ 9 0 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 5 4 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
+ 9 0 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) - 6 3 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) + 9 0 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) + 6 3 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) - 5 4 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 9 0 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 5 4 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 9 0 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 1 8 G ( 1 - 2,0; y) 
+ 7 2 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 0 ; y) - 3 6 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 6 3 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + 1 8 G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 7 2 G ( 0 , 1 - z, 0; y) - 9 0 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) + 5 5 G ( 0 ; y) + 7 2 G ( 0 , 0 , 1 - z; y) 
+ 1 0 8 G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 1 0 8 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 3 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) - 9 0 G ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; y) 
+ 1 2 6 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) 
+ + 1 8 H ( 0 ; z )G( l - 2 , 1 - z; y) + 2 7 H ( 0 ; z )G( l - z; y) 9(y + 2 ) 2 
-18H(0; z )G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 72H(0,0,1; z) + 39H(0,1; z) 
+36H(0,1; z)G( l - z; y) - 90H(0,1; z )G ( -z ; y) + 18H(0,1; z)G(0; y) 
+18H(0,1,0; z) - 18H(0,1,1; z) + 230H(1; z) + 5 4 H ( 1 ; z)G( l - z, - z ; y) 
-102H(1;z)G( l - z;y) - 18H(1;z)G(l - z,0;y) + 36H(1;z)G(-z, 1 - z;y) 
-108H(1; z )G ( - z , - z ; y) + 66H(1; z )G ( -z ; y) + 18H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-18H(1 ; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 18H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 27H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-27H(1,0; z) - 18H(1,0; z)G( l - z; y) + 18H(1,0; z )G ( -z ; y) - 36H(1,0,1; z) 
+102H(1,1; z) - 36H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 18H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 18H(1,1,0; z) 
+102G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 18G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 54G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
-230G(1 - z; y) + 18G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 27G(1 - z, 0; y) 
- 3 6 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 66G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 18G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+108G(-z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 18G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 18G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+27G(0,1 - z; y) - 18G(0, - z , 1 - z; y)] 
1 r ITT2 3TT 2 
+ 9 ( y T i ) I " ^ H ( 1 ; Z ) + V G ( 1 ~ Z ' Y ) ~ 1 7 0 _ 1 8 H ( ° ; Z ) G ( 1 " 2 5 Y ) 
+9H(0; z )G ( l - z, 0; y) - 72H(0,1; z) + 9H(0,1,0; z) - 123H(1; z) 
-90H(1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 18H(1; z)G(0; y) + 18H(1,0; z) + 9H(1,0; z)G( l - z; y) 
-9H(1,0 ; z)G(0; y) - 9H(1,1,0; z) + 123G(1 - 2; y) - 18G(1 - 2,0; y) 
- 9 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 90G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 18G(0,1 - z; y) - 9G(0,1,0; y)] 
T T T 2 r 
+ — [ - 115 - 24H(0; z)G( l - z; y) - 12H(0; z)G( l ; y) - 12H(0,1; z) + 7H(1; z) 
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-48H(1 ; z )G( l - z; y) + 36H(1; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1; z )G( l ; y) - 12H(1,0; z) 
+12H(1,1; z) + 48G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 19G(1 - z; y) - 24G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-36G(0,1 - z; y) + 48G(0,1; y) + 12G(1,1 - z; y) - 26G(1; y) + 36G(1,0; y) 
- 4 8 G ( l , l ; y ) 
+
 M~^T + " i f " " 1TC3 + 1 0 8 C 3 H ( 1 ; z ) ~ 2 7 ° C 3 G ( ! - *\ V) + 162C3G(1; y) 
-360H(0; z) - 198H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 108H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+108H(0; z )G( l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 78H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+54H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 180H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-108H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,0; y) + 54H(0; z )G( l - z, 1,0; y) 
+108H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 297H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-108H(0; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 108H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-180H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 216H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 216H(0; z)G(0; y) 
+54H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) - 54H(0; z )G( l , 1 - z, 0; y) 
-108H(0; z )G( l , 0,1 - z; y) + 9H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 108H(0; z )G( l , 0,0; y) 
-378H(0,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 108H(0,0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
-108H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 18H(0,0,1; z) + 216H(0,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
-432H(0,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 108H(0,0,1; z)G(0; y) + 54H(0,0,1; z )G( l ; y) 
+216H(0,0,1,0; z) + 348H(0,1; z) + 324H(0,1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) 
-279H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) - 162H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 0;y) 
+108H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 540H(0,1; z )G( -z , -z; y) 
-63H(0 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 108H(0,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 54H(0,1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-108H(0,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 117H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 108H(0,1; z)G(0,0; y) 
-54H(0 ,1 ; z )G( l , 1 - z; y) + 54H(0,1; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 252H(0,1,0; z) 
-216H(0,1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 108H(0,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 54H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-54H(0,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 198H(0,1,1; z) - 108H(0,1,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+108H(0,1,1,0; z) + 17H(1; z) + 432H(1; z )G( l - z, - z , - z ; y) 
-477H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 108H(1; z )G( l - z, - z , 0; y) 
+297H(1; z )G( l - z; y) - 108H(1; z )G( l - z, 0, - z ; y) 
+198H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 162H(1; z ) G ( l - z, 1,0; y) 
+216H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 396H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-108H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 216H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
-648H(1; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) + 234H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) 
+108H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) + 426H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 108H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+108H(1; z )G( -z , 0, - z ; y) - 297H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-54H(1 ; z)G(0,1 - z, - z ; y) + 198H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-108H(1; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 108H(1; z)G(0, - z , - z ; y) 
-297H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 216H(1; z)G(0, - z , 0; y) - 78H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+108H(1; z)G(0,0, - z ; y) + 378H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 54H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) 
-54H(1 ; z ) G ( l , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 54H(1; z ) G ( l , 0, - z ; y) - 81H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) 
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-108H(1; z)G(l, 0,0; y) - 81H(1,0; z) + 216H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) 
-108H(1,0; z)G(l - z, -z; y) + 117H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-162H(1,0;z)G(l - z,0;y) - 108H(1,0 ;z )G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
+108H(1,0; z)G{-z, - z ; y) - 297H(1,0; z )G(-z ; y) - 216H(1,0; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+171H(1,0;z)G(0;y) + 108H(1,0;z)G(0,0;y) + 54H(1,0;z)G(l, 1 - z; y) 
+54H(1,0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 108H(1,0,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 54H(1,0,0,1; z) 
+360H(1,0,1;z) - 162H(1,0,1;z)G(l - z\y) - 108H(1,0,1;z)G(-z;y) 
+54H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) + 54H(1,0,1; z )G( l ; y) + 108H(1,0,1,0; z) 
-297H(1,1; z) - 216H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 396H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+108H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 108H(1,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 198H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
+81H(1,1,0; z) - 378H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 108H(1,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
+108H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 54H(1,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 108H(1,1,0,1; z) 
+162H(1,1,1,0; z) - 297G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 198G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-216G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 477G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+108G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 432G(1 - z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+108G(1 - z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 17G(1 - z; y) - 198G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+108G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 78G(1 - z, 0; y) - 378G(1 - z, 0,0; y) 
+108G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) - 162G(1 - z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 162G(1 - z, 1,0,1 - z; y) 
+81G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 108G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) + 396G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+108G(-z , 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 216G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 426G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+108G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 297G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-216G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 234G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
-108G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 648G(-z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
-108G(-z , - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 108G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 297G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
-108G(-z , 0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 198G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 54G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+78G(0,1 - z; y) - 378G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 162G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) 
0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 297G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 216G(0, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
0, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 216G(0, - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 360G(0; y) 




+54G(0,1,1 - z, 0; y) + 54G(0,1,0,1 - z; y) + 333G(0,1,0; y) 
-216G 
+108G 
0,1,1,0; y) + 54G(1,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 81G(1,1 - z, 0; y) 
1,1 - z, 0,0; y) + 81G(1,0,1 - z; y) + 108G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+54G(1,0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 3G(1,0; y) + 108G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 378G(1,0,0; y) 
-216G(1,0,1,0; y) + 117G(1,1,0; y) - 216G(1,1,0,0; y) + 216G(1,1,1,0; y) 
7T2 r 
+ — 11 + 9H(0; z) - 24H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 6H(0,1; z) + 8H(1; z) 
18 L 
-36H(1 ; z )G( l - z; y) + 24H(1; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1; z )G( l ; y) + 24H(1,1; z) 
+24G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2G(1 - z; y) - 24G(1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 1; y) 
-6G(0 ,1 - z; y) + 9G(0; y) + 12G(0,1; y) - 6G(1,1 - z; y) - 10G(1; y) 
+ 2 4 G ( l , 0 ; y ) - 6 G ( l , l ; y ) ] 
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+ h [ 2 8 8 C s + 1 8 0 C 3 H ( 1 ; z ) ~ 3 6 0 C s G ( l - z; y) + 180C3G(1;y) - 188H(0; z) 
-150H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 72H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+72H(0; z )G( l - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 295H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-300H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 36H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,0; y) 
+72H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 216H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-72H(0; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 36H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-156H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 36H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+144H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 78H(0; z)G(0; y) - 72H(0; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
+18H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 36H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) - 72H(0; z )G( l , 1 - z, 0; y) 
-36H(0; z )G( l , 0,1 - z; y) + 132H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 36H(0; z ) G ( l , 0,0; y) 
+36H(0; z )G( l , 1,0; y) + 36H(0,0; z) - 36H(0,0; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
-108H(0,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 36H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-36H(0,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 18H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 108H(0,0,0,1; z) 
+84H(0,0,1; z) + 180H(0,0,1; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 288H(0,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+36H(0,0,1; z )G( l ; y) + 108H(0,0,1,0; z) - 36H(0,0,1,1; z) + 289H(0,1; z) 
+216H(0,1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 222H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
-72H(0 ,1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) + 72H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-360H(0,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 192H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 72H(0,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-72H(0 ,1 ; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 60H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(0,1; z)G(0,0; y) 
-36H(0 ,1 ; z )G( l , 1 - z; y) - 114H(0,1,0; z) - 144H(0,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+72H(0,1,0; z )G(-z ; y) - 72H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(0,1,0; z )G( l ; y) 
-72H(0,1 ,0 ,1 ; z) + 150H(0,1,1; z) - 72H(0,1,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+36H(0,1,1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(0,1,1,0; z) - 376H(1; z) 
+288H(1; z ) G ( l - z, - z , - z ; y) - 372H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) 
-72H(1 ; z )G( l - z, - z , 0; y) + 204H(1; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
-72H(1 ; z )G( l - z, 0, - z ; y) + 150H(1; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
+36H(1; z )G( l - z, 0,0; y) + 36H(1; z )G( l - z, 1,0; y) 
+144H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 300H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-72H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 144H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
-432H(1; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) + 408H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) 
+72H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) + 584H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 72H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+72H(1; z )G( -z , 0, - z ; y) - 216H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) - 36H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, - z ; y) 
+150H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 36H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) 
-72H(1 ; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 72H(1; z)G(0, - z , - z ; y) - 216H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+144H(1; z)G(0, - z , 0; y) - 295H(1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
-36H(1 ; z)G(0,0, - z ; y) + 108H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 36H(1; z ) G ( l , 1 - z, - z ; y) 
-36H(1 ; z )G( l , 0, - z ; y) - 72H(1; z )G( l , 0,0; y) + 15H(1,0; z) 
+108H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 72H(1,0; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) 
+6H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 72H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
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-72H(1,0; z )G( -z , l-z;y) + 72H(1,0; z)G(-z, - 2 ; y) - 216H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
+108H(1,0;z)G(0, 1 - z; y) - 144H(1,0; z)G(0, -z\y) + 168H(1,0; z)G(0;y) 
+36H(1,0; z)G(0,0; y) - 36H(1,0; z )G( l , 1 - z; y) + 72H(1,0; z )G( l , 0; y) 
+18H(1,0,0; z) - 36H(1,0,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 72H(1,0,0,1; z) 
+222H(1,0,1;z) - 36H(1,0,1;z)G(l - z\y) - 72H(1,0,1;z)G(-z;y) 
+36H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,0,1; z )G( l ; y) + 72H(1,0,1,0; z) 
-204H(1,1; z) - 144H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 300H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+72H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 72H(1,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 150H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
-36H(1 ,1 ; z)G(0,0; y) + 54H(1,1,0; z) - 216H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+72H(1,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) + 36H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,1,0; z )G( l ; y) 
+108H(1,1,1,0; z) - 204G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 150G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-36G(1 - 2, 1 - z, 0,0; y) - 108G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+372G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 72G(1 - z, - z , 1 - 2 , 0 ; y) 
-288G(1 - z, - z , - 2 , 1 - z; y) + 72G(1 - z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 376G(1 - z; y) 
-150G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 36G(1 - z, 0,1 - z, 0; y) + 72G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+295G(1 - z, 0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 0,0,1 - z; y) - 108G(1 - 2, 0,0; y) 
+108G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 1,0,1 - z; y) 
+144G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 72G(1 - 2,1,0,0; y) - 72G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
+300G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 72G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-144G(-z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 584G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 72G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+216G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 144G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 408G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 7 2 G ( - z , - 2 , 1 - 2,0; y) + 432G(-2, -z, -z, 1 - z; y) - 72G(-z, - 2 , 0 , 1 - 2; y) 
+72G ( -2 ,0 ,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 216G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 72G(-z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
-150G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 36G(0,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 36G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+295G(0,1 - z; y) - 36G(0,1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 108G(0,1 -2 ,0 ; y) 
+72G(0,1 - 2,1,0; y) + 72G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2 ,1 - 2; y) + 216G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
-144G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2,0; y) - 72G(0, - 2 , - z , 1 - z; y) - 144G(0, - z , 0,1 - z; y) 
-188G(0; y) - 36G(0,0,1 - 2 ,1 - 2; y) - 108G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
+36G(0,0, - z , 1 - 2; y) + 36G(0,0; y) + 108G(0,0,1,0; y) + 6G(0,1,0; y) 
-72G(0,1,1,0; y) + 36G(1,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 72G(1,1 - 2,0,0; y) 
+72G(1,1 - 2,1,0; y) + 72G(1,0,1 - 2,0; y) + 36G(1,0, - z , 1 - 2; y) 
-310G(1,0; y) + 72G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 90G(1,0,0; y) - 144G(1,0,1,0; y) 
+60G(1,1,0; y) - 108G(1,1,0,0; y) + 36G(1,1,1,0; y ) ] , 
C2o (y ,^ ) = 
+ 4 [6H(0; z ) G ( l - 2; y) + 6H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - 2; y) 
*2 
+ ^ [ - 2H(0; z )G( l - 2; y) - 2H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 2G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
+ \ [ - 4H(0; z )G( l - 2; y) - 4H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 4G(-z , 1 - 2; y) 
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Z7T 2 
- 1 + 4H(0;z) + 10H(0;z)G(l - z; y) + H ( l ; z ) + 6H(1;z)G(l - z;y) 
6y 
+10H(1; z ) G ( - z ; y ) - 16G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + G ( l - z\y) + 2G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+4G(1 - z, 1; y) - 10G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
z +7-4y L 36C3 - 16CsG(l - z; y) - 4H(0; z) + 6H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
-40H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 9H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-8H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 24H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-16H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 46H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-40H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 10H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) 
+16H(0,0;z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 40H(0,0;z)G(l - z,0;y) - 4H(0,0,1;z) 
+17H(0,1; z) + 24H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 14H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
- 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 8H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-24H(0 ,1 ; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 14H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 8H(0,1,0; z) 
+32H(0,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 40H(0,1,0; z )G(-z ; y) - 6H(0,1,1; z) 
+8H(0,1,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, - z ; y) 
- 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) - 16H(1; z )G( l - z, 0, - z ; y) - 6H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-24H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) + 12H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+8H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 24H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
-24H(1 ; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) + 60H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) 
+26H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 8H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) + 18H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 ; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 10H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 17H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 13H(1,0; z) - 40H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
+4H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 24H(1,0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 46H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
+40H(1,0; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 40H(1,0,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 10H(1,0,1; z) 
-16H(1 ,0 ,1 ; z )G( l - z; y) + 8H(1,0,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 24H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) 
-12H(1 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) - 8H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 6H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
-20H(1,1,0; z) + 8H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 24H(1,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
-24G(1 - z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 6G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+48G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 8G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 6G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+16G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 17G(1 - z, 0; y) - 48G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) 
+18G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 16G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 8 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 26G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
- 8 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 18G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 64G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+24G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 60G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(-z , - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 8G( -z , 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 1 8 G ( - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 64G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 6G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+17G(0,1 - z; y) + 10G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 18G(0,1,0; y) - 24G(1,1 - z, 0; y) 
- 2 4 G ( l , 0 , l - z ; y ) - 3 0 G ( l , 0 ; y ) " 
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+ - [ - 2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 2H(1; z )G(-z ; y) + 2G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
+ T T V - T [ - 6 H ( ° 5 * ) G ( ! - 1 - I / ) - 17H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+18H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 18H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 17H(0,1; z) 
+6H(0,1; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 18H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 6H(0,1,1; z) 
- 6 H ( 1 ; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 18H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) - 6H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-18H(1 ; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 17H(1; z)G(0; y) - 17H(1,0; z) 
+24H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 18H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 6H(1,0,1; z) 
+6H(1,1; z)G(0; y) - 24H(1,1,0; z) + 6G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+6G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 17G(1 - z, 0; y) + 18G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
- 1 8 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 18G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 6G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+17G(0,1 - z; y) + 18G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 18G(0,1,0; y) - 34G(1,0; y) 
+ ^ [ - 4H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + H ( l ; z) - 6H(1; z )G( l - z; y) - 4H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+10G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 6G(1 - z; y) - 2G(1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - z, 1; y) 
+ 4 G ( - z , l - z ; y ) + G ( l ; y ) 
+7~ \ - 8C3 + 80C3G(1 - z; y) + 19 + 8H(0; z) - 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 4y L 
+32H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 26H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+16H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 40H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+32H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 108H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+32H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 68H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 16H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) 
-32H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 32H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 8H(0,0,1; z) 
-26H(0 ,1 ; z) - 48H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 36H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
+16H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 16H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+48H(0,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 28H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 16H(0,1,0; z) 
-16H(0,1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 32H(0,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) + 12H(0,1,1; z) 
-16H(0 ,1 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) - 2H(1; z) - 48H(1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, - z ; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 32H(1; z )G( l - z, 0, - z ; y) 
+12H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 48H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) 
-24H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 16H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+48H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 48H(1; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) 
-136H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 48H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) 
-16H(1 ; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 20H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 12H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+68H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 30H(1; z)G(0; y) - 24H(1; z ) G ( l , 0; y) + 26H(1,0; z) 
+32H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 56H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+108H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 32H(1,0; z )G( -z , 0; y) - 32H(1,0,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+4H(1,0,1; z) + 32H(1,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) - 16H(1,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
-48H(1 ,1 ; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 24H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 16H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
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-12H(1,1 ; z)G(0; y) + 56H(1,1,0; z) - 16H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z\ y) 
+48G(1 - z, 1 - z, -z, 1 - z; y) - 12G(1 - z, 1 - 2,0; y) 
-48G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 24G(1 - 2, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2G(1 - 2; y) 
-12G(1 - z, 0,1 - z\y) - 32G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 30G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+48G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) - 36G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 32G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
+24G(-z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 16G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 4 8 G ( - z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 16G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 20G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 8 0 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 48G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 136G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+48G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 48G(-z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 48G(-z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) 
+16G(-z , 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 20G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) - 80G(-z, 0,1,0; y) 
-12G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 30G(0,1 - z; y) - 68G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 36G(0,1,0; y) 
+24G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(1,0,1 - z; y) + 60G(1,0; y) - 8G(1,1,0; y)] 
+W^y2 [ + 5 . 2 + ^ H ( 0 ; z) + l f^H( l ; z) - ^ G ( l - z; y) + ^ G ( 0 ; y) 
4?r2 
- — G ( l ; y) - 92C3 + 28H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0; y) 
+4H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 32H(0,0,1; z) - 16H(0,1; z) + 32H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
+4H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 28H(0,1, 0; z) + 32H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) 
-16H(1; z )G(-z ; y) + 32H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 6H(1; z)G(0; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(0,0; y) + 16H(1,0; z) - 28H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 32H(1,0,1; z) 
+28H(1,1,0; z) - 32G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6G(1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, 0,0; y) 
- 4G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 16G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 6G(0,1 - z; y) + 4G(0,1 - z, 0; y) 
-32G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 23G(0; y) + 4G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 10G(0,0; y) 
-8G(0,1,0; y) - 14G(1,0; y) - 8G(1,0,0; y) + 8G(1,1,0; y)] 
_ r l l 7 r 2 
+77: r - z - + 6TT 2H(0; Z) + 6TT 2H(1; Z) - 6TT 2G(1 - z; y) 
4(1 - y) L 3 
+2TT 2G(0; y) - 4TT 2G(1; y) - 132Cs + 1 7 + 4H(0; z) + 28H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+36H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 48H(0,0,1; z) + 4H(0,1; z) 
+48H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) + 12H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 36H(0,1,0; z) - 2H(1; z) 
+48H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 32H(1; z )G(-z ; y) + 48H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
-22H(1; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 36H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
-48H(1,0 ,1 ; z) + 36H(1,1,0; z) - 48G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2G(1 - z; y) 
+22G(1 - z, 0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 0,0; y) - 12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 32G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
+22G(0,1 - z; y) + 12G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 48G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 39G(0; y) 
+12G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 22G(0,0; y) - 24G(0,1,0; y) - 26G(1,0; y) 
-24G( l ,0 ,0 ;y ) + 2 4 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) 
+ , Z [ - 6TT 2H(1; z) + 6TT 2G(1 - z;y) + 36H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
(y + zY L 
+36H(0,1,0; z) + 36H(1,0; z) + 36H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 36H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
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- 3 6 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 3 6 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 3 6 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 3 6 G ( 1 , 0 ; y)] 
+ 6TT2 + 4TT 2 H(1 ;Z) - 4TT 2 G(1 - z; y) - 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) + (y + z ) H 
-24H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 36H(0; z)G(0; y) - 24H(0,1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z) 
-24H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 24H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 24H(1,1,0; z) 
+24G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 18G(0; y) + 24G(0,1,0; y) - 60G(1,0; y)] 
7T2 + 6H(0; z) - 6H(0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(1,0; z) - 6G(0; y) + 6G(1,0; y)] 
y + z 
-v2 
+ 
2 T T 2 t t ^ x 2TT2 „ . 2TT2 1 — H ( 0 ; z) - — H ( l ; z) + — G ( l - z; y) 
( i - y ) 3 
+12C3 - 4H(0; z)G(0, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0,0,1; z) - 4H(0,1; z ) G ( l - z\ y) 
-4H(0,1,0; z) - 4H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 4H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+4H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 4H(1,0,1; z) - 4H(1,1,0; z) + 4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 4 G ( 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) ] 
[ - 4H(0; z )G( l - z - y ) - 4H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 4G( -z , 1 - z; y)] 
( i - y ) 2 
,2 
+ ^ [ - 2H(0; z )G( l - z - y ) - 2H(1; z )G(-z ; y) + 2G( -z , 1 - z; y)] 
+ r ^ - u f + z ) - 6 7 r 2 G ( 1 - y ) - 3 6 H ( ° ; * ) G ( ! - 2> °;») 
(y + z p I 
-36H(0,1,0; z) - 36H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 36H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,1,0; z) 
+36G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 36G(0,1,0; y) 
. .„ 67 r 2 -47 r 2 H( l ; z ) + 4 7 r 2 G ( l - z ; y ) + 2 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z , 0 ; y ) 
(y + z)° i 
-36H(0; z)G(0; y) + 24H(0,1,0; z) - 36H(1,0; z) + 24H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-24H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 24H(1,1,0; z) - 24G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 24G(0,1,0; y) 
+36G(l ,0 ;y) 
7T2 + 6H(0; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,0; z) - 6G(1,0; y)] 
- y - 2H(0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1,0; z) + 2G(1,0; y)] 
4TT2 4TT2 2TT2 
^ - H ( l ; z) + — G ( l - z; y) + — G ( 0 ; y) 
{y + z? 
1 
1 - y - z 
1 
+ 8 | - G ( l ; y) + 64C3 - 8H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 16H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+6H(0; z)G(0; y) + 4H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 8H(0; z ) G ( l , 0; y) + 20H(0,0,1; z) 
+12H(0,1; z) - 20H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) - 4H(0,1; z)G(0; y) - 8H(0,1,0; z) 
-20H(1 ; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 12H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 20H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
- 2 H ( 1 ; z)G(0; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 10H(1,0; z) + 8H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 20H(1,0,1; z) - 8H(1,1,0; z) + 20G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+2G(1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
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+2G(0,1 - z ;y) - 4G(0, 1 - z, 0; y) + 20G(0, -z, 1 - z; y) - 5G(0;y) 
-4G(0 ,0 ,1 - z; y) - 4G(0,0; y) - 16G(1,1,0; y)] 
1 T227T2 22TT2 
- H ( l ; z ) ^ - G ( l - z;y) ' 2(y + z ) H 3 v ' ' 3 
- 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 3H(0;z)G(l - z;y) - 44H(0;z)G(l - z,0;y) 
-2H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) + 2H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 3H(0,1; z) 
- 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G( l - z; y) - 2H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 44H(0,1,0; z) + 2H(0,1,1; z) 
+27H(1; z) - 4H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 6H(1; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+2H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 4H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 4H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) 
+6H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 2H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 2H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+2H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 3H(1; z)G(0; y) - 3H(1,0; z) - 44H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+2H(1,0; z )G(-z ; y) + 44H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(1,0,1; z) - 6H(1,1; z) 
+4H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 2H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 44H(1,1,0; z) - 6G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 2 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 27G(1 - z; y) 
- 2 G ( 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 3G(1 - z, 0; y) + 46G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+ 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z; y) - 2G(-z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 4 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 2G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) - 2G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+3G(0,1 - z; y) - 2G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 46G(0,1,0; y)] 
+ 2 ( y 1 + 2 ) [ - ^ - S ^ 1 ; 2 ) + 2 7 r ' G ( 1 " V) - 17 - 5H(0; z) 
-4H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 44H(0; z)G(0; y) - 4H(0,1; z) 
+12H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1; z) - 4H(1; z )G( l - z; y) - 8H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(0; y) - 42H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 12H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
+4H(1,1; z) - 12H(1,1,0; z) + 4G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 8G(-z , 1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1 - z; y) - 5G(0; y) 
-12G(0 , l , 0 ;y ) + 46G(l ,0;y) 
TTT 2 r 
+~24~ [ + 2 9 + 6 H ( 1 ; ^ + 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 1 ~ z ; y ) ~ 1 6 G ( 1 ~ * ' 1 " Z ] y ) + 1 2 G ( 1 " Z ] y ) 
+8G(1 - z, 1; y) + 8G(0,1 - z; y) - 8G(0,1; y) - 18G(1; y) + 8G(1,1; y)] 
T r 227r 4 2 ci c) 
+ ¥ - - j T - + - r - 60C3 - 16C3H(1; z) - 16C3G(1 - z; y) + 32C3G(1; y) o L 45 4 
+18H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 15H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-8H(0; z )G( l - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 16H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+42H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 16H(0; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+16H(0; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 42H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+16H(0; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 16H(0; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
+16H(0,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 16H(0,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
+8H(0,0,1; z )G( l ; y) + 16H(0,0,1,1; z) + 15H(0,1; z) 
+32H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 6H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
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+8H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 16H(0,1; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
-16H(0 ,1 ; z)G(-z, - z ; y) + 42H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 8H(0,1; z)G(0, 1 - z; y) 
- 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z)G(l, l - z ; y ) - 8H(0,1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 8H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+16H(0,1,0,1; z) - 18H(0,1,1; z) + 16H(0,1,1; z)G(-z; y) 
-16H(0 ,1 ,1 ; z)G(0; y) + 16H(0,1,1,0; z) - 52H(1; z) 
+32H(1; z)G{l - z, 1 - z , - z ; y) + 24H(1; z)G{l - z, - z ; y) 
-18H(1 ; z )G( l - z \ y ) - 18H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 16H(1; z ) G ( l - z, 0,0; y) 
- 8 H ( 1 ; z )G( l - z, 1,0; y) - 32H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) 
+36H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) + 16H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
-32H(1 ; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 32H(1; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) 
+84H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 16H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) 4- 30H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+16H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) + 16H(1; z )G( -z , 0, - z ; y) - 42H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+8H(1; z)G(0,1 - z, - z ; y) - 18H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
-16H(1 ; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) + 16H(1; z)G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+16H(1; z)G(0, - z , - z ; y) - 42H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 15H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-16H(1 ; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 16H(1; z)G(0,0, - z ; y) + 8H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) 
- 8 H ( 1 ; z )G( l , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 8H(1; z )G( l , 0, - z ; y) + 16H(1; z )G( l , 0,0; y) 
+13H(1,0; z) + 24H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 16H(1,0; * )G( -z , - z ; y) 
-42H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) + 16H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 16H(1,0; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+8H(1,0 ,0 ,1; z) - 6H(1,0,1; z) - 24H(1,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
+16H(1,0,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 8H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,0,1; z )G( l ; y) 
+18H(1,1; z) + 32H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 36H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) 
-16H(1 ,1 ; z)G{-z, 0; y) - 16H(1,1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 18H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
+16H(1,1; z)G(0,0; y) + 12H(1,1,0; z) - 8H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+16H(1,1,0,1; z) + 16H(1,1,1,0; z) - 32G(1 - z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+18G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 18G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 16G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0,0; y) 
-24G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 52G(1 - z; y) + 18G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+16G(1 - z, 0,1 - z, 0; y) + 15G(1 - z, 0; y) + 16G(1 - z, 0,0,1 - z; y) 












1 - z, 1,0; y) - 16G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) - 16G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
- z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
- z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 30G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
-z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 16G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 32G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 32G(-z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
- z , - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 16G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 42G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) 
- z , 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 16G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 18G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
0,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 8G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 15G(0,1 - z; y) 
0,1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 8G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) - 16G(0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 16G(0, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 16G(0,0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
0,0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 8G(0,1,1 - z, 0; y) - 8G(0,1,0,1 - z; y) 
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-42G(0,1,0; y) + 16G(0,1,1,0; y) + 8G(1, l - z , - z , l - z; y) 
- 1 6 G ( 1 , 1 - 2 , 0 , 0 ; y) + 8G(1 ,1 -2 , 1 ,0 ; y) - 16G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(1,0, -z, 1 - 2; y) - 28G(1,0; y) - 16G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 8G(1,0,1,0; y) 
+36G(1,1,0; y) + 16G(1,1,0,0; y) - 16G(1,1,1,0; y)] 
+ y [9 - 7H(0; z) + 6H(0; z )G( l - 2; y) - 2H(0; z )G( l ; y) + 4H(0,1; z) - 24H(1; 2) 
+12H(1; z )G( l - 2; y) + 8H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 4H(1; z)G(0; y) - 6H(1; z )G( l ; y) 
-2H(1,0; z) - 6H(1,1; z) - 20G(1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 34G(1 - 2; y) + 6G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(1 - 2, 1; y) - 8G(-z , 1 - 2; y) + 8G(0,1 - z; y) - 7G(0; y) - 4G(0,1; y) 
+6G(1,1 - z; y) - 10G(1; y) - 4G(1,0; y)] 
+ ^ [40C3 + 40C3H(1; z) - 80C3G(1 - z; y) + 40C3G(1; y) - 2 - 29H(0; z) 
+20H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 32H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-4H(0; z )G( l - 2; y) + 32H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 16H(0; z )G( l - 2,0,0; y) 
+16H(0; z )G( l - 2,1,0; y) - 24H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
+52H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - 2; y) - 32H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - 2,0; y) 
-24H(0; z )G( -z , - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 24H(0; z )G( -z , 0,1 - 2; y) 
+8H(0; z)G(0,1 - 2,1 - 2; y) - 44H(0; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) 
+16H(0; z)G(0,1 - 2,0; y) + 24H(0; z)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 40H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-24H(0; z)G(0,0,1 - 2; y) - 20H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 16H(0; z ) G ( l j 1 - 2,0; y) 
-8H(0; z )G( l , 0,1 - 2; y) + 4H(0; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 16H(0; z )G( l , 0,0; y) 
-16H(0; z )G( l , 1,0; y) + 20H(0,0; 2) + 16H(0,0; z )G( l - 2,1 - 2; y) 
-4H(0,0; z )G( l - 2; y) + 16H(0,0; z ) G ( l - 2,0; y) - 20H(0,0; z)G(0; y) 
+36H(0,0,1; 2) - 16H(0,0,1; z )G( l - 2; y) + 16H(0,0,1; z )G( l ; y) 
-16H(0,0,1,0; z) + 16H(0,0,1,1; 2) + 48H(0,1; z )G( l - 2,1 - 2; y) 
-52H(0 ,1 ; z )G( l - 2; y) - 24H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - 2; y) 
-24H(0 ,1 ; z )G( -z , -2; y) + 84H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 8H(0,1; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) 
- 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z)G(0; y) - 16H(0,1; z )G( l , 1 - 2; y) - 8H(0,1; z )G( l , 0; y) 
-28H(0,1,0; 2) + 32H(0,1,0; z )G( l - 2; y) - 32H(0,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
+16H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 24H(0,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 16H(0,1,0,1; 2) 
-20H(0 ,1 ,1 ; 2) + 24H(0,1,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 16H(0,1,1; z)G(0; y) 
+32H(0,1,1,0; 2) - 58H(1; 2) + 48H(1; z )G( l - 2,1 - 2, -2; y) 
-32H(1 ; z )G( l - z, -2; y) - 4H(1; z )G( l - 2; y) - 20H(1; z )G( l - 2,0; y) 
-16H(1 ; z )G( l - 2,0,0; y) - 8H(1; z )G( l - 2,1,0; y) 
-48H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - 2, -2 ; y) + 40H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - 2; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 48H(1; z )G( -z , - 2 , 1 - z; y) 
-48H(1 ; z )G( -z , - 2 , -2; y) + 136H(1; z )G( -z , -2 ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , -2 ,0; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - 2; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , 0, -2 ; y) 
-52H(1 ; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 16H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2, -2 ; y) - 20H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) 
-16H(1 ; z)G(0,1 - 2,0; y) + 24H(1; z)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
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+24H(1; z)G(0, -z, -z; y) - 52H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0; y) 
-16H(1; z)G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 24H(1; z)G(0,0, - z ; y) + 4H(1; z)G(0,0; y) 
+8H(1; z)G(0,1,0; y) - 16H(1; z )G( l , 1 - z, - z ; y) - 16H(1; z )G( l , 0, -z; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) + 16H(1; z )G( l , 0,0; y) + 60H(1,0; z) 
-40H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 80H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+16H(1,0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 32H(1,0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+24H(1,0; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 52H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) + 32H(1,0; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+32H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 24H(1,0; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 36H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-16H(1,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 24H(1,0; z )G( l , 1 - z; y) - 16H(1,0; z )G( l , 0; y) 
-20H(1,0,0; z) + 16H(1,0,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 16H(1,0,0,1; z) + 28H(1,0,1; z) 
-40H(1,0 ,1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 24H(1,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 8H(1,0,1; z)G(0; y) 
+16H(1,0,1; z )G( l ; y) - 24H(1,0,1,0; z) + 4H(1,1; z) 
+48H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 40H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 24H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-24H(1 ,1 ; z)G(0, -z; y) + 20H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 16H(1,1; z)G(0,0; y) 
-64H(1,1,0; z) + 16H(1,1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 32H(1,1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
-16H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 24H(1,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 24H(1,1,0,1; z) 
-8H(1,1,1,0; z) - 48G(1 - z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+20G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 16G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0,0; y) + 40G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+32G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 58G(1 - z; y) + 20G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+16G(1 - 2,0,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - 2,0; y) + 16G(1 - z, 0,0,1 - z; y) 
- 4G(1 - 2,0,0; y) - 48G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 8G(1 - z, 1,1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(1 - z, 1,0,1 - z; y) - 100G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 32G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) 
-32G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) - 40G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+48G(-z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 4G(-z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+52G(-z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 56G(-z, l - z , l , 0; y) + 48G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-136G(-z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 48G(-z, - 2 , - 2 , 1 - z\y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , -2 , 0,1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 52G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 56G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 20G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+16G(0,1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 16G(0,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1 - z; y) 
+16G(0,1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) 
-24G(0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 52G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(0, - z , - z , 1 - 2; y) 
-29G(0; y) + 16G(0,0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 4G(0,0,1 - z; y) 
+24G(0,0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 20G(0,0; y) - 16G(0,0,1,0; y) - 8G(0 ,1 ,1 -2 ,0 ; y) 
-8G(0 ,1 ,0 ,1 - z; y) - 20G(0,1,0; y) + 16G(0,1,1,0; y) 
+16G(1,1 - z, - z , 1 - 2; y) - 24G(1,1 - z, 0; y) - 16G(1,1 -2 ,0 ,0 ; y) 
-8G(1 ,1 - z, 1,0; y) - 24G(1,0,1 - z; y) - 16G(1,0,1 - z, 0; y) 
+16G(1,0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 56G(1,0; y) - 16G(1,0,0,1 - z; y) + 24G(1,0,0; y) 
+24G(1,0,1,0; y) + 40G(1,1,0; y) + 32G(1,1,0,0; y ) l , 
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D2o(y, z) = 
^ [ - 2H(0; z) - 3H(1,0; z) - 3G(1,0; y)] 
- 2 H ( l , 0 ; z ) - 2 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] + y(y + z) 
+ 1 8 ^ [ ~ 7 4 + 1 5 H ( 0 ; z " > + 3 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z " > + 1 5 G ( ° ; v " > + 3 6 G ( 1 , 0 ; y ) ] 
1 8 ( 1 - y ) 2 L 
z 
2TT2 - 3H(0; z)G(0; y) + 50G(0; y) - 18G(0,0; y) - 1 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
18(1 - y) I 6 7 " 2 + 3 8 " 3 H ( ° ; Z ) ~ 9 H ( ° ; Z ) G ( ° ; V ) + 8 7 G ( 0 ; y ) " 5 4 G ( ° ' ° ; V ) 
-36G(l,0;y)] 
[ - 2TT 2H(1; Z) + 2TT 2G(1 - z; y) + 1 2 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0;y) 
(y + z ) 3 
+ 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z)G(l - z; y) - 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z)G(0; y) 
- 1 2 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 1 2 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 1 2 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 1 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
+ 
4TT2 4TT2 
2 ^ + _ H ( 1 ; z) - — G(l - z; y) - 6H(0; z) - 8H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
(y + * ) 2 
+12H(0; z)G(0; y) - 8H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1,0; z) - 8H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1,0; z) + 8G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 6G(0; y) + 8G(0,1,0; y) 
- 2 0 G ( l , 0 ; y ) 
+ -
y + 2 
.2 
y + 2 H ( 0 ; z) - 2 H ( 0 ; z)G(0; y) - 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) - 2 G ( 0 ; y) + 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y)] 
+ , ~ , 4 2TT 2H(1; Z) - 2vr 2G(l - z; y) - 12H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
- 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z)G(0; y) + 1 2 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
+ 1 2 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) + 12G(0,l ,0;y)] 
+ ( y T ^ F I " ^ " ~ 3 ~ H ( 1 ; Z ) + ^ " G ( 1 " ^ V ) + 8 H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( 1 ~ *' 0 ; y ) 
-12H(0; z)G(0; y) + 8 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 1 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z\ y) 
-8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 8H(1,1,0; z) - 8G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 8 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) 




+ Z ) 2 [TT2 + 6H(0; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,0; z) - 6G(1,0; y)] 
9 ( 1 ^ y ) [ - 4TT2 + 6H(0; z)G(0; y) - 70G(0; y) + 36G(0,0; y) + 24G(1,0; y)] 
1 r2vr2 2TT2 
+j^TzY L ^ " H ( 1 ; Z ) ~ ~ T G { 1 " z ; y ) " 4 H ( 0 ; * ) G ( 1 ~ z' 0 ; V ) 
- 4 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 4 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 4 H ( 1 , 0 ; z)G(0; y) + 4 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
+ 4 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) + 4G(0 , l ,0 ;y) ' 
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1 r 27T2 TV2 IT2 
+ — [ - - y - y H ( l ; z) + - G ( l - z; y) + 2 - H(0; 2) + 2H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-4H(0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(0,1,0; z) - 4H(1,0; z) + 2H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1,1,0; z) - 2G(1 - z,1,0; y) - G(0; y) - 2G(0,1,0; y) 
+4G( l , 0 ;y ) ] 
+ ^ [ + 431 - 12H(0; z) + 24G(1 - z; y) - 12G(0; y) - 24G(1; y)] 
T r4345 
+ is h e " " 3 8 C s + 3 1 H ( 0 ; z ) + 1 2 H ( 0 ; 2 ) G ( 1 ~ z ' 0 ; y ) 
+10H(0; z)G(0; y) - 18H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 3H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 41H(0,0; z) 
-18H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 3H(0,1,0; z) + 29H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-15H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 18H(1,0,0; z) - 12G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 31G(0; y) 
-41G(0,0; y) + 3G(0,1,0; y) - 29G(1,0; y) + 18G(1,0,0; y) + 12G(1,1,0; y) 
+ y + 2H(0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(1,0; z) - 2G(1,0; y ) , 
£20 (y,*) = 
± [ _ 2TT 2G(1 - z; y) + 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 47H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+3H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 15H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) + 3H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+18H(0,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 9H(0,1; z) + 3H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+12H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 12H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 12H(1; z )G( -z , -z; y) 
-38H(1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 3H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 3H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
- 9 H ( 1 ; z)G(0; y) + 9H(1,0; z) - 12H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 15H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) 
-12H(1 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) - 12G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 9G(1 - z, 0; y) 
- 1 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 38G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 3G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+12G(-z , -z, 1 - z; y) - 3G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) + 9G(0,1 - z; y) 
- 3 G ( 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) ] 
+ ( \ s \ ~ 2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 2H(0,1; z) - 2H(1; z)G(0; y) + 2H(1,0; z) y(y + z) L 
+ 2 G ( l - z , 0 ; y ) + 2 G ( 0 , l - z ; y ) ' 
+ 75- f87r 2G(l - z; y) - 38 + 3H(0; z) - 48H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
18y L 
+188H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 60H(0; z )G( -z , l-z;y) 
-12H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 72H(0,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 36H(0,1; z) 
-12H(0 ,1 ; z )G(-z ; y) - 48H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 48H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+48H(1; z )G( -z , -z; y) + 152H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 12H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-12H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) + 36H(1; z)G(0; y) - 36H(1,0; z) 
+48H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 60H(1,0; z )G(-z ; y) + 48H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) 
+48G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 36G(1 - z, 0; y) + 48G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-152G(-z , 1 - z; y) + 12G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 48G(-z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+12G( -z ,0 ,1 - z;y) - 36G(0,1 - z;y) + 12G(0, -z, l-z;y) + 15G(0;y) 
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+ L G ( 1 Z _ ^ ) 2 [ - 2TT2 + 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 5 0 G ( 0 ; y) + 1 8 G ( 0 , 0 ; y) + 1 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
+ [ - 6TT2 - 38 + 3H(0; z) + 9H(0; z)G(0; y) - 87G(0; y) + 54G(0,0; y) 1 8 ( 1 - y) 
+ 3 6 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
— ^ — [27T 2 - 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 3 8 G ( 0 ; y) - 1 8 G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 1 2 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
9 ( 1 - y ) L J 
— 4 — 2 [ - 9 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 3 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) - 2 6 H ( 1 ; z) + 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
9(y + z)^ L 
- 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) + 9 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 9 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) - 1 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z) 
- 1 2 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2 6 G ( 1 - z; y) - 9 G ( 1 - z, 0; y) + 1 2 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 9 G ( 0 , 1 - z ; y ) 
+ 9 ( Y \ Z ) [ + 38 - 9 H ( 0 ; z) - 1 2 H ( 1 ; z) + 1 2 G ( 1 - z; y) - 9 G ( 0 ; y)] 
+ — [ - 7 + H ( l ; z) - 5 G ( 1 - z; y) + 4 G ( 1 ; y)j 
+158 I " + 6 C s + 7 2 H ( ° ; Z ) + 7 2 H ( ° ; 2 ) 0 ( 1 " * ' 1 " z ; y ) 
- 1 4 7 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 1 0 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 3 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) + 1 0 8 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 3 6 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) - 2 0 1 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) + 7 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 3 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 7 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 1 8 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 7 2 H ( 0 , 1 , 1 ; z) + 6 8 H ( 1 ; z) 
+ 1 4 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) - 1 0 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 4 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 4 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) - 3 4 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 1 0 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) - 7 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 1 0 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
+ 1 4 7 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 1 0 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 0 ; y) - 8 1 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) 
- 7 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 1 0 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 1 8 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
- 7 2 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 1 0 8 H ( 1 , 1 ; z) - 1 4 4 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) + 7 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
+ 1 0 8 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 1 4 4 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
- 6 8 G ( 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 1 - z; y) - 1 4 7 G ( 1 - z, 0; y) + 1 0 8 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 0 ; y) 
- 1 4 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 3 4 8 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 0 8 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 4 4 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 0 8 G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( 0 , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 1 4 7 G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 1 0 8 G ( 0 , 1 - z, 0; y) - 1 0 8 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) + 7 2 G ( 0 ; y) 
+ 1 0 8 G ( 0 , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 1 8 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 2 2 8 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) - 1 0 8 G ( 1 , 0 , 0 ; y) 
- 7 2 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) ] 
+ \ h i t 2 + 2 T T 2 H ( 1 ; Z) - 4TT 2 G(1 - z; y) + 2 T T 2 G ( 1 ; y) + 1 9 H ( 0 ; z) 
- | -12H(0 ; Z ) G ( 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 2 9 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
- 1 8 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) 
- 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l , 0; y) - 9 H ( 0 , 0 ; z) + 1 8 H ( 0 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 6 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) 
- 3 5 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) + 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 3 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 1 2 H ( 0 , 1 , 1 ; z) + 3 8 H ( 1 ; z ) 
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+24H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 12H(1; z )G( l - z;y) - 12H(1; z)G{l - z, 0; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 24H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 64H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+18H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) - 12H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 18H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) 
+29H(1; z)G(0; y) - 18H(1; z)G(0,0; y) - 3H(1,0; z) - 12H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+18H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 3H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0,1; z) + 12H(1,1; z) 
-24H(1 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 12H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 12G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+12G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 24G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 38G(1 - z; y) 
+12G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 29G(1 - z, 0; y) + 18G(1 - z, 0,0; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 64G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 18G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(-z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 18G(-z, 0,1 - z; y) + 12G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-29G(0,1 - z; y) + 18G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 18G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 19G(0; y) 
+18G(0,0,1 - z; y) - 9G(0,0; y) - 3G(0,1,0; y) + 32G(1,0; y) - 18G(1,0,0; y) 
- 1 2 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) ] , 
*2o(y,*) = 










[3H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 3H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 3G( -z , 1 - z; y)] 
+ ^ [6H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 6H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 6G( -z , 1 - z; y)] 
Z7r^  r 
+ — 12H(1; z )G( l - z; y) - 12G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 2G(1 - z; y) 
9y L 
+ 1 2 G ( l - z , 0 ; y ) - 2 G ( l ; y ) 
f - 72C3G(1 - z; y) - 9H(0; z) + 12H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
3y L 
-18H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 4H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 8H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-4H(0 ;z )G( l , 0 ;y ) + 24H(0,0,1;z)G(l -z;y) + 24H(0,1;z)G(l - z, 1 - z;y) 
- 8 H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G( l - z; y) - 24H(0,1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-24H(0,1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) - 24H(0,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 4H(0,1,1; z) 
+24H(0,1,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, - z ; y) 
+4H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 24H(1; z )G( l - z, 0, - z ; y) + 4H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
-24H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z, - z ; y) + 8H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+24H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 24H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
-24H(1 ; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) - 8H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) 
-18H(1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 24H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 8H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 4H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 12H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) + 4H(1,0,1; z) - 24H(1,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
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+24H(1,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 24H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 8H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
-24H(1 ,1 ; z)G(-z, 0; y) - 4H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 4H(1,1,0; z) 
-24G(1 - z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+24G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) - 8G(-z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(-z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 18G(-z, 1 - z; y) 
- 2 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 8G(-z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 24G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+24G(-z , - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 8G(-z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+24G(-z , - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 24G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+ 8 G ( - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 24G(-z, 0,1,0; y) - 4G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+4G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1,0,1 - z; y) + 4G(1,1,0; y)] 
+ - [3H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3H(1; z )G(-z ; y) - 3G(-z , 1 - z; y)' 
y L J 
+ 3 y ( l - y - z ) G ( l ! y ) + 4 H ( ° ; Z ) G ^ l ~ Z ^ 
+4H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , -z; y) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+4H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 4H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 4G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 4 G ( - z , - 2 , 1 - 2; y) - 4G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(1,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
- 4 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) ] 
+ 3 y ( l 1 _ z ) [ ^ " G ( 1 ; y ) + 4 H ( ° ; 2 ) G ( - Z ' 1 - 2 ; ^ 
+4H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+4H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 4H(1,0; z )G(-z ; y) - 4G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 4 G ( - z , - 2 , 1 - z; y) - 4G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(1,1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
- 4 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) " 
+ — ^ — - [8H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 8H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) + 8H(0,1,1; z) 
3y(y + z) L 
+8H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 8H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 8H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+8H(1,0,1; z) - 8H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1,0; z) - 8G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 8 G ( 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 8G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y)] 
+ ^ [ - 6H(1; z )G( l - z; y) + 6G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + G ( l - z; y) - 6G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+ G ( l ; y ) ] 
|36C3G(1 - z; y) + 18H(0; z) - 12H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 3y L 
+11H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - 4H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 2H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+6H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 2H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 12H(0,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
-12H(0 ,1 ; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 4H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
+12H(0,1; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) + 12H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
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+12H(0,1; z)G(-z, - z ; y) + 6H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 8H(0,1,1; z) 
-12H(0,1 ,1 ; z )G( -z ; y) + 9H(1; z) - 12H(1; z )G( l - z, 1 - z, -z\y) 
- 8 H ( 1 ; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) + 12H(1; z)G(l - z, 0, - z ; y) - 8H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+12H(1; z)G(-z, 1 - z, - z ; y ) - 4H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
-12H(1 ; z )G( -z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 12H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+12H(1; z )G( -z , - z , - z ; y) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 12H(1; z )G( -z , - z , 0; y) 
+11H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 12H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 2H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
-8H(1;z)G(0, 1 - z; y) + 6H(1;z)G(0, - z ; y ) + 2H(1;z)G(l ,0;y) 
+6H(1,0; z )G( l -z;y) + 2H(1,0; z )G( -z ;y ) - 8H(1,0,1;z) 
+12H(1,0,1; z )G( l - z; y) - 12H(1,0,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 12H(1,1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) 
+4H(1,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 12H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) + 8H(1,1; z)G(0; y) 
-8H(1,1,0; z) + 12G(1 - z, 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 8G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-12G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 8G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 9G(1 - z; y) 
+8G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 12G(1 - z, 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 12G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) 
+ 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 12G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
- 1 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - H G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + 12G(-z, 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+ 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 12G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 4 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 12G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 12G(-z, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+12G(-z , - z , 0,1 - z; y) + 12G(-z, 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 2G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) 
- 1 2 G ( - z , 0,1,0; y) + 8G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 6G(0, -z, 1 - z; y) 
-2G(1 ,1 - z, 0; y) - 2G(1,0,1 - z; y) - 2G(1,1,0; y) 
z r 2TT2 2TT2 
+ 3 ( 1 _ y _ 2 ) [ - - g - H ( l ; z) - — G ( l ; y) - 8H(0; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
+4H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 4H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) + 8H(0,0,1; z) 
+8H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) - 4H(0,1; z)G(0; y) + 4H(0,1,0; z) - 8H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z )G( l , 0; y) + 8H(1,0; z )G(-z ; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 4H(1,0,1; z) 
-8H(1,1,0; z) + 8G(-z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 8G(-z , 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1,0; y) 
+4G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 4G(1,0,1 - z; y) + 4G(1,1,0; y)] 
+ 3 ( 1 ^ 2 y ) 2 [ - 3 - H(0; z) - H ( l ; z) + G ( l - z; y)] 
+ ( 1 ^ ) 2 [6C3 - 2H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 2H(0,0,1; z) + 6H(0,1; z) 
- 2 H ( 0 , 1 ; z )G( l - z; y) - 2H(0,1,0; z) - 2H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) 
+6H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 2H(1; z)G(0, - z ; y) - 6H(1,0; z) + 2H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) 
+2H(1,0,1; z) - 2H(1,1,0; z) + 2G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 2 G ( 0 , - z , l - z ; y ) 
+ 3H(0; z) - 2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + 3H(1; z) - 2H(1; z )G( -z ; y) - 3G(1 - z; y) 
+ 2 G ( - z , l - z ; y ) ] 
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+ ^ s3 - 8H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) - 24H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 24H(0,1; z) 3(y + zj- 5 L 
+8H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) - 8H(0,1,1; z) - 8H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
- 8 H ( 1 ; z)G(0,1 - z; y) - 24H(1; z)G(0; y) + 24H(1, 0; z) 
+8H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 8H(1,0,1; z) + 8H(1,1; z)G(0; y) - 8H(1,1,0; z) 
+8G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 8G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 24G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+8G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 24G(0,1 - z; y)] 
+ 3 ( ^ ) 2 [ - 2 4 H ( ° ; *) + 4 H ( ° ; z ) ° ( 1 - 2,1 - ^; y) + 16H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 
-16H(0,1 ; z) - 4H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) + 4H(0,1,1; z) + 4H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) 
+4H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 16H(1; z)G(0; y) - 16H(1, 0; z) 
-4H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) + 4H(1,0,1; z) - 4H(1,1; z)G(0; y) + 4H(1,1,0; z) 
- 4 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 16G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-4G(0 ,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 16G(0,1 - z; y) + 24G(0; y) 
+ — 4 - T [8H(0; z) - 8H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) + 8H(0,1; z )G( l - z; y) 
3(y + z) L 
-8H(0 ,1 ,1 ; z) - 8H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) - 8H(1; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
+8H(1,0; z )G( l - z; y) - 8H(1,0,1; z) + 8H(1,1; z)G(0; y) - 8H(1,1,0; z) 
+8G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 8G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 8G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 8G(0; y)] 
+ ( 1 _ y ) 3 K 1 1 ^ ! z ) + ^ H C 1 " ' z ) - ^ G K 1 - 5^ y) - 1 8Ca + 6H(0; Z)G(0 , 1 - z; y) 
- 6 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 6 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) 
+ 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) - 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 6 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) 
- 6 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) 
2 
+ ( 1 * y ) 2 [ 6 H ( ° ! 2 ) G ( 1 - 25 y) + 6H(1; Z ) G ( - Z ; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z; y)] 
2 
[3H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) - 3G( -z , 1 - z; y)] 
+ 3 ( l - y - z ) ( l - y ) 
2 7 T 5 
H ( l ; z ) - 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , l - z ; y ) 
+4H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 8H(0,0,1; z) + 8H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
- 4 H ( 0 , 1 ; z)G(0; y) + 4H(0,1,0; z) + 4H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 4H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+4H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 4H(1,0,1; z) - 8H(1,1,0; z) 
+ 4 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) - 4G( -z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 4G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) - 4G(0,1,0; y) 
+ 3 ( 1 - y - z ) 
+4H(0; z)G(0; y) - 3H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 6H(0,0,1; z) - 6H(0,1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+3H(0,1; z)G(0; y) - 3H(0,1,0; z) - 6H(1; z )G( -z , - z ; y) - 3H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) 
+4H(1,0; z) + 3H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 3H(1,0,1; z) + 6H(1,1,0; z) 
+ 6 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) + 3G(0,1,0; y) + 3G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 3G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
2"7T TT-" 77-^  
— + y H ( l ; z) - y G ( l ; y) - 3H(0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) 
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- 4 G ( l , 0 ; y ) + 3 G ( l , l , 0 ; y ) 
1 r 7T 2 2TT 2 2TT 2 
+ ^ - H ( 0 ; z ) + ^ - H ( l ; z ) 
2ir2 
G ( l - z ; y ) 
J /L 2 ' 3 ' 3 3 
-12Ca + 4 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 4 H ( 0 , 0 , 1 ; z) + H ( 0 , 1 ; z) 
+ 4 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 4 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y ) 
+ H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) + 4 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) - H ( l ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - H ( l , 0; z) 
- 4 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 4 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 4 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 4 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ G ( 1 - z, 0; y) - G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 4 G ( 0 , -z, 1 - z; y) + 3 G ( 0 ; y) 
+ 2 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ' 
+ „ 1 v 2 f - T T 2 H ( 1 ; z) + T T 2 G ( 1 - z; y) - 6H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 6 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z) - 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
- 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) + 6 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 6 H ( 0 , 1 , 1 ; z) + 2 4 H ( 1 ; z) 
- 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, - z ; y) - 8 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
- 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , - z ; y) - 1 2 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
+ 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( - z , 0; y) + 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) + 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 , - z ; y) 
+ 6 H ( 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) + 6 H ( 1 , 0 , 1 ; z) + 8 H ( 1 , 1 ; z) + 1 2 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( - z ; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 , 1 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 6 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 8 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 2 G ( 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) - 2 4 G ( 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 1 - z, 0 , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 2 G ( - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 1 2 G ( - z , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) 
+ 1 2 G ( - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( - z , 0 , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 0 , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
- 6 G ( 0 , 1 - z; y) - 6 G ( 0 , - z , 1 - z; y) 
+ 
1 
3(y + z) 
2 2 
7 T 2 + ^ - H ( l ; z) - ^ - G ( l - z; y) - 12H(0; z) - 12H(0; z )G( l - z; y) 2 v ' ' 2 
-3H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 6H(0; z)G(0; y) - 18H(0,1; z) - 3H(0,1,0; z) 
-32H(1 ; z) - 8H(1; z )G( l - z; y) - 30H(1; z )G( -z ; y) + 12H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+12H(1,0; z) - 3H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) + 3H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,1; z) 
+3H(1,1,0; z) + 8G(1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 32G(1 - z; y) - 12G(1 - z, 0; y) 
+3G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 30G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 12G(0,1 - z; y) - 12G(0; y) 
+3G(0, l ,0 ;y)" 
2 T T 2 _ . 2 7 T 2 T 
+ 6 
3 G ( l - z; y) + ^ - G ( l ; y) + 4H(0; z )G( l - z, 1 - z; y) 
-4H(0; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 4H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 4H(0,1,1; z) - 9H(1; z) 
+4H(1; z )G( l - z, - z ; y) - 4H(1; z )G( l - z, 0; y) + 8H(1; z )G( -z , 1 - z; y) 
- 4 H ( 1 ; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 4H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) - 4H(1,0; z ) G ( l - z; y) 
-4H(1 ,0 ,1 ; z) - 8H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) + 4H(1,1; z)G(0; y) - 4H(1,1,0; z) 
+4G(1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) - 4G(1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 9G(1 - z; y) 
+4G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) - 8G(-z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 4G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
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-4G(1 ,1 - 2, 0; y) - 4G(1,0,1 - z; y) - 4G(1,1,0; y)] 
+ ^ [25 - 12H(0; 2) + 6H(0; z)G(l - 2; y) - 6H(0; z )G( l ; y) - 23H(1; z) 
+12H(1; z)G{l - z - y ) - 6H(1; z )G( l ; y) - 6H(1,0; 2) - 6H(1,1; z) 
-12G(1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 22G(1 - 2; y) + 6G(1 - 2,0; y) - 12G(0; y) 
+ 6 G ( l , l - 2 ; y ) + G ( l ; y ) ] 
+ ^ [72C3 + 18C 3H(1; 2) - 36C3G(1 - 2; y) + 18C 3G(1; y) - 5H(0; 2) 
+11H(0; 2)G(1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 5H(0; 2)G(1 - 2; y) 
+6H(0; 2)G(1 - 2,0,1 - 2; y) + 4H(0; 2)G(1 - 2,0; y) 
-6H(0; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2,1 - 2; y) + 9H(0; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2; y) 
-6H(0; 2)G(-2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 6H(0; 2 ) G ( - 2 , 0 , 1 - 2 ; y) 
+6H(0; 2)G(0,1 - 2,1 - 2; y) - 22H(0; 2)G(0,1 - 2; y) 
+6H(0; 2)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + H(0; 2)G(0; y) - 6H(0; 2)G(0,0,1 - 2; y) 
-6H(0; 2)G(1,0,1 - 2; y) - 2H(0; z )G( l , 0; y) - 2H(0,0,1; 2) 
+6H(0,0,1; 2)G(1; y) - 11H(0,1; 2) + 12H(0,1; 2)G(1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
- 9 H ( 0 , 1 ; 2)G(1 - z - y ) - 6H(0,1; 2)G(1 - 2,0; y) - 6H(0,1; z )G( -z , 1 - 2; y) 
- 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; 2)G(-2, -2; y) + 7H(0,1; z )G(-z ; y) + 13H(0,1; 2)G(0; y) 
- 6 H ( 0 , 1 ; 2)G(1,1 - 2; y) - 10H(0,1,0; 2) + 6H(0,1,0; 2)G(1 - 2; y) 
-6H(0,1,0; 2)G(1; y) - 11H(0,1,1; 2) + 6H(0,1,1; z)G(-2; y) - 10H(1; 2) 
+12H(1; 2)G(1 - 2,1 - 2, -2; y) + 2H(1; 2)G(1 - 2, -2; y) 
+16H(1; 2)G(1 - 2; y) - 11H(1; 2)G(1 - 2,0; y) - 12H(1; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2, -2; y) 
+22H(1; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2; y) + 6H(1; 2 )G ( -2 ,1 - 2,0; y) 
-12H(1 ; 2)G(-2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) - 12H(1; 2)G(-2, - 2 , -2 ; y) 
+16H(1; 2)G(-2, -2 ; y) + 6H(1; z )G( -z , -2 ,0; y) - 6H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
+6H(1; z )G( -z , 0,1 - 2; y) + 6H(1; z )G( -z , 0, -2 ; y) - 9H(1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
+6H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2, -2; y) - 11H(1; z)G(0,1 - 2; y) 
+6H(1; z)G(0, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) + 6H(1; z)G(0, - 2 , -2; y) - 9H(1; z)G(0, -2 ; y) 
- 5 H ( 1 ; z)G(0; y) - 6H(1; z)G(0,0, -2 ; y) - 6H(1; z ) G ( l , 1 - 2, -2 ; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 ; z )G( l , 0, -2 ; y) - 2H(1; z )G( l , 0; y) + H ( l , 0; 2) 
-6H(1,0; z ) G ( l - 2,1 - 2; y) + 13H(1,0; z )G( l - 2; y) 
+6H(1,0; z )G( -z , -2 ; y) - 9H(1,0; z )G( -z ; y) - 6H(1,0; z)G(0, -2 ; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,0; z )G( l , 1 - 2; y) + 6H(1,0,0,1; 2) 
+11H(1,0,1; 2) - 12H(1,0,1; z )G( l - 2; y) + 6H(1,0,1; z )G(-z ; y) 
+6H(1,0,1; z )G( l ; y) - 6H(1,0,1,0; 2) - 16H(1,1; 2) 
+12H(1,1; 2)G(-2, -2 ; y) - 22H(1,1; z )G( -z ; y) - 6H(1,1; z )G( -z , 0; y) 
- 6 H ( 1 , 1 ; 2)G(0, -2 ; y) + 11H(1,1; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,1,0; 2) 
+6H(1,1,0; z )G( l - 2; y) - 6H(1,1,0; z )G( l ; y) + 6H(1,1,0,1; 2) 
-6H(1,1,1,0; 2) - 12G(1 - 2,1 - 2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) - 16G(1 - 2,1 - 2; y) 
+ 11G(1 - 2,1 - 2,0; y) + 6G(1 - 2,1 - 2,1,0; y) - 2G(1 - 2, - 2 , 1 - 2; y) 
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+10G(1 - z; y) + 11G(1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) + 5G(1 - z, 0; y) - 6G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) 
-24G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 22G(-z, 1 - z, 1 - z; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
+12G(-z , 1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 6G(-z , 1 - z; y) - 6G(-z , 1 - z, 0,1 - z; y) 
+ 9 G ( - z , 1 - z, 0; y) + 6G(-z , 1 - z, 1,0; y) + 12G(-z, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
— 16G(—z, —z, 1 — z;y) — 6G(—z, —z, 1 — z,0;y) + 12G(—z, —z, —z, 1 — z;y) 
- 6 G ( - z , - z , 0,1 - z; y) - 6G(-z , 0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) + 9G( -z , 0,1 - z; y) 
- 6 G ( - z , 0, - z , 1 - z; y) + 6G(-z , 0,1,0; y) + 11G(0,1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
-6G(0 ,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 5G(0,1 - z; y) - 6G(0, - z , 1 - z, 1 - z; y) 
+9G(0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6G(0, - z , - z , 1 - z; y) - 5G(0; y) + 6G(0,0, - z , 1 - z; y) 
+G(0,1,0; y) + 6G(1,1 - z, - z , 1 - z; y) + 2G(1,1 - z, 0; y) + 2G(1,0,1 - z; y) 
+6G(1,0, - z , 1 - z; y) - 6G(1,0; y) - G ( l , 1,0; y)l. (B.2) 
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One-Loop Contribution to fi 
The finite remainder of the self-interference of the one-loop amplitude is decomposed 
as 
Q ( l ) , f i n i t e ( 2 / ) z ) = N a n ( 2 A z ) + j_ 6 n ( y > z ) + p Q C n { y f z ) ( C 1 ) 
with 
- i ( rb)5 H ( 0 ; * } - i ( i ^ ) ^ + 2 H ( 0 ; 2 ) ) + ° ( e ) ' 
ba{y,z) = 
2 
2^ (H(0; z)G(l - z; y) + H ( l ; z )G( -z ; y) - G ( - z , 1 - z; y)) + | - ( - H(0; z) 
+2H(0; z ) G ( l - z; y) - H ( l ; z) + 2H(1; z)G(-z; y) + G ( l - z; y) 
- 2 G ( - z , 1 - z; y)) + H(0; z) - i-H(0; *) + H(0; z) 
+ 4 ( 1 ^ ) ( 1
 + 2 H ( 0 ; Z ) ) + I " I H ( 0 ; 2 ) + ^ H ( ° ; Z ) G ( 1 ~Z]V) + l m 15Z) 
- ^ H ( l ; Z) + H ( l ; z)G(-z; y) - ^ H ( l ; z)G(0; y) + | G ( 1 - z; y) + ^ G ( l - z, 0; y) 
- G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + ±G(0,1 - z; y) - ^ G ( l , 0; y) + 0(e), 
c Q (y ,z ) = 
1 1 ?7T 
- i H ( O ; z ) - - G ( O ; y ) + y + 0 ( e ) , 
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+ l m z ) ~ 5 H(°!*)G(0;y) - ^ H ( l , 0 ; z ) - 5 G(0;y) + ± 0 ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
+ 4 ( 1 ^ ) H ( 0 ; Z ) + C ? ( € ) ' 
Z-^fi- ( - H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - H ( l ; z )G( -z ; y) + G ( - z , 1 - z; y)) + ^ ( - H(0; z) 
+2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) - H ( l ; z) + 2H(1; z )G(-z ; y) + G ( l - z; y) 
- 2 G ( - z , 1 - z; y)) + ± - ( - 2H(0; z )G( l - z; y) + H ( l ; z) - 2H(1; z )G( -z ; y) 
2y 
- G ( l - z; y) + 2G(-z , 1 - z; y)) + * ( - H ( l ; z) + G ( l - z; y)) + * 
2(y + z ) 2 V v ' ' 1 ^ 2(y + z) 
1 : H ( ° ; z ) + o7~rT\ ( H ( i ; *) - G ( i - z- y ) ) + \ - ^H(O ; Z) 4 ( 1 - z ) v ' ' 2(y + z ) v v ' ' v 2 4 
+ ± H ( 0 ; z )G( l - z; y) + ±H(0 ,1 ; z) - ^ H ( l ; z) + H ( l ; z )G(-z ; y) - ±H(1; z)G(0; y) 
+ ^ G ( 1 - z; y) + ±G(1 - z, 0; y) - G ( - z , 1 - z; y) + ±G(0 ,1 - z; y) - ±G(1 , 0; y)) 
+0(e) , 
1 1 77T 
_ _ H ( 0 ; z ) - i G ( 0 ; y ) + y + O ( e ) ) 
~ \ + 4 7 T ^ H ( 0 ; Z ) + MT=7) ( 1 - H ( 0 ; Z ) ) + ° { € ) ' 
& 7 (y> 2 ) = 
\ + ^ ( - H ( ° 5 - Z ) G ( 1 - y) - H ( l ; z )G( -z ; y) + G ( - z , 1 - z; y)) 
- 2 ^ ) H ( ° ; 2 ) + 4 ( H (° ; *> + H ( 1 ; Z) ~ G ( 1 " ^  + ( H ( 1 ; Z) 
- G ( 1 - 25 y» - WVz) + W ^ z ) ( - H d ; *> + G ( l - y)) - j ^ ^ O ; z) 
1 ( - l + H ( 0 ; z ) ) + O ( e ) , 
4(1 - z) 
<h(v>z) = 
0. 
It should be noted that these finite pieces of the one-loop coefficients can equally 
well be written in terms of ordinary logarithms and dilogarithms (See for exam-
ple [23, 25]). The reason to express them in terms of HPLs and 2dHPLs here is 
their usage in the infrared counter-term of the two-loop coefficients, which cannot 
be fully expressed in terms of logarithmic and poly logarithmic functions. 
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Two-Loop Contribution to f2 
The finite remainder of the interference of the two-loop amplitude with the tree-level 
amplitude is decomposed as 
n(2),finite(2/j z ) = N i A i i ( y , z) + Bn(y, z) + ^ < ? n ( y , z) + NNFDn(y, z) 




[TT2 - 13H(0; z) + 6H(1,0; z) + 6G(1,0; y) 
48y(l - z) 
1 [TT2 - 13H(0; z) + 6H(1,0; z) + 6G(1,0; y) 
z r 57r2 
48y(l - y - z) 
z 
G(0 ;y ) - + 
+ 
16(1 - y ) 2 v 16(1 - y ) 12(1 - y - z f 
-5H(l,0;z) + 5G(l,0;y)] 
147T2 
5H(0;z)G(0;y) 
[• 16(1 - y - z) L 3 
+HG(0;y)-28G(l ,0 ;y)] 
11H(0; z) + 28H(0; z)G(0; y) + 28H(1,0; z) 
+ 
+ 
z2 rllTr 2 
1 6 ( 1 - y - 2 ) 2 I 6 
+ 11H(0; z)G(0; y) + 11H(1,0;z) - 11G(1,0; y) 
3(1-2/) 
G(0;y) + 
48(1 - z)2 L 6 
7T + 7T2 (3H(0; z) + 3H(1; z) - G(l - z; y) 
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3*55 
+G(0; y)) + 6C3 - "g-H(0; z) - 6H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 10H(0; z)G(0; y) 
+45H(0,0; z) + 12H(0,0; z)G(0; y) + 18H(0,1,0; z) - H( l , 0; z) 
-6H(1,0; z)G(l - z\ y) + 6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0,0; z) + 18H(1,1,0; z) 
+ 6 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) - 6 G ( 0 , l , 0 ; y ) 
+ 7 2 ( 1 1 _ z ) [*2 ( - 8 + 9H(°; *) + m ^ z ) - 3 G ^ -*->v) + 3G(°; v)) + 18Ca 
277 
— — - 65H(0; z) - 18H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 39H(0; z)G(0; y) + 81H(0,0; z) 
+36H(0,0; z)G(0; y) + 54H(0,1,0; z) - 48H(1,0;z) - 18H(1,0; z)G(l - z\y) 
+18H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,0,0; z) + 54H(1,1,0; z) + 18G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+15G(0; y) - 18G(0,1,0; y) - 9G(1,0; y) 
+ 48(1 - y - z ) 2 I ~ 2 7 r 2 H ( 1 ; Z ) ~ 7 r 2 G ( ° ; y ) + 1 2 C s ~ 6 H ( 1 ' ° ; Z ) G ( ° ; V ) 
-12H( l 1 l ,0 ;z ) -6G(0 , l ,0 ;y)" 
T [ - *k2W\*) ~ 2TT2G(0; y) + 24C3 - 13H(0; z) - 12H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
48(1 - y - Z) L 
-24H(1,1,0; z) - 20G(0; y) - 12G(0,1,0; y)] 
i ~ IT ~ 5 H ( 0 ; z ) + 1 2 H ( 0 ; 2 ) G ( 1 " Z ] y ) + 3 6 H ( 0 ; * ) G ( 0 ; y ) 
-12H(0; z)G(l; y) + 24H(0,1; z) + 24H(1; z)G(l - z; y) - 24H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
-12H(1; z)G(l; y) + 24H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,1; z) - 44G(1 -z;y) + 12G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-24G(1 - z, 1; y) + 24G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 24G(0,1 - z; y) + 49G(0; y) - 24G(0,1; y) 
+12G(1,1 - z; y) + 44G(1; y) - 36G(1,0; y) + 24G(1,1; y)] 
72 
317 - 18H(0; z) + 90H(1; z) - 72G(1 - z; y) - 18G(0; y) - 18G(1; y) 
I I T T 4 J _ 
+ _360" + 72L 144 ' 12 
-18H(0; z)G(l - z, 1,0; y) + 36H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-36H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 66H(0; z)G(0; y) + 126H(0; z)G(0,0; y) 
-18H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 18H(0; z)G(l, 1 - z, 0; y) - 3H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) 
23 
-36H(0; z)G(l, 0,0; y) + — H(0,0; z) + 72H(0,0; z)G(0; y) 
+36H(0,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 72H(0,0,1,0; z) + 3H(0,1,0; z) 
-18H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 36H(0,1,0; z)G(-z; y) + 18H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-18H(0,1,0; z)G(l; y) + 36H(0,1,1,0; z) - 71H(1,0; z) 
-66H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 18H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
+36H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 36H(1,0; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
-36H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 96H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 18H(1,0; z)G(l, 1 - z; y) 
-18H(1,0; z)G(l, 0; y) + 72H(1,0,0; z) + 36H(1,0,0; z)G(0; y) 
+72H(1,0,1,0;z) + 36H(1,1,0;z)G(l - z;y) - 36H(1,1,0;z)G(-z;y) 
89959 2149 + — H ( 0 ; z) - 66H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
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-18H(1,1,0; z)G(l; y) + 36H(1,1,0,0; z) + 18H(1,1,1,0; z) 
+18G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 66G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 36G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
49. 
-36G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 36G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 36G(0, 1 - z, 1, 0; y) + yG(0 ; y) 
+160G(0,0; y) - 36G(0,0,1,0; y) - 30G(0,1,0; y) + 36G(0,1,1,0; y) 
-18G(1,1 - z, 1,0; y) + 71G(1,0; y) - 126G(1,0,0; y) + 54G(1,0,1,0; y) 






16(1 - 2) 
11 22H(0;z)] 
48 
44TT2 _ 2345 
~~3 18~ 
llH(0;z)-66H(0;z)G(0;y) 
-66H(1,0; z) - 110G(0; y) + 66G(1,0; y) 
Da{y,z) = 
1 
:H(0;z) -H(0;z) 1 2 y ( l - z ) v ' 1 2 y ( l - y - z ) 
2 
+ 6 ( i _ ^ _ z ) 2 [ y + H ( ° ; z ) G ( ° ; + H ( J ' °;*) - GKL °; y)] 
o 
7T 
' 4 ( l - y - z ) L 3 
+2G(l,0;y)] 
— + H(0; z) - 2H(0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(1,0; z) - G(0; y) 
+ 4(1 _* _ z ) 2 [ - y - H ( ° ; ZW°'' f ) - H ( 1 > 0 ; z ) + 0 ; 
1 G(0;y) + 1 
12(1-2/) 
+6H(l,0;z)] 
72(1 - z) 2 L 
7 T 2 + 25H(0; z) - -H(0; z)G(0; y) - 9H(0,0; z) 
+ 144(1 - z) 
-3G(0;y) 
1 
^-—r [4TT2 + 38 + 37H(0; z) - 6H(0; z)G(0; y) - 36H(0,0; z) + 24H(1,0; z) 
+ [H(0;z) + 2G(0;y)" 1 2 ( 1 - y - z ) 
7T2 r^Wl i 
+ 72 l l ? _ H ( ° ; z ) + 2 G ( 1 _ Z ; V ) ~ G ( ° ; V ) ~ 2 G ( 1 ; y ) \ 
" i C 3 + 144 P l T " 2 5 H ( ° ; Z ) + 2 4 H ( ° ; Z ) G { 1 ~ *' ° ; y ) 
+29H(0; z)G(0; y) - 36H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 6H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) - 28H(0,0; z) 
-36H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(0,1,0; z) + 40H(1,0; z) + 24H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-30H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 36H(1,0,0; z) - 24G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 53G(0; y) 
-82G(0,0; y) + 6G(0,1,0; y) - 40G(1,0; y) + 36G(1,0,0; y) + 24G(1,1,0; y) 
+ ^ { 8 T r ^ H ( 0 ; 2 ) + 8 o ^ ) [ 1 + 2 H ( 0 ; 2 ) ] 
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1 
+ 48 
^ - y + 13H(0; z) + 12H(0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0; z) + 31G(0; y) 
-12G(l,0;y) 





16(1-2/) 16(y + z ) H 3 
G(l - z; y) - 94H(0;z)G(l - z,0;y) - 94H(0,1,0;z) - 99H(1,0;z) 
-94H(1,0; z)G(l - z\y) + 94H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 94H(1,1,0; z) 
+94G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 94G(0,1,0; y) - 99G(1,0; y)] 
z r 47TT2 
7T 
' 16(y + z) L 3 + 1 1 + 4 4 H ( 0 ; Z ) ~ 9 4 H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( 0 ; Y ) " 9 4 H ( 1 ' ° ; Z ) ~ 5 5 G ( 0 ; Y ) 
+94G( l ,0 ;y)] 
Z [57T2 7T2 
+ 1 2 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 
+5H(1,0; z) - | H ( 1 , 0; z)G(0; y) - 3H(1,1,0; z) - ^G(0,1,0; y) - 5G(1,0; y) 
197T2 53 
— + 5H(0; z) - 38H(0; z)G(0; y) - 38H(1,0; z) - —G(0; y) 
L g 2 H ( l ; z ) - T G ( 0 ; y ) + 3C3 + 5H(0;z)G(0;y) 
12(1 - y - z ) 
+ 3 8 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
z 2 r 
+ 8 { y + z ) 3 [ ~ 1 ^ 2 H ( 1 ; z) + 11TT 2 G(1 - z; y) + 66H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) 
+ 6 6 H ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; z) + 3 3 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 6 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z ) G ( l - z; y) - 6 6 H ( 1 , 0 ; z )G(0; y) 
- 6 6 H ( 1 , 1 , 0 ; z) - 6 6 G ( 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 6 6 G ( 0 , 1 , 0 ; y) + 3 3 G ( 1 , 0 ; y)] 
[ + 22TT2 - 33H(0; z) + 132H(0; z )G(0; y) + 1 3 2 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 3 3 G ( 0 ; y) 
16(y + z) 2 
-132G(l,0;y)] 
+ l lvr 2 - 11H(0; z) + 66H(0; z)G(0; y) + 66H(1,0; z) + 11G(0; y) 
+ 
16(y + z) 
66G(l,0;y)] 
53TT2 
48(1 - y - z) 2 L 6 
53H(0; Z ) G ( 0 ; y) - 5 3 H ( 1 , 0 ; z) + 5 3 G ( 1 , 0 ; y) 
1 6 ( 1 - y - z ) 
- 6 6 G ( l , 0 ; y ) ] 
[ 
[llTT2 - 11H(0; z) + 66H(0; z)G(0; y) + 66H(1,0; z) + 11G(0; y) 
+ 8 ( y + J g )4 [ ^ - H ( ! ; *) - ^ - G ( ! - *; v) - 3 3 H ( ° ; - 2> o;») 
-33H(0,1,0; z) - 33H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 33H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 33H(1,1,0; z) 
+33G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 33G(0,1,0; y)] 
2 0 2 
D. Two-Loop Contribution to ft 
+ 
l lvr 2 
8(y + z) 3 
l l T T 2 
33H(0; z)G(0; y) - 33H(1,0; z) + 33G(1,0; y)] 
16(y + z ) H 2 - 33H(0; ^ )G(0; - 33H(1,0; ^) + 33G(1,0; y)] 
[ - ^ f - ~ HH(0; z)G(0; y) - 11H(1,0; z) + 11G(1,0; y)] 
8(y + z) 
,3 
+ r 
I I T H 
+ 16(1 - y - z) 2 L 6 ' U H ( 0 ; Z ) G ( ° ; V ) + 1 1 H ( 1 ' ° ; Z ) " 1 1 G ( 1 ' ° ; y ) ] 
Z 3 r 117T2 
_ , [ ~ - g - - HH(0; z)G(0; y) - 11H(1,0; z) + 11G(1,0; y) 8 ( l - y - z ) 
5 G(0;y) + 
24(1-y) 48(1 - z) 
T T 2 ( - - 3H(0; z) - 3H(1; z) + G(l - z; y) 
o 
355, 
-G(0; y)) - 6C3 + " y H(0; z) + 6H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 10H(0; z)G(0; y) 
-45H(0,0; z) - 12H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 18H(0,1,0; z) + H ( l , 0; z) 
+6H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0,0; z) - 18H(1,1,0; z) 
- 6 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) + 6G(0,l,0;y)' 
^ - [ - ^ H ( l ; z) + ^ G ( l - z; y) + 14H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
7TT2 
8(y + z) 
+14H(0,1,0; z) + 25H(1,0; z) + 14H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 14H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-14H(1,1,0; z) - 14G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 14G(0,1,0; y) + 25G(1,0; y) 
1 
+ 8 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 
+2H(l , l ) 0;z) + G(0,l,0;y)] 
1 rl37r2 
2 2 
y H( l ; z) + y G(0; y) - 2C3 + H( l , 0; z)G(0; y) 
+ 10H(0; z)G(0; y) + 13H(1,0; z) + 10G(0; y) 24(1 - y - z) L 6 
-7G(l ,0;y)] 
7 r 2 r Q46 
+288 [ - -3- - 5 H ( ° ; z ) + 1 2 H ( ° ; ^ G ( 1 -*>v)+36H(°; *)G(°; 
-12H(0; z)G(l; y) + 24H(0,1; z) + 24H(1; z)G(l - z; y) - 24H(1; z)G(-z; y) 
-12H(1; z)G(l; y) + 24H(1,0; z) + 12H(1,1; z) - 44G(1 - z; y) + 12G(1 - z, 0; y) 
-24G(1 - z, 1; y) + 24G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 24G(0,1 - z; y) + 49G(0; y) - 24G(0,1; y) 
+12G(1,1 - z; y) + 44G(1; y) - 36G(1,0; y) + 24G(1,1; y) 
I I T T 4 + Cs 
360 72 
1 
317 - 18H(0; z) + 90H(1; z) - 72G(1 - z; y) - 18G(0; y) - 18G(1; y) 
144 
79987 + 1 7 3 5 H ( 0 ; ^ _ 1 3 2 H ( 0 ; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
72 6 
-36H(0; z)G(l - z, 1,0; y) + 72H(0; z)G(-z, 1 - z, 0; y) 
-72H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 150H(0; z)G(0; y) + 252H(0; z)G(0,0; y) 
-36H(0; z)G(0,1,0; y) + 36H(0; z)G(l, 1 - z, 0; y) - 6H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) 
-72H(0; z)G(l, 0,0; y) + 23H(0,0; z) + 144H(0,0; z)G(0; y) 
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+72H(0,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 144H(0,0,1,0; z) + 6H(0,1,0; z) 
-36H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 72H(0,1,0; z)G(-z; y) + 36H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-36H(0,1,0; z)G(l; y) + 72H(0,1,1,0; z) - 160H(1,0; z) 
-132H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 36H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
+72H(1,0; z)G(-z, 1 - z; y) - 72H(1,0; z)G(-z, 0; y) 
-72H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 192H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 36H(1,0; z)G(l, 1 - z; y) 
-36H(1,0; z)G(l, 0; y) + 144H(1,0,0; z) + 72H(1,0,0; z)G(0; y) 
+144H(1,0,1,0; z) + 72H(1,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 72H(1,1,0; z)G(-z; y) 
-36H(1,1,0; z)G(l; y) + 72H(1,1,0,0; z) + 36H(1,1,1,0; z) 
+36G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 132G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 72G(1 - z, 1,1,0; y) 
-72G(-z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 72G(-z, 0,1,0; y) + 72G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) + ^G(0; y) 
+320G(0,0; y) - 72G(0,0,1,0; y) - 60G(0,1,0; y) + 72G(0,1,1,0; y) 
-36G(1,1 - z, 1,0; y) + 160G(1,0; y) - 252G(1,0,0; y) -I- 108G(1,0,1,0; y) 
-132G(1,1,0; y) + 72G(1,1,0,0; y) - 72G(1,1,1,0; y) 
44TT2 1751 
+"{wb)H(0l2) + 2C3 + 5i[ 
-66H(1,0; z) - 110G(0; y) + 66G(1,0; y) 
Dp{y,z) = 
18 
- 11H(0; z) - 66H(0; z)G(0; y) 
47T2 47T2 
- — H ( l ; z) + — G(l - z; y) + 8H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 8H(0,1,0; z) 4(y + z) 2 L 
+9H(1,0; z) + 8H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 8H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 8H(1,1,0; z) 
-8G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 8G(0,1,0; y) + 9G(1,0; y) 
z r47r2 
+ 4 ( y + ; 8) [-3- - 1 - 4 H ( ° ; z ) + 8 H ( ° ; z ) G ( ° ; 2/) + ^ z ) + 5 G ( ° ; f ) 
-8G(l ,0;y) 
z 
+ 6 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 
2 
[ - y - H(0; z)G(0; y) - H( l , 0; z) + G(l , 0; y)] 
f ^ - 2H(0; z) + 14H(0; z)G(0; y) + 14H(1,0; z) 
1 2 ( l - y - z ) L 3 
+5G(0;y)-14G(l,0;y) 
+ TT 2 H(1; z) - TT 2 G(1 - z; y) - 6H(0; z ) G ( l - z, 0; y) - 6H(0,1,0; z) 2(y + z ) H 
-3H(1,0; z) - 6H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,1,0; z) 
+6G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 6G(0,1,0; y) - 3G(1,0; y)] 
+ 4(y + z) 2 L 
+12G(l,0;y) 
2TT2 + 3H(0; z) - 12H(0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0; z) - 3G(0; y) 
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+ 4(y + z) [-ir
2 + H(0;z) - 6H(0;z)G(0;y) - 6H(1,0;z) - G(0;y) + 6G(1,0;y) 
— + 5H(0; z)G(0; y) + 5H(1,0; z) - 5G(1,0; y) 
1 2 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 
4 ( 1 - y - z ) 
3 r Jl 
r [ - 7T2 + H(0; z) - 6H(0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(1,0; z) - G(0; y) + 6G(1,0; y) 
— Z ) L - J 
+ 2 { y Z + z ) 4 [ - y H ( l ; z) + y G ( l - z; y) + 3H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 3H(0,1,0; z) 




2(y + z) 3 
-*3 rJl 
2 
[ y + 3H(0; z)G(0; y) + 3H(1,0; z) - 3G(1,0; y)] 
2 
4(y + z) 2 I T + 3 H ( ° ; • Z ) G ( ° ; y ) + 3 H ( 1 , ° ! Z ) ~ 3 G ( 1 ' ° ; V ) \ 
3 2 
" 2 ^ 7 ^ [ y + H ( ° ; ^)G(0; y) + H( l , 0; z) - G(l , 0; y)] 
• [ - y - H(0; z)G(0; y) - H( l , 0; z) + G(l , 0; y) 
4 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 
3 2 
r \ \ + H(0; z)G(0; y) + H( l , 0; z) - G(l , 0; y) 
— y — z) L 6 2 ( 1 - y - z ) 
1 :G(0;y) + 
72(1 - z) 
- 7T2 - 25H(0; z) + -H(0; z)G(0; y) + 9H(0,0; z) 
2 2 




+ 2(y + z) 
-H(0,1,0; z) - 2H(1,0; z) - H( l , 0; z)G(l - z; y) + H( l , 0; z)G(0; y) 
+H(1,1,0; z) + G(l - z, 1,0; y) + G(0,1,0; y) - 2G(1,0; y)] 
+ ^ r ^ — r f - x - H ( ° ; Z ) G ( ° ; f ) - H ( 1 ' 0 ; 2 ) - G ( ° ; y) + G ( 1 - °; y)] 
o ( l — y — zj L o J 
T T 2 r^Q 1! i 
+ 72 I I I " H ( ° ; Z ) + 2 G ( 1 ~ Z ; V ) ~ G ( ° ; V ) ~ 2 G ( 1 ; y ) ] 
2Q77 
10H(0; z) + 24H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
19^ 1 
36 s 144 18 
+29H(0; z)G(0; y) - 36H(0; z)G(0,0; y) + 6H(0; z)G(l, 0; y) - 28H(0,0; z) 
-36H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 6H(0,1,0; z) + 40H(1,0; z) + 24H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-30H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 36H(1,0,0; z) - 24G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 56G(0; y) 
-82G(0,0; y) + 6G(0,1,0; y) - 40G(1,0; y) + 36G(1,0,0; y) + 24G(1,1,0; y) 
+ i n < ~ 8 ( 1 ^ ) H ( 0 ; Z ) + 4^IT" ~ f + 1 3 H ( ° ' 2 ) + 12H(0;z)G(0,y) 
+12H(1,0; z) + 31G(0; y) - 12G(1 , 0 ; y ) ] | , 
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+ ^ T T — T \ - -x2 + 1 3 H ( ° ; z ) - Q R ( ^ °; *) - 6 G ( l > °; f ) 
48y(l - z) L 
48y(l - y - z) L + [ - ^ H ( l ; z) + ^ G ( l - z; y) + 22H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 16(y + z ) U 3 " v " ' ~ / ' 3 
+22H(0,1,0; z) + 55H(1,0; z) + 22H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 22H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-22H(1,1,0; z) - 22G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 22G(0,1,0; y) + 55G(1,0; y) 
117T2 
+ 16(y + z) 11 - 22H(0; z) + 22H(0; z)G(0; y) + 22H(1,0; z) 
+33G(0;y)-22G(l,0;y) 
2 2 
8(1 — y — zj ' ' L 3 6 
+2H(l , l ,0 ;z) + G(0,l,0;y) 
z rlOvr2 
48(1 - y - z ) 
+20G(0;y)-20G(l,0;y) 
~2 
+ 13H(0; z) + 20H(0; z)G(0; y) + 20H(1,0; z) 
8(y + z) 3 
2 2 7 T 2 2 2 7 T 2 
— H ( l ; z) - - — G ( l - z; y) - 44H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
-44H(0,1,0; z) - 33H(1,0; z) - 44H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 44H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
+44H(1,1,0; z) + 44G(1 - z, 1,0; y) + 44G(0,1,0; y) - 33G(1,0; y) 
16(y + z) 2 
+88G(l,0;y)] 
44TT2 
[ - ^ f - + 11H(0; z) - 44H(0; z)G(0; y) - 44H(1,0; z) - 11G(0; y) 
+ 33H(0; z) - 88H(0; z)G(0; y) - 88H(1,0; z) - 33G(0; y) 
16(y + z)L 3 
+44G(l,0;y)] 
— + 5H(0; z)G(0; y) + 5H(1,0; z) - 5G(1,0; y) 
12(1 - y - z ) 2 
z 2 r 22TT2 





2 H( l ; z) + - j - G U - z; y) + 33H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 8(y + z) 4 
+33H(0,1,0; z) + 33H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 33H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 33H(1,1,0; z) 
-33G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 33G(0,1,0; y)] 
+ 8(y + z)3 
l l v r 2 
+ 33H(0; z)G(0; y) + 33H(1,0; z) - 33G(1,0; y)] 
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z6 
1 
r 1 \TT 
16(y + z) 2 I 2 
z3 r l lvr 2 
+ 
8(y + z)L 6 
z 3 
16(1 - y - z ) 2 
+ 33H(0; z)G(0; y) + 33H(1,0; z) - 33G(1,0; y) 
+ 11H(0; z)G(0; y) + 11H(1,0; z) - 11G(1,0; y) 
^ - 11H(0; z)G(0; y) - 11H(1,0; z) + 11G(1,0; y)] 
-I-
z6 r l l T r 2 
8(1 - y - z) 1 6 + 11H(0; z)G(0; y) + 11H(1,0; z) - 11G(1,0; y)] 
+ 48(1 - z) 2 7 T
2 ( - - 3H(0; z) - 3H(1; z) + G(l - z; y) - G(0; y)) - 6C3 
355, + — H ( 0 ; z) + 6H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 10H(0; z)G(0; y) - 45H(0,0; z) 
D 
-12H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 18H(0,1,0; z) + H( l , 0; z) + 6H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
-6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 12H(1,0,0; z) - 18H(1,1,0; z) - 6G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+6G(0,l,0;y)] 
1 r 7 277 
+ 4 8 ( 1 _ Z ) [ T 2 ( - - + 3H(0; z) + 3H(1; z) - G(l - z; y) + G(0; y)) + 6C3 + - y 
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- — H ( 0 ; z) - 6H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 4H(0; z)G(0; y) + 45H(0,0; z) 
o 
+12H(0,0; z)G(0; y) + 18H(0,1,0; z) - 7H(1,0; z) - 6H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+6H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 12H(1,0,0; z) + 18H(1,1,0; z) + 6G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
-10G(0; y) - 6G(0,1,0; y) + 6G(1,0; y)] 
+ 
1 7T2 + 13H(0; z) - 6H(1,0; z) - 6G(1,0; y) 
48(1 - y - z) L 
2 " ' ' 23H(0; z) + 6H(0; z)G(0; y) + 6H(1,0; z) + 10G(0; y) - 6G(1,0; y)] 
11 
1 r o 277 
+ " I T + 
D^iy; z) = 
12y(l - z) 
H(0;z) + 1 
12y(l - y - z) 
H(0;z) + 
4(y + z) 2 
y H ( l ; z ) 
7T G(l - z; y) - 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) - 2H(0,1,0; z) - 5H(1,0; z) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(1,1,0; z) + 2G(1 - z, 1,0; y) 
+2G(0, l ,0 ;y)-5G(l ,0 ;y)] 
2 
+ 4 ^ + ^ [ - y + 1 + 2 H ( ° ; 2 ) - 2 H ( ° ; * ) G ( ° ; y) °;2) - 3G(°; 
+2G(l,0;y)] 
2 
+ i 2 ( i - y - ^ ) [ - y - H ( ° ; z ) - 2 I J ( ° ; z ) G ( ° ; - 2 H ^ ' ° ; z ) - 2 G ( ° ; f ) 
+2G(l,0;y)] 
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z 2 r 2 T T 2 2 T T 2 
— H ( l ; z) + — G ( l - z; y) + 4H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 4H(0,1,0; z) 2(y + z) 3 
+3H(1,0; z) + 4H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 4H(1,0; z)G(0; y) - 4H(1,1,0; z) 
-4G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 4G(0,1,0; y) + 3G(1,0; y) 
z 2 r47r2 
+ 4 ( y + z ) 2 [-3- - 3H(0; z) + 8H(0; z)G(0; y) + 8H(1,0; z) + 3G(0; y) 
-8G(l ,0;y)] 
z 2 r27r 2 




6 ( i _ y _ ^ ) 2 [ - y - H ( ° ; ^ ) G ( ° ; y) - H ( 1 > °;*) + G ^ °; f ) 
z 2 r27r 2 
+ — — - H(0; z) + 4H(0; z)G(0; y) + 4H(1,0; z) + G(0; y) 
4(1 - y - zj L 3 
-4G(l ,0;y)] 
z 3 - 2 
[ y H ( l ; z) - y G(l - z; y) - 3H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) 
2(y + z) 4 
-3H(0,1,0; z) - 3H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 3H(1,0; z)G(0; y) + 3H(1,1,0; z) 
+ 3 G ( l - z , l , 0 ; y ) + 3G(0,l,0;y) 
,3 
+ 2 ( y + z ) 3 [ _ y _ 3 H ( 0 ; 2 ) G ( 0 ; y ) - 3 H ( 1 ' 0 ; z ) + 3 G ( 1 , 0 ; v ) ] 
3 2 
+ i ^ T z ] 2 1 ~ T " 3 H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y ) " 3 H ( 1 ' 0 ; z ) + 3 G ( 1 ' 0 ; y ) ] 
3 2 
+ 2(yT^) I " T " H ( ° ; Z ) G ( ° ; y ) " H ( 1 ' ° ; 2 ) + G ( 1 ' 0 5 ^ 
3 2 
+ 4 ( 1 - y - z ) 2 [ V + H ( ° ; Z ) G ( ° ; y ) + H ( 1 ' ° ; Z ) " G ( 1 ' ° 5 y ) ] 
3 2 
+ 2 ( i _ y - z ) I" y " H ( 0 ; z ) G ( 0 ; y ) " H ( 1 ' 0 ; 2 ) + G ( 1 ' 0 ; y ) ] 
+ 7 2 ( 1 1 _ ^ ) 2 [ - vr2 - 25H(0; z) + ^H(0; z)G(0; y) + 9H(0,0; z) - 6H(1,0; z)] 
+77777—\ \2*2 - 3 8 + 6 5 H ( ° ; z ) - 3 H ( ° ; 2 ) G ( ° ; v) - 1 8 H ( ° > ° ; z ) + 1 2 H ( 1 - ° ; 2 ) 
144(1 — z) L 
+3G(0;y)] 
1 1Q 5 1 f 1 
- i 2 ( 1 + « " 4 8 H ( 0 ; 2 ) - i i G ( 0 i » > + " { - W ^ ? m z ) 
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One-Loop Master Integrals 
In this appendix, we list the expansions for the one-loop master integrals appearing 
in (M^\M^) and (M.^\M.^). These squared amplitudes can be expressed in 
terms of only two master integrals evaluated at D — 4 — 2e, 
Bub(si 2) = 






r d D h 
J (2TT)» kl(h - P2)2(h - P 2 - Ps)2(ki - P 1 - P 2 - P3) 2 
(E.2) 
Note that in Chapter 4 we have written the one-loop functions fx and / 2 in terms 
of the one-loop box integral in D = 6 — 2e. This is straightforwardly related to the 
box integral in D — 4 — 2e dimensions by 
B 0 X 6 ( s 2 3 , S l 3 , S l 2 3 ) = - o / n 1 3 ^ Box(s 23, «13, Sm) 
£\L) — o)S\2 
7H—7\ ( B u b ( 5 i s ) + Bub(s 2 3) - B u b ( S l 2 3 ) ) • (E.3) 
s n { D - 4) 
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Closed expressions for these integrals for symbolic D in terms of T-functions and 
the 2F1 hypergeometric function have been known for a long time (see e.g. [25, 45]). 
The bubble integral reads 
n u( ^ • (47r) t r ( l + e ) r 2 ( l - € ) , 1 , „ 
In the present context, an expansion of the box integral to the second order in e is 
required. 
u , , .(47r)T(l + e ) r 2 ( l - e ) , , _ 2 _ £ 
Box(s 2 3 , « i 3 , S123) = » v 1 6 7 | ; 2 r ( l - 2 e ) ^ _ S l 2 3 ^ X 
+ ( E . 5 ) 
i = - 2 
with 
k i , 2 (y , z ) = 2, (E.6) 
Z4.i,i(2/,z) = -2H(0;z)-2G(0;y) , (E.7) 
ki,o(y, *) - 2H(0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(0,0; z) + 2H(1,0; z) + 2G(0,0; y) - 2G(1,0; y) 
7T2 
+ y , (E.8) 
/ 4 . i , - i (y , 2) = 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 2H(1,0; z)G(l - z; y) - 2H(1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-2H(0; z)G(0,0; y) - 2H(0,1,0; z) - 2H(1,0,0; z) - 2H(1,1,0; z) 
-2H(0,0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(0,0,0; z) - 2G(1 - z, 1,0; y) - 2G(0,0,0; y) 
+2G(0,l,0;y) + 2G(l,0,0;y) 
+ y [-H(0; z) - H( l ; z) + G(l - z; y) - G(0; y)], (E.9) 
k i , - 2 ( y , = 2H(0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z, 0; y) + 2H(0,0,0; z)G(0; y) + 2H(0,0,0,0; z) 
-2H(0; z)G(l - z, 0,0; y) - 2H(0,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 2H(0,0,1,0; z) 
+2H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 1 - z; y) + 2H(0; z)G(0,0,0; y) + 2H(0,1,0,0; z) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(0,1 - z; y) + 2H(0,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 2H(0,1,1,0; z) 
-2H(0; z)G(0,1 - z, 0; y) - 2H(1,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(1,0,0,0; z) 
+2H(1,1,0; z)G(0; y) - 2H(0,1,0; z)G(l - z; y) + 2H(0,1,0; z)G(0; y) 
-2H(1,0; z)G(l - z, 0; y) + 2G(1 - z, 0,1,0; y) + 2G(1 - z, 1,0,0; y) 
+2G(0,0,0,0; y) - 2G(1 - z, 1 - z, 1,0; y) - 2H(1,0,0; z)G(l - z; y) 
+2H(1,0; z)G(0,0; y) + 2H(1,0,0; z)G(0; y) + 2G(0,1 - z, 1,0; y) 
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+2H(1,0,1,0; z) + 2H(1,1,0,0; z) + 2H(1,1,1,0; z) - 2G(0,0,1,0; y) 
7TT4 
-2G(0,1,0,0; y) - 2G(1,0,0,0; y) + — 
+ y [ - H(0; z)G(l -z;y) + H(0 ; z )G (0 ;y ) + H(0,0;z) + H(0,1; z) 
- G ( l - z, 0; y) + H(l ; z)G(0; y) + H( l , 0; z) + H( l , 1; 2) + G(0,0; y) 
- H ( l ; z)G(l - 2; y) + G(l - 2,1 - 2; y) - G(0,1 - 2; y)] . (E.10) 
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Harmonic Polylogarithms 
The generalised polylogarithms Sn<p(x) of Nielsen [102] turn out to be insufficient for 
the computation of multi-scale integrals beyond one loop. To overcome this limita-
tion, one has to extend generalised polylogarithms to harmonic polylogarithms [47, 
48, 103]. 
Harmonic polylogarithms are obtained by the repeated integration of rational 
factors. If these rational factors contain, besides the integration variable, only 
constants, the resulting functions are one-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms (or 
simply harmonic polylogarithms, HPLs) [103, 104]. I f the rational factors depend 
on a further variable, one obtains two-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms (2dH-
PLs) [47, 48, 105]. In the following, we define both classes of functions, and sum-
marise their properties. 
F . l One-Dimensional Harmonic Polylogarithms 
The HPLs, introduced in [103], are one-variable functions H(a; x) depending, besides 
the argument x, on a set of indices, grouped for convenience into the vector a, whose 
components can take one of the three values (1 ,0 , -1) and whose number is the 
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weight w of the HPL. More explicitly, the three HPLs with w = 1 are defined as 
Cx dx' 
H ( l ; * ) = / = - l n ( l - z ) , 
Jo *• — % 
H ( 0 ; z ) = l n z , (F. l ) 
r x dx' 
H ( - l ; x ) = / — — = ln ( l + x ) ; 
JO 1 "T X 
their derivatives can be written as 
d 
J E(a;x) = f(a;x), a = 1 , 0 , - 1 , (F.2) dx 
where the 3 rational fractions f(a; x) are given by 
f(0;x) = i , (F.3) 
X 
« - l ! * > = r b -
For weight w larger than 1, write a = (a, 6), where a is the leftmost component of 
a and b stands for the vector of the remaining (w — 1) components. The harmonic 
polylogarithms of weight w are then defined as follows: if all the w components of 
a take the value 0, a is said to take the value 0^ and 
H(6w;x) = ±-\nwx, (FA) 
while, if a ^ 0^, 
H(a; x)= f dx' f(a; x')R(b\ x'). (F.5) 
Jo 
In any case the derivatives can be written in the compact form 
-^-H(a; x) = f(a; x)R(b; x), (F.6) 
dx 
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where, again, a is the leftmost component of a and b stands for the remaining (w — 1) 
components. 
I t is immediate to see, from the very definition Equation (F.5), that there are 3W 
HPLs of weight w, and that they are linearly independent. The HPLs are generalisa-
tions of Nielsen's polylogarithms [102]. The function S n > p (x), in Nielsen's notation, 
is equal to the HPL whose first n indices are all equal to 0 and the remaining p 
indices all equal to 1: 
Sn,p(a;) = H ( 0 n , l p ; x ) ; (F.7) 
in particular the Euler polylogarithms Lin(x) = Sn-iti(x) correspond to 
L i n ( x ) = H ( C i , l ; a r ) . (F.8) 
As shown in [103], the product of two HPLs of a same argument x and weights p, q 
can be expressed as a combination of HPLs of that argument and weight r — p + q, 
according to the product identity 
K(p;x)K(q;x) = £ H ( r » , (F.9) 
r=p\tlq 
where p and q stand for the p and q components of the indices of the two HPLs, 
while p tt) q represents all mergers of p and q into the vector r with r components, 
in which the relative orders of the elements of p and q are preserved. 
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The explicit formulae relevant up to weight 4 are 
E(a;x)E{b;x) H(a, b; x) + H(6, a; x), (F.10) 
H(a; x)K(b, c; x) H(a, 6, c; z) + H(i>, a, c; x) + H(6, c, a; , ( F . l l ) 
H(a; x)H.(b, c, d; x) H(a,6 , c, d; + H(6, a, c, d; x) + H(6, c, a, d; x) 
(F.12) 
+ H(&, c, d, a; x) 
H(a, 6; x)H(c, o?; x) = H(a, b, c, d; x) + H(a, c, 6, <2; a;) + H(a, c, d, 6; x) 
(F.13) 
+ H(, c, a, b, d\ x) + H(c, a, <2,6; x) + H(c, d, a, 6; x) 
where a, b, c, d are indices taking any of the values (1 ,0 , -1) . The formulae can be 
easily verified, one at a time, by observing that they are true at some specific point 
(such as x = 0, where all the HPLs vanish except in the otherwise trivial case in 
which all the indices are equal to 0), then taking the ^-derivatives of the two sides 
according to Equation (F.6) and checking that they are equal (using when needed 
the previously established lower-weight formulae). 
Another class of identities is obtained by integrating (F.4) by parts. These IBP 
identities read: 
H ( m i , . . . ,mq;x) = H ( m i ; x ) H ( m 2 , . . . ,mq;x) - H ( m 2 , m i ; x ) R ( m 3 , . . . ,mq;x) 
These identities are not fully linearly independent from the product identities. 
A numerical implementation of the HPLs up to weight w = 4 is available [104]. 
F.2 Two-Dimensional Harmonic Polylogarithms 
The 2dHPLs family is obtained by the repeated integration, in the variable y, of 
rational factors chosen, in any order, from the set 1/y, l/(y — 1), l / ( y + z — 1), 
+ • • • + ( - l ) 9 + 1 H ( m 9 , . . . , m i ; x). (F.14) 
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l / ( y + z), where z is another independent variable (hence the 'two-dimensional' in 
the name). In ful l generality, let us define the rational factor as 
g(a;y) = — , (F.15) 
y - a 
where a is the index, which can depend on z, a = a(z); the rational factors which 
we consider for the 2dHPLs are then 
g(0;y) = - , 
y 
g ( i ; y ) = 1 
g( l - z;y) = 
V J ' (F.16) 
y+z-1' 
With the above definitions the index takes one of the values 0,1, (1 — z) and (—z). 
Correspondingly, the 2dHPLs at weight w = 1 (i.e. depending, besides the vari-
able y, on a single further argument, or index) are defined to be 
G(0;y) = l n y , 
G( l ;y ) = l n ( l - y ) , 
G ( l - * ; y ) = l n ( l - V 
1-z 
(F.17) 
G ( - z ; y ) = ln ( l + | ) 
The 2dHPLs of weight w larger than 1 depend on a set of w indices, which can be 
grouped into a w-dimensional vector of indices a. By writing the vector as a = (a, 6), 
where a is the leftmost component of a and b stands for the vector of the remaining 
(w — 1) components, the 2dHPLs are then defined as follows: i f all the w components 
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of a take the value 0, o is written as 0W and 
G(6w;y) = -i1\nwy} (F.18) 
while, if a 7^  0W, 
G(S;y)= I* dy'g(a-y')G{b-y'). (F.19) 
J 0 
In any case the derivatives can be written in the compact form 
±G(a;y)=g(a;y)G(b;y), (F.20) 
dy 
where, again, a is the leftmost component of a and b stands for the remaining (it; — 1) 
components. 
I t should be noted that the notation for the 2dHPLs employed here is the notation 
of [105], which is different from the original definition proposed in [47, 48]. Detailed 
conversion rules between different notations, as well as relations to similar functions 
in the mathematical literature (hyperlogarithms and multiple polylogarithms) can 
be found in the appendix of [105]. 
Algebra and reduction equations of the 2dHPLs are the same as for the ordinary 
HPLs. The product of two 2dHPLs of a same argument y and weights p, q can 
be expressed as a combination of 2dHPLs of that argument and weight r = p + q, 
according to the product identity 
G(p>)G(<?>) = £ G ( r » ' ( R 2 1 ) 
f=pHSq 
where p and q stand for the p and q components of the indices of the two 2dHPLs, 
while p\i)q represents all possible mergers of p and q into the vector r with r 
components, in which the relative orders of the elements of p and q are preserved. 
The explicit product identities up to weight it; = 4 are identical to those for the 
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HPLs (F.10)-(F.13), with all H replaced by G. 
The IBP identities read: 
G ( m i , . . . , mq; x) = G(mi; x)G(m2,..., mq; x) — G(m 2 , m i ; x)G(rri3,..., mq; x) 
+ ••• + ( - l ) 9 + 1 G ( m 9 ) . . . , mu x). (F.22) 
A numerical implementation of the 2dHPLs up to weight w — 4 is available [105]. 
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Weyl—van der Waerden Spinor 
Calculus 
The basic quantity is the two-spinor ip^ or ipA and its complex conjugate ip^ or ipA. 
Raising and lowering of indices is done with the antisymmetric tensor s, 
c - r A B — <r - C A B 
£AB — £ — eAB — e 
( 0 1 . 
(G.l) 
- 1 0 
We define a antisymmetric spinorial "inner product": 
(ll>M = ^lA£BAi>2B = ^IA^2 = ~1p?i>2A = -faM»l>, (G.2) 
and 
MM* = M l (G.3) 
Any momentum vector gets a bispinor representation by contraction with <rM: 
, A;0 + h h + ik2 , 
*AB = < B k , = | I , (G-4) 
ki — ifa k0 — k$ 
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where cr° is the unit matrix and Oi are the Pauli matrices. Since 
(G.5) 
we have 
k A B p A B = 2k-p. (G.6) 





(hi - ik2)/\/k0 - k3 
\ 
\/k0 - h j 
so that for light-like vectors we have 
(G.8) 
2k-p = {kp)(kp)* = \(kp)\2. (G.9) 
The following relation is often useful: 
„\i „CD _ o r Cc D (G.10) 
For massless spin-| particles the four-spinors can be expressed in two-spinors as 
follows: 
u+(p) = u_(p) = 
«_(p) = v+(p) = 
I \ 
PB 
V 0 / 
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«+(?) = V - ( Q ) = ( 0, -iqA ) , 
«-(?) = V+(Q) = iqA, 0 (G.l l) 
The Dirac 7 matrices now become 
P — 
0 -ia'i \ 
BA 
ia^AB 0 7 
(G.12) 
so that, for example: 
u+(q)^v-{p) = qA<TtiABpB (G.13) 
The general electroweak vertex for vector boson V coupling to two fermions is de-
noted by ieSijT^hf2, where i and j are the colour labels associated with the fermions 
fi and / 2 respectively. The vertex contains left- and right-handed couplings, 
r>v,/i/ a _ j y I I 7 s \ r V ( 1 + 75 (G.14) 
where for a photon, 
L h h = R h f 2 = - e / i ^ / i / a . (G.15) 
and for a Z-boson, 
Lz = l j x - sin 2 6weh § 
sin 6w cos^iy /l/2> 
Rhh = cos 9 w 
(G.16) 
Here, ej represents the fractional electric charge, the weak isospin and 6w the 









For the polarisation vectors of outgoing gluons and photons we use the spinorial 
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quantities 
= ^ • (G.19) 
The gauge spinor b is arbitrary and can be chosen differently in each gauge-invariant 
expression. A suitable choice can often simplify the calculation. 
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